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The resourceful Major Wingfield starting to descend into Sumera or Noon's Hole in 1913. When the 
expedition equipment went astray he immediately responded with "let us make our own ladders" 
and showed his confidence by using them. 
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This book is dedicated to the memory of our friends 

Roger Solari, David Woods, Martin McMahon and Billy Shiels 

Their work helped make a second edition necessary 



Preface 

My exhortation in the first edition, "that cavers should not believe it" about the cave descriptions, 
took effect even while the book was still in press, with the discovery of the High Noon series in 
Noon's Hole, which then lead to the connection from Noon's Hole to Arch II for "dry" cavers. Other 
major discoveries include the connection of Reyfad to the adjacent caves of Pollnacrom and 
Polltullybrack and the enormous Aghnahoo Extension to the south, which confirm the system as the 
deepest on the island and the longest in Ulster. Pollnagossan was extended in several directions with 
various open leads and no indication of the true direction of the system. Shannon Cave was an epic 
discovery, boulder chokes caused a rescue from the further reaches of the cave, whilst collapses of 
the entrance chokes have kept the system closed for long periods. 

On the cave diving scene Martyn Farr and the late Roger Solari completed their exploration of the 
Arch Cave- Noon's Hole sumps to carry out what they described as the best diving through trip in 
these islands. Difficult cave diving has been and still is necessary in Hammer Pot and Pollnasalac, 
both in the Hanging Rock System. Dave Morris took the plum when he passed the upstream sump 
in Upper Cradle Hole to discover half a kilometre of Monastir Way. Intricate diving was also 
necessary to push the downstream sump in Prod's Pot when Martyn Farr and Dave Morris broke 
through and discovered the fine stream way of Prod's 7. This lead to renewed digging in an old 
Craven Pothole Club site above the Cascade Rising which yielded access to this fine streamway for 
"ordinary" cavers, though it fell to David Woods and Mark Campbell to carry out the first through 
trip, complete with all the sumps. 

Historic Marble Arch was developed as a show cave, allowing the public to glimpse our fabulous 
underground world. Cavers are still able to explore the system due to mutual understanding and 
goodwill between them and the management. Access continues to be a rumbling problem in other 
places in spite of cavers being in the forefront of environmentally aware people. The acquisition of 
insurance coverage by most cavers will hopefully contribute to easing this problem. 

One global change that has occurred in the last quarter of a century includes the growth of 
conservation awareness, which has been embraced by speleologists. Since we are the majority users 
of this fragile environment, it is reassuring to see cavers adopting a policy of protection coupled with 
discovery. All aspects of the cave are included from the rock walls, running water and sediment 
deposits to the fauna, flora, archaeology and palaeontology. 

There is still much to do, 1 mention here only a few of the "Last Great Problems": A long section 
between Reyfad and Carrickbeg is still missing, Belmore has many sites with potential, most of the 
Ture and the Hanging Rock systems are unknown, whilst East Cuilcagh awaits a "master cave". As 
for Coolarkan, that "continual slur on Irish cavers" (first edition), it continues to taunt us with the 
persistence of its closed door. 

Gareth Ll. Jones 
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INTRODUCTION 

The first edition of "The Caves of Fermanagh and 
Cavan", published in 1975, brought together in a single 
publication all the cave exploration work that had been 
undertaken in Co.'s Fem1anagh and Cavan to that date, 
in particular the 80 years following Martel and 
Jameson's explorations in 1895. The 23 years following 
the publication of "Jones' Book" have seen many 
breakthroughs and new discoveries underground and 
on the surface, where cavers, cave divers, cave diggers, 
cave pushers, cave theorists and water tracers have been 
active. This plethora of new discoveries and infonnation 
has now led to a demand for the inevitable second 
edition of "The Caves of Fermanagh and Cavan". The 
purpose of this book is to document the work and 
endeavours of many speleologists and cavers from the 
Fermanagh and Cavan area, the rest of Ireland and 
overseas, and to outline the potential for future 
discoveries. It is obvious that there will be many sites 
where exploration work has not been fully documented 
in the past and there will be sites where the descriptions 
and surveys contained here are incomplete or 
inaccurate. Please let us know for the third edition. 

Given the nature of the science of speleology and the 
sport of caving, it is hoped by the authors that this book 
will be out of date, and collection of material for a third 
edition will be underway, by the time you have read this 
far. 

SAFETY 

Caves are a hostile environment for humans and cave 
exploration should only be undertaken by those who are 
properly equipped and experienced or in the company 
of those who are properly equipped and experienced. 
For the poorly equipped, inexperienced or ill-informed 
the caves of Fermanagh and Cavan present hazards 
which can be potentially life threatening. This book is, 
first and foremost, a guide book by cavers and 
speleologists for cavers and speleologists and by the 
very nature of the publication will contain inaccuracies. 
In addition, the caves and sites described are constantly 
changing as they are naturally evolving dynamic 
landscapes and descriptions presented here may not 
reflect the current state underground. It is assumed by 
the authors that persons intending to visit sites described 
here are suitably competent in the various skills required 
to safely negotiate hazards which may be present. 
Warnings of particular hazards are given where these 
are known, but it is up to individual cavers to assess 
each site for risks involved before undertaking any 
underground or surface activity. 

Weather 
The Fermanagh and Cavan Uplands are one of the 
wettest parts of Britain and Ireland with a mean annual 
rainfall at Lough Navar in excess of 1200mm per year (47 
inches per year) and on Cuilcagh in excess of 1600mm 
per year (63 inches per year). In heavy rainfall 
conditions the bulk of the major cave systems carry large 
amounts of water in the active stream ways and all of the 
larger cave systems contain sections of passageway 
which sump (fill completely), carry strong currents or 
become impassable during high water conditions. Site 
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descriptions carry outline warnings of these sections of 
cave where currently known. Up to date weather 
forecasts are available from Met Eireann and the 
Meteorological Office in Belfast, local knowledge and 
advice is also essential if planning trips during 
potentially wet weather and the best advice is, if in 
doubt- go to the pub!. 

Loose Rock 
Many of the caves in Fermanagh and Cavan contain 
pitches and areas of horizontal cave with loose rock, 
brittle cherts, unstable boulder collapses and chokes. 
Many of these sites have not been stabilised or 
"gardened" by frequent visits and may remain in a 
potentially dangerous state. Extreme care should be 
taken where these risks may be present. 

Cave Rescue in Fermanagh and Cavan 
Cave rescue is the responsibility of the Royal Ulster 
Constabulary (RUC) in Co. Fermanagh and the Garda 
Siochana in Co. Cavan. The Irish Cave Rescue 
Organisation (ICRO) is administered and staffed by 
volunteer cavers specialising in cave rescue who will 
attend, manage and carry out tmderground rescue at the 
request of the RUC or Gardai. Due to the fact that ICRO 
personnel are based throughout Ireland, it may be some 
time before a specialist team of suitable size can be 
assembled in the Fermanagh/Cavan area. An attitude 
of self-help rescue is therefore necessary when caving 
here. 

CAVE RESCUE CALLOUT IS INITIATED 
BY DIALLING 999 OR 112 

AND ASKING FOR CAVE RESCUE. 

RIGGING INFORMATION 

The vertical sections of the caves of Fermanagh and 
Cavan were initially explored using ladder and lifeline 
techniques, however, since the 1970's single rope 
technique has become the norm for vertical trips and the 
rigging topos and gear lists reflect this change. 

In common with other caving regions "self drilling" 
anchor sleeves which take an 8mm bolt with a hanger 
have been the predominant form of artificial anchor. 
Some caves have permanent stainless anchors which 
have been installed for rescue and a programme of 
equipping all the major caves with permanent resin 
bonded Eco-anchors has been started. 

Only the major shafts in the area have been fully bolted 
and to date even less of these have Eco-anchors. The 
seldom visited and lesser sites may have one or two 
artificial anchors which will not have been maintained 
and should be treated with extreme caution. 

During the re-equipping programme of vertical caves 
some anchor points have been artificially created by 
drilling holes through rock projections to give thread 
belays. 

All artificial anchors should, like natural anchors, be 
thoroughly inspected for defects before they are used. 
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Loose rock on vertical sections is common due to low 
numbers of cavers and the fact that many of the shafts 
are developed along major faults or in cherty limestones. 

There are a number of caves which have had fixed aids 
for deep water traverses and climbs but it should never 
be assumed that this equipment is in place or 
serviceable. 

It is a policy that in caves in Fermanagh and Cavan 
where there are free diveable sumps, no lines are left in 
place and in all other sumps the diving lines cannot be 
assumed to be in place or serviceable. 

The rigging topos are schematic only and are not to 
scale, but will be useful in providing detail of rope 
lengths and basic equipment needed to rig the pitches. 
All rope lengths etc. are in metres. The information 
given in the rigging topos should no~ be_ affected by the 
re-equipping programme. The nggmg and tackle 
sections give the MINIMUM requirement. 

ACCESS 

The presence or description of any cave or site _in this 
book does not indicate that a right of way or nght of 
access to any site or cave exists, although a right of way 
may be present. Every cave or site is on someone's land 
and permission to cross that land should be sought from 
the landowner. In the case of a number of sites, 
including many of the major cave systems, access is 
strictly only with the permission of the landowner. 
Visiting sites without such permission will lead to a 
refusal of entry for the party, withdrawal of access for 
others in the future and possible physical closure of the 
cave entrance by the landowner. 

Detailed access information is given for the more 
extensive or popular cave systems in each chapter. 
Information on access to minor sites within each chapter 
is not included and local contact should be made. There 
are a number of general points which need to be 
observed, as continuing access to the Caves of 
Fermanagh and Cavan relies on goodwill between 
cavers,landowners and statutory bodies. 

The countryside code outlines standard good practice, 
but specifically, park sensibly and do not block tracks 
and gateways, shut gates, do not damage gates or fences, 
ensure surface sites are left in a condition which is safe 
for livestock and do not pollute watercourses. Please, if 
you do happen to meet the landowners, talk to them 
and let them know what you're at. 

Up to date information on local access arrangements 
and details etc. should be obtained by contacting the 
Speleological Union of Ireland who maintain an access 
officer for the area. 

Surface digging should not be undertaken in any 
circumstance without the permission of the landowner 
and without consulting local cavers who may be actively 
working on a particular site. Proposed surface and 
underground digs may also lie within National Nature 
Reserves, Areas Of Special Scientific Interest (ASSI's) or 
National Heritage Areas and this should also be 
considered (see conservation below). 
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CONSERVATION 

Caves have unique scientific, recreational, and scenic 
value. They are endangered by both carelessness and 
intentional vandalism. Damage to this delicate 
environment is often irretrievable and the responsibility 
for protecting caves rests with those who enjoy and 
study them. As the only visitors to most underground 
sites, cavers present the major potential threat to caves. 
The potential for damage by cavers relates to the 
numbers of cavers visiting a site, the conservation 
awareness of those cavers and the delicacy of the sites 
visited. 

The Speleological Union of Ireland has an education and 
training scheme and a cave conservation policy which 
address cavers responsibility to the cave enviromnent 
(details are available from the address below). 

For the individual caver using this publication as a guide 
the authors have included conservation notes for 
particular sites and below are some general guidelines. 

Some general cave conservation guidelines. 
In order to assist in protecting caves while still being free 
to visit and explore them, it is useful to consider areas of 
cave by their energy levels. According to this 
classification, caves and parts of caves can be grouped 
into high-energy, moderate-energy and low-energy. 

a) High-energy caves are subject to high-energy events 
on a regular basis, e. g. those which undergo periodic 
flooding. 

b) Moderate-energy caves are only subjected to forces 
significantly lower in magnitude than those affecting 
high-energy caves. The most significant processes in 
such caves may be small water courses, wind or the 
activities of animals. 

c) Low-energy caves are characterised by forces whose 
magnitude are lower again; the highest energy event 
that a low-energy cave normally experiences may, for 
example, be dripping water. 

Adopting this simple classification should help cavers to 
navigate using the most robust route (high energy) 
through a cave with the minimum of impact. 

The potential for damage to caves increases in direct 
proportion to the number of visits. It follows therefore 
that the most popular caves will suffer the most wear 
and tear. This can only be kept to a minimum by 
intelligent caving which includes caving in small 
groups, where possible staying in water courses and 
sticking to the existing travelled routes. 

The delicate balance of the cave environment can easily 
be disrupted by the introduction of litter, carbide waste 
or organic waste. Litter is both unsightly and introduces 
alien substances to the cave envirom11ent. Carbide waste 
is also unsightly and highly poisonous to cave dwelling 
species. Organic waste can easily disturb the delicate 
food web of the cave ecosystem and it smells! 

I PLEASE TAKE ALL WASTE OUT OF THE CAVES I 



Exploration is an integral part of caving and the 
advancement of knowledge about caves. However, 
excavations, the changing of drainage systems or 
collection of samples for scientific research on the 
surface or underground must take adequate 
consideration of the following; 

Land ownership and usage, statutory protection of the 
site (e. g. ASSI or NHA designation), the importance of 
the material being excavated or sampled and the impact 
on the environment as a whole. 

The responsibility for the management of the caves and 
karst of Fermanagh and Cavan lies with three sectors of 
the population; statutory bodies, landowners and 
cavers. The statutory bodies (e.g. the Environment and 
Heritage Service, Dl'tchas and the county councils ) have 
to give certain sites statutory environmental protection 
by law and the caves, surface limestone, cave 
archaeological and cave biological sites of Fermanagh 
and Cavan will no doubt be encompassed by these 
British, Irish and European laws. 

IN ORDER TO CONSERVE 
THE CAVES OF FERMANAGH AND CAVAN WE ALL 
HAVE A RESPONSIBILITY TO THINK ABOUT OUR 

ACTIONS AND ACT CAREFULLY. 

LIFE IN CAVES 

You are in somebody elses house!! In addition to bats, 
which utilise caves at varying times of the year, this 
underground environment plays permanent or 
temporary home to a range of other animals. In general, 
you are more likely to see these elements of the cave 
fauna than bats. 

These animals are a natural component of many cave 
systems and cavers should be aware of them, in order to 
minimise any impacts. Indeed, the fact that life abounds 
in such an apparently hostile habitat, adds to the sense of 
wonder at this hidden environment. 

Cave life can be broadly categorised as trogloxenes and 
cavernicoles. The former only inhabitat caves during 
part of their life cycle or have been washed in while the 
latter are true cave dwellers. Within the cavernicole 
group are troglobites which show morphological cl1ange 
in response to their habitat including loss of eyes and 
surface pigmentation. 

The more notable species likely to be encountered are 
cave spiders, springtails and freshwater shrimps. 
Damage to these, both directly and indirectly, should be 
avoided. Badger and fox are only likely to utilise dry 
cave entrances and minor cave sites. 

The plant life of caves is somewhat restricted but is still 
an important component of these systems. The most 
diverse plant growth is to be found at cave entrances 
and includes a range of flowering plants, ferns, mosses 
and liverworts. Fuller details on these communities can 
be found elsewhere (Chapman, 1993). Cavers should 
always minimise any disturbance of these floral 
assemblages, which are offered broad legal protection 
from picking, uprooting or destmction. 
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BATS IN CAVES 
Hugh McCann. 

Bats and the Law 
Bats are protected by law in most European countries. 
In Northern Ireland bats and their habitat are protected 
under the 1985 Wildlife Order, the implementation of 
which is part of the remit of Environment and Heritage 
Service DoE(NI). In the Republic of Ireland they are 
protected under the 1976 Wildlife Act which is 
administered by the National Parks and Wildlife 
Service. 

In both countries it is an offence to intentionally kill, 
disturb, handle, sell or offer for sale any bat whether 
alive or dead. However, it is possible to tend an injured 
bat without fear of prosecution, for example, to lift a bat 
from a floor and set it on a wall where it is less likely to 
come to harm. There is a licensing system which 
permits trained individuals to disturb, handle or carry 
out research on bats. 
From a cavers point of view it could be interpreted that 
actually visiting a cave where bats are known to roost 
could be considered as disturbance. However, 
conservationists and cavers have worked together to 
produce a conservation code for bats in caves. 

Do not handle bats. 
Also, beware of dislodging bats from their roosting 
position particularly when you are moving through low 
passages. 

Do not photograph roosting bats. 
Flashguns can be very disturbing. 

Do not warm up hibernating bats. 
Try not to linger in confined spaces as even your body 
heat is sufficient to cause disturbance. 

IRISH BATS 
Common Name Latin Name 

Preferred roost 

Leisler's Bat Nyctalus leisleri 
buildings I trees 

Brown Long-eared Bat Plecotus auritus 
buildings I trees 

Pipistrelle Bat Pipistrellus pipistrellus 
buildings/trees/ caves 

Natterer's Bat Myotis nattereri 
buildings I caves I trees 

Daubenton's Bat Myotis daubentoni 
buildings I caves I trees 

Whiskered Bat Myotis mystachms 
buildings/ caves/ trees 

Nathusius' Pipistreiie * Pipistrellus natlmsii 
buildings I trees 

Lesser Horseshoe Bat Rl1inoloplms hipposideros 
buildings/ caves 

* Confirmed as a breeding species in 1997 at one 
building in Co. Antrim. 
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Do not shine bright lights on bats. 
Light and heat can trigger arousal. 

Do not use carbide lamps in bat roosts. 
Carbide lamps are particularly undesirable because of 
the heat and fumes. 

Do not smoke or make excessive noise underground. 
Any strong stimulus can arouse bats. 

Do not take large parties into bat roosts. 
Cave rescue exercises should also be avoided when bats 
are present. 

Do seek advice before blasting or digging. 
Explosives can cause problems both from the blast itself 
and from the subsequent fumes. In known bat sites, 
blasting should be limited to the summer or to areas not 
known to be used by bats. Digging operations may alter 
the microclimate of bat roosts. 
Locating Bats on Caving Trips 

Summer 
A few caves in Fermanagh/Cavan are known to be used 
by bats during the summer months. Such cave roosts 
are likely to hold nursery colonies, which consist of 
female bats and their young. Whilst it is not necessary to 
avoid such caves, it is important that these bats are not 
disturbed. Noise and activity under the roosting site 
should be kept to a minimum. 

Winter 
Surveys to find hibernating bats in Fermanagh/Cavan 
caves were carried out in 1994 and 1996, co-ordinated by 
the NI Bat Group. Although most caves were found to 
be suitable for bats, only a few individuals were found. 
These were either Natterer's or Daubenton's roosting in 
crevices near the entrances. The presence of bat 
droppings in many caves would seem to indicate that 
bats do use caves, probably throughout the year, 
although few bats may be visible. Disturbance of 
hibernating bats can be catastrophic. If bats are visible in 
cave passages between October and April, cavers should 
endeavour to avoid disturbing the bats and follow the 
advice in the conservation code. Since there is scant 
information on bats hibernating in caves, it would be 
appreciated if cavers passed on any relevant information 
to one of the addresses below and informed the local 
Speleological Union of Ireland (SUI) Conservation 
Officer. 

Grilles 
Bats are susceptible to changes in the cave environment. 
Some caves may have grilles erected at the entrance to 
protect bats from undesirable disturbance. Such 
structures have been designed to allow access for bats 
and cause minimum disturbance to the air flow in the 
cave. Conservation organisations liaise with the SUI on 
such matters on an ongoing basis. 

Where cave entrances are to be restricted for reasons 
other than bat conservation, care should be taken to 
minimise disturbance to the air flow and allow flying 
access for bats. Cave owners and/ or cavers should 
always liaise with the relevant conservation 
organisations before doing any work. 
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Facts 
Hibernating bats allow their body metabolism to slow 
down. Their body temperature drops to that of their 
surroundings and they may only wake up a few times 
over the winter. To bring their temperature from just 
above freezing to the 42°C necessary to enable flight 
requires a lot of energy. Unnecessary disturbance could 
cause a bat to use vital energy reserves, which may 
result in death later in the winter. 

Bat droppings consist of the indigestible remains of 
insects. Bat droppings will crumble into dust whilst 
mouse droppings will roll like putty. 

Bats not only use crevices in walls but also spaces in the 
floor. They have been found in boulders. Bats can see 
and they do not get stuck in hair or bite people's necks. 
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Free leaflets which explain bat biology and conservation 
are available from the organisations listed below: 

Sources of Further Information 
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51St Stephen's Green 
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GEOLOGY 

The Fermanagh and Cavan Uplands expose 
Carboniferous carbonates and clastics of Lower 
Carboniferous (Visean and Namurian) age. The 
mountain tops are generally composed of shales and 
sandstones where rainfall forms into discrete streams 
and rivers which sink on meeting the limestones which 
form wide benches around the margins of these upland 
areas. 



The vast majority of the caves in the Fennanagh- Cavan 
area are formed within the Dartry Limestone Fonnation. 
This is immediately overlain by the shale dominated 
Meenymore Fonnation and the Glenade Sandstone, and 
underlain by thinly bedded limestones and shales of the 
Glencar Limestone Formation. Notable exceptions are 
the entrance series of Cascades Rising Cave and the 
Entrance Squeeze to Tullyhona which are fanned in the 
Glencar Limestone. 

T~1e Dartry Limestone Fonnation is a complex group of 
dtfferent lnnestone types and varies greatly in thickness 
and character across the Fermanagh and Cavan area. 
This variation in limestone type has a profound effect on 
cave development and cave form. 

On east Cuilcagh there is a thickness of some 140m of 
well bedded cherty limestones showing many features 
indicative of deposition in shallow water environments. 
Although the limestones are well bedded, most caves 
here are developed along faults and major joints forming 
deep loose cherty pots blocked with debris at the 
bottom. 

To the west, the Dartry Limestone thickens rapidly, 
passing into clean, pure, massive bedded mudbank 
limestones in which large scale cave development has 
taken place, forming the characteristic large stream 
passages of the Marlbank cave systems (Tullyhona, 
Prod's - Cascades and Marble Arch). Again most of 
these caves are developed along joints and faults, the 
best example being Pollnagollum of the Boats where 
fault breccias and fault associated dolomites replacing 
the limestones can be seen in the cave passages. 

Karst drainage on Cuilcagh is influenced to a large 
extent by a thick (4- 8m) dolerite dyke of Tertiary age, 
although recent tracing by the Limestone Research 
Gro';lp has shown that this is not the impermeable 
barner once supposed. Breaches in the dyke may be 
related to fault offsets such as the Pollnagollmn Fault. 

The southern face of Belmore Mountain, although 
largely composed of clean mudbank limestones, is also 
cut.by a number of dolerite dykes, extensive faulting 
whtch has led to extensive dolomitization and these 
factors may have restricted cave development in this 
area. 

Northwards, in the Boho area, the mudbanks are again 
absent a1~~ the maze like Boho Caves are formed by 
extreme JOmt controlled cave development in a thin 
~equence of cherty well-bedded limestones overlain by 
mterbedded shales and limestones (the Carn 
Limestone). 

Further north again, the Dartry Limestone thickens as 
thick mudbank limestones develop and it is in these 
limestones that the classic deep L shaped pot and 
horizontal cave systems of Reyfad and Noon's- Arch are 
developed. Pollaraftra is a fascinating cave, largely 
formed along a single fault, and the area north of 
Pollaraftra is extensively broken up by faulting as the 
Castle Arch dale - Bell1avel Fault system (which is part of 
a structure extending from Mayo to Scotland) trends 
through this area. 

Introduction 

Further geological information can be obtained from 
GSNI Sheets 44,56 and 43. (Derrygonnelly and Marble 
Arch), Jones, (1979), Kelly, J. G. (1989a), Kelly, J. G. 
(1989b), Kelly, J. G. (1995) and Legg et al. (1996). 

ARCHAEOLOGY, PALAEONTOLOGY 
AND SEDIMENTOLOGY 

The caves are also repositories of deposits of various 
materials, both man originated and natural. On the 
archaological front, much work was carried out at the 
end of the last century when Plunkett (1870-79, 1876, 
1.877, 1878, 1898) excavated one cave on Knockninny and 
ftfteen on Knockmore. He recovered recent animal and 
human remains and artefacts, urn burials, flints and 
pottery. Coleman (1965) and Doughty (1995) both 
considered that these were very recent and of 
archaeological interest only. But the record of a cave 
bear skull, of wolf and of a human jaw deep in glacial 
clay, suggest that these sites should not be dismissed too 
easily. 

There .was then an enonnous gap of over 70 years before 
Jones mterested the Ulster Museum in animal finds in 
Pollnagollum of the Boats. Doughty, Wilson and Bruton 
excavated a large nmnber of animal and human material 
deposited between 6,000 and 3,500 BP ascribed to the 
Neolithic and early Bronze Age by Doughty (1995). In 
the adjacent Skreen Hill passage of Marble Arch Cave, 
Jones and McKeever (1987) reported on the 
sedimentology and palynology of a short drillcore from 
a sand bank which they showed was deposited between 
7,500 and 3,500 years BP. This is probably 
contemporaneous with the period described by 
Doughty nearby. Also in Marble Arch at the end of 
Legnabrocky Way, A. Hamilton (pers. comm, 1986) 
reported the presence of charcoal in clays and this may 
relate to the same Woodlands Damaged period. 

So take care when you dig, keep your eyes open and try 
not to damage the sediments needlessly, they may 
contain volmnes of infonnation. 

The other deposits of scientific interest are the 
speleothems. McDermott and Swabey (1995) have been 
using mass spectroscopy for uranium-thorium (U-Th) 
dating of speleothems both in Ireland and across 
Europe. In Fermanagh, flowstone from Marble Arch 
g.ave ~date of 76.64+ I -l.Oka. This is a fascinating result 
smce 1t shows that these passages in Marble Arch were 
mature when the flowstone was deposited during the 
Ipswichian Wann Stage over 76,000 years ago. 

SPELEOLOGICAL UNION OF IRELAND 

The Spel~ologica.l Union of Ireland is the official body 
repres~nting the mterests of speleologists and sporting 
cavers m Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland at 
lo~a~, national and international levels. Having 
ongmally been founded in the 1960's, SUI was 
reconstih1ted in 1983. 

SUI Training Scheme 
The Spele?logical Union of. Ireland operates a training 
scheme a1med at those mtending to take groups 
underground. Few of the cave sites in Fermanagh and 
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Cavan are suitable, either from a safety or conservation 
point of view, for well led and equipped novice groups. 
None are suitable for poorly led or equipped groups, 
and persons intending to take groups underground are 
strongly advised to contact SUl for information on the 
training progranune before going underground. Sites in 
the area suitable for such groups are covered as part of 
the training programme. 

The SUI library 
This contains an extensive collection of books and 
periodicals covering the sport of caving in general and 
caving in Ireland in great detail. Practically all 
publications mentioning caves in lreland are held by the 
library. A list of publications held in the library is 
available from the librarian and photocopies of specific 
references can be provided. A small fee is charged to 
cover costs. Access can be obtained through 
arrangement with the librarian. Contact SUI Librarian, 
c/o AFAS, House of Sport, Long Mile Road, 
Walkinstown, Dublin 12. 

Irish Speleology. The Journal of the SUI 
This is a high quality glossy A4 magazine published at 
12 to 18 month intervals and contains articles on new 
exploration of caves in Ireland, improvements in 
equipment and techniques, geological and hydrological 
research in caving areas and reports of overseas 
expeditions by lrish cavers. Relevant information on 
new discoveries, changes to the caves etc. should be sent 
to the editor of Irish Speleology, c/ o SUI (see address 
below). The current issue and back copies of previously 
published issues can be obtained from the SUI Librarian. 

For further information on SUl or advice on 
accommodation, access etc. contact; Secretary, SUI, c/ o 
AFAS, House of Sport, Long Mile Road, Walkinstown, 
Dublin 12 

PUBS 

Always useful information to know, if you want to meet 
(or avoid) the majority of local cavers. There are four 
pubs in Blacklion, and the traditional caver's pubs are 
McGovern's Bush Bar (Vincey's) and Frank Eddy's 
(Maguire's). The Linnett lnn (McKenzie's) in Boho is a 
popular spot to drop into when returning from the 
Tullybrack area. 

MAPS AND SURVEYS 

Maps in this book are largely derived from large scale 
detailed maps and indices produced by Gaby Burns. 
These larger scale maps and indices can be obtainedby 
contacting Gaby c/ o Gortatole OEC, Florencecourt, Co. 
Fermanagh. Nearly all sites mentioned in this book can 
be found on the detailed maps, or can be located on 
1:10,000 sheets using the grid references provided. 

Surveys are, with a few exceptions, oriented grid north 
to top of page. We are indebted to many caving clubs 
for the use of their surveys, many of which have been 
redrafted from the 1st edition and many editions of Irish 
Speleology. A large number of the cave surveys were 
modified, re-drawn or re-lettered during preparation of 
the ESCR report (Fogg and Kelly 1995) and we 
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acknowledge the contribution by the Environment and 
Heritage Service in this respect. 

PHOTOGRAPHS 

Photographs are credited with details of the 
photographer and model underneath the photograph. 
A number of photographs were taken during 
preparation of the ESCR report (Fogg and Kelly 1995) 
and we acknowledge the contribution by the 
Environment and Heritage Service in this respect. 
Copyright of these pictures remains the property of the 
Environment and Heritage Service. 
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The Caves of Fermanagh and Cavan 

CHAPTER 1. THE TULLYBRACK -
BELMORE UPLANDS 

This chapter covers the caves developed within the 
upland karst to the north of Upper and Lower Lough 
MacN ean and to the west of Lower Lough Erne. The 
majority of the caves in this area are to be found on the 
north and eastern slopes of Tullybrack Mountain (386 m) 
where there are a number of major cave systems currently 
known. In the north trending limestone belt on the 
eastern flank of Tullybrack are the 3.5km Pollaraftra 
System situated immediately southwest of Knockmore 
Hili, the big pothole systems of Noon's Hole- Arch Rising 
(3.5km +long, 120m deep) and the Reyfad-Pollnacrom
Polltullybrack- Carrickbeg Rising Cave system (at 192+ m 
deep and 6.7km long, the deepest surveyed cave in 
Ireland and the longest in the Fermanagh- Cavan region). 
The maze like Boho caves and the enigmatic railway 
tunnel proportioned passage of Pollnagolium Coolarkan 
lie in, or on the flank of, the Aghanagiack River Valley. 

Away from Tullybrack are the caves developed in the 
Lough Navar area to the north and the many sites on the 
southern slopes of Belmore Mountain (401m) to the 
southeast. Localities on the northeastern side of Lough 
Erne are considered later (see pages 115 -117). 

1 A. KNOCKMORE -
POLLARAFTRA AREA 

Introduction 
The impressive cliffs of Knockmore Hill form a dramatic 
backdrop to the northeastern edge of the Tullybrack 
uplands. Long regarded (erroneously) as the most 
northerly area with cave potential in Co. Fennanagh, the 
Knockmore area does host the most northerly major cave 
system known, the impressive 3.5km+ long fault 
controlled Pollaraftra stream cave. There are also a host of 
smaller sites between Noon's and Pollaraftra and in the 
limestone areas north of Pollaraftra. Although these 
northern limestone areas are heavily faulted (the Castle 
Archdale- Belhavei Fault, a fault trending from Mayo to 
Scotland, runs through here) there still remains good 
potential for further discoveries in this area. For 
convenience, this large area is dealt with in four sections, 
The Pollaraftra - Legiand Rising Area, Knockmore Hili, 
Whitehouse Cave- Poulnamuck Area and the Upland 
Area North of the Main Road to Doagh Lough Area. 

Hydrology 
Little hydrological work has been carried out in this area. 
Based on the proximity of the end of the cave, the streams 
sinking at Pollaraftra and it's various tributaries almost 
certainly resurge at Legiand Rising. 

History of Exploration 
The first systematic exploration of caves in the 
Knockmore Area was initiated by Piunkett in 1878 and 
1898, who carried out archaeological excavations in 15 
sites in the area. No maps were ever produced with 
Plunkett's work, although many significant finds were 
made including pottery, other evidence for human 
habitation and bones of various mammals including a 
skull of Ursus Spelcrus, the great cave bear. 
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The Old Entrance to Pollaraftra was "created" in 1942 
when the doline "ran-in" following flooding in the valley. 
It was first descended by a party from the Yorkshire 
Ramblers Club in 1949 who explored past The Mud Wall 
to The Canals. In 1950 and 1951 one of the YRC party 
(Tyas) returned with parties from the Craven Pothole 
Club and reached the end of the canals. 

Soiari & Farr of the CDG, dived the Main Stream Sumps 
in the early 1970's, Soiari reaching the furthest point yet 
reached in Sump 4 and Farr discovering the Main Stream 
continuation beyond Canal Sump 2. The Upper Entrances 
were opened by the late Martin McMahon in 1990, and 
the two inlet extensions from The Boulder Chamber were 
dug out by combined Reyfad Group/Raven PC teams in 
1994 and 1995. The cave (without the diving extensions) 
was surveyed by Roger Soiari in 1972. 

Work in the areas surrounding Pollaraftra has been 
undertaken by various parties, but the most effort was by 
the late Billy Shiels of the Reyfad Group who, 
unfortunately, took much of his knowledge of the area 
with him. 

POLLARAFTRA - LEGLAND RISING AREA 

Kl & Kla POLLARAFTRA H0798 4983 
C&C 51, 66, 67. Cave Science 3. CDG NL 29, 32, 34. CPC 
1.3, 5.5. CPG 5. Descent 4, 18, 26, 31, 75, 84, 85, 97, 114, 116, 
120, 121, 122, 129. Irish Caver 3. Reyfadeer 1. Irish 
Speleology 4.2, 15. YRC 7.26. 

Access 
Access strictly by permission of the landowner only. 
Proceed along the track to the old farm buildings and 
park here without blocking access to land for farm 
vehicles. The cave lies about 300m further west along the 
valley. Alternatively, park in either of the two roadside 
quarries and head south to the obvious valley where the 
sinks and entrances can be found. The Old Entrance is in 
the most eastern sink, Martin's Entrances are at the base of 
the west wall of the next sink upstream of the Old 
Entrance. 

Conservation 
Well developed flowstones in the Entrance Chamber 
should be avoided. There are a number of well developed 
formations in the stream passage and care should be 
taken. Extreme caution should be taken if progressing 
beyond the Mud Wall to avoid touching any of the 
flowstones and gour pools developed on the walls and 
floor in tltis area. 

Rigging and Tackle Required 
Old Entrance (K1) 
This entrance series has no artificial anchors and can be 
rigged for SRI or ladder and lifeline using natural 
anchors. The first pitch has a natural arch and trees at the 
head of a 6m drop. From the bottom of this, an exposed 
traverse leads to a double ledge. Natural threads above 
the top ledge allow the second, 8m, pitch to be rigged 
down through an eyehole. A single rope, 40m long plus 
rope protectors, slings/ wires gives a fun but unnecessary 
entrance to the entrance chamber. The Waterfall Pitch 
requires a 15m handline and the Mud Wall a 15m SRI 
rope or 8m ladder and 15m lifeline. 
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Entrances 
There are two entrances to the system, both reached by 
following the track above Knockmore along the dry valley 
to where it ends at the old farm buildings (the traditional 
changing place). A few hundred metres further along the 
dry valley the Old Entrance (Kl) is surrounded by a stone 
wall. A drop of 3m to the pot goes by a short tunnel to a 
traverse down on to a ledge. At the far end a hole with a 
thread belay above it gives an Sm pitch to the floor of the 
Entrance Chamber. 

Alternatively, an easy, but loose, climb down a hole 
(Martin's Entrances- I<la) at the western edge of a second 
sink some 50 metres upstream of the Old Entrance gives 
easy and tackle free entry to the cave. From here an 
obvious passage leads to the Entrance Chamber at the 
base of the Old Entrance Pitches. 

The Entrance Chamber has a flowstone cascade on the 
northern wall and passages lead both left and right from 
the southern wall (fault plane). To the right it is possible 
to reach a stream and to follow this in a low passage to a 
short waterfall and a chamber with a dark frothy sump 
pool (the Guinness Pool). 

Sump bypass - The Crawls 
The sump is normally by-passed by going left from the 
Entrance Chamber and then taking the rift passage up to 
the right over a boulder. The passage soon becomes a 
traverse in the roof of a rift which reaches a small chamber 
after some 16m where it is possible to squeeze down to 
the stream. From here there is a choice of awkward 
crawls which run parallel to each other for 35m, the 
easiest route is up to the left. They emerge via a tight 
vertical zig zag (The Z Bends) at a climb down to the 
stream shortly after it has emerged from the sump. 

Main Stream Passage 
The stream now flows along a narrow open passage, 
traversed on the walls for much of the way, to a 3m 
waterfall. A handline may be useful It is now possible to 
walk along a broad passage with fine curtains to a low 
wide bedding chamber littered with fallen slabs (the 
Luncheon Shelves). At the end of the chamber, on the 
right, is a large side passage which is choked after a 
couple of metres. The stream passage is now 15m high, 
with some slightly obscene stalactites known as "the 
Chickens" hanging from the roof. 

This gradually drops to the large Boulder Chamber, 
which is rather complex, being some 50m long, up to 30m 
wide and 10m high. A stream enters on the left and this 
was pushed in 1994 to give an extension of approximately 
150m. The '94 extension is initially muddy with a couple 
of squeezes before opening into a long stooping stream 
passage littered with flat breakdown slabs which ends in a 
boulder choke. 

In the Boulder Chamber it is possible to climb up in 
several places, especially on the left. This is where the 
elusive high level passages can be reached by climbing 
right up to tl1e top at the start. The dry rift appears to pass 
over the chamber and descends at the far end. There is a 
large chamber part way along. 

lA. Knockmore- Pollaraftra 

Passing through the squeezes in the choke, one regains 
the stream passage, shortly after a stream enters on the left 
over a calcite flow which blocks the inlet passage. A climb 
up to the left before this stream reveals a tight vertical 
squeeze which gives access to approximately lOOm of 
passage upstream of the calcite flow. Further down the 
Main Stream Passage are a couple more chokes before it 
opens out into a fine rift with one more choke after 30m. 
The stream soon sinks into Sump 2, often covered in froth. 
This is a shallow 15m dive. 

Sump Inlet Passage 
After the final cl1oke before Sump 2, a stream enters on the 
right down a 3m high waterfall. This is climbed to a 3m 
high passage which meanders for about 50m to a metre
high chamber. The passage continues to a squeeze up 
over a mud bank to a pool and a sump, known as Inlet 
Sump. This sump is only 2.4m long but is constricted and 
awkward (free-diving NOT possible) and leads to 90m 
of rift ending in a boulder choke. This has not been 
pushed. 

Mud Wall 
Just before the sump is The Mud Wall leading to a steep 
mud slope. A free climb should not be attempted as there 
are copious quantities of slippery mud and a sharp 
bouldery landing. A thin pull through nylon line to a bolt 
may be in place to allow the pitch to be rigged. At first 
this high level passage is glutinously muddy for some 
150m, with calcite flows frequently decorating the left 
hand wall of the large passage. Then a series of very fine 
gours cover the passage floor (Extreme Caution passing 
by here, please) and just after they finish, the passage 
drops into a chamber. 

On the left a hole drops down to the active stream 
passage. One enters by a climb, but on the right is a slide 
down. The stream has flowed in a roomy passage from 
Sump 2, but downstream it nms in a rift getting ever 
tighter until it reaches Sump 3. This is 10.5m long and 
4.5m deep, leading into 12m of passage before Sump 4. 

Sump 4 was dived by R. Solari and continues for 105m in 
a rift rarely more than 0.6m wide and 2m high. The depth 
is not greater than -4.5m and there are no air spaces. A 
sharp turn at 60m alters the direction of the sump from 
east to slightly northwest. The passage is joint controlled 
and exceptionally twisting. At 45m there is a steep gravel 
slope on the left which probably marks the exit of the 
main stream. There may be other side passages, 
particularly on the sharp bend 6m beyond this. Visibility 
was 1.5m at the time of the first dive. 

Back in the high level chamber, the passage ascends and 
continues to the First Lake, where the roof drops to 1.5m. 
Around here are several small high-level passages. 
Having waded the lake the passage continues mainly dry 
with more calcite flows, etc., on the left until it opens out 
into a large chamber with a huge pile of boulders in the 
middle of it. It is necessary to climb up through loose 
holes in the boulders onto the top of the pile, and then to 
climb down the far side for at least 15m to the start of The 
Canals. 
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The Canals 
The Canals lie in a high meandering rift. They are filled 
with static water, are very cold and must be swum and 
waded for about 300m. There are a few islands of rubble. 
There is no flow in the canals except for a little direct 
surface drainage, and they may represent some form of 
perched water table. Towards the end of The Canals, a 
small vertical rift descends to the right of one of the 
islands, the tight slit descending to a meandering bedding 
plane. This emerges at the top of a narrow climbable 3m 
pitch to a sump pool. It may be possible to continue on 
the other side of the pool. This passage must be well 
below the level of The Canals. 

At the end of The Canals the rift, now only about 2m high, 
continues dry for 60m with a squeeze through a nice 
calcite flow. It ends at a high shattered rift chamber which 
can be climbed into. On the left before the climb however, 
a squeeze through boulders leads to a bedding plane with 
a small stream entering through rocks on the left. The 
bedding plane opens up after 30m into large boulder 
chambers, where a climb up the boulder slope for 20m 
possibly brings one close to the surface as vegetation has 
been smelt here. Keeping to the left in the boulder 
chamber, one can squeeze through slots with the stream 
to another high canal passage. This Second Canal can be 
swum with occasional vertical squeezes for some 45m, 
whilst the roof drops to several cross rifts, some of which 
have mud banks whilst others sump. 

This obviously phreatic region would therefore appear to 
be one large sump area. It is interesting to realise that the 
latter half of the cave (apart from the isolated bit of stream 
passage) is entirely 'high-level' passage, with no sign of 
the Main Stream. The terminal sump at the end of the 
second canal (Canal Sump 2) initially drops to about -6m 
depth at 28m and then forms a meandering spacious 
passage, 4.5m wide and over 2m high. At 150m a small 
airbell can be reached by treading water. The following 
section is obstructed by boulders, but after only a further 
18m a wide low sump pool is encountered. The 
mainstream resurges from this sump pool and flows off in 
a low Third Canal which, after 30m increases to 9m wide 
and 2 - 2.4m high. After another 225m another sump 
(Sump 5) is encountered, the entrance to which is 
obstructed by boulders. This remains undived. There is a 
considerable distance between Sump 4 and the re
emergence of the Main Stream at the end of Canal Stm1p 
2. 

KR1 LEGLAND (Gortgor) RISING H0955 4962 
Descent30 
This is the rising for Pollaraftra. After rising it disappears 
back underground again. lt repeats this a couple of times. 
One entrance in boulders is too dangerous after 6m, the 
other is a wet bedding plane. 

Kl SINK 
Stream sinks below cliff 500m upstream from Pollaraftra 
reappearing in places. Possibly the sink for the stream in 
the '94 extension in Pollaraftra. 

Kl SINK 
Stream sinks below cottage where you used to change for 
Pollaraftra - probably a tributary to Pollaraftra. Large 
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shakehole on other side of lane called 'cave' on OS 6" map. 
Almost certainly the stream in the Sump Inlet Passage in 
Pollaraftra. 

K4&K5 SHAKE HOLES 
Depressions, little potential. 

K6 GROTTO 
Grotto type cave in mini gorge. 

K7&K8 SHAKE HOLES 
Depressions with little potential. 

K9 SHAKEHOLES 
6m hole McDermott/McConnell got down to choked 
bottom. This is one of a line of depressions towards 
Meander Cave. 

K10 CAVE 
Short but very impressive cave entrance. 

K11 SINKS 
Complex of small sinks. 

K1la MEANDER CAVE AND SINK H0945 4950 
In a dig are two entrances. The stream sinks in one 3m 
down although the continuation is too tight and an 
underground stream can be heard. The other leads to 
12m of dry meander passage with formations and to a 
small chamber. 

K1lb SHAFT 
East of Meander Cave. Too tight at the moment, 2m 
down it opens up into a chamber, 6-8m deep with a good 
draught. 

K13 DEPRESSIONS 
Depressions in rockface. 

K14a & b SHAKEHOLES 
Big depressions. 

K14c BUSH POT H0944 4916 
lt is necessary to crawl into a fenced-in thicket of bushes. 
The pot consists of an 8m bell-shaped pitch with a thin 
rock bridge 2m down. There are clean, well scalloped 
walls. Chamber 6m by 3m with boulder floor; depth 12m. 
Two other rifts here too. 

K15 SHAKEHOLES 
Depressions in middle of field. 

K16 SHAKEHOLES 
Depressions beside hedge. 

K17 SINK AND DRY VALLEY 
Dry river valley I sink. 

K18- KlO SHAKEHOLES 
Depressions. 



POLLNAMANSH 
BCRA Grade 3a 
cucc 1970 
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AA 
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Entrance 

K11 SINK 
Small sink north of ruins. 

K11 CRINOID CAVERN H08514919 
On top of a small rise a small conical shakehole drops into 
a rift with fine fossils. 

K1l POT IN A BOG H08l7 4914 
In an expanse of marsh below a tiny ruined hut three 
holes take water. The most northerly might be dug. 

K14 SHAKEHOLE 
Depression on hillside. 

K15 CAVE H0875 4970 
Aven marked as Cave on OS 1:10,000 map between track 
and cliff. This Cave Reference of Col em an's is a scoop in 
the rock 

Kl6 GARRISON CAVE H08814974 
YRC7.26. 
Conservation.- The cave is well decorated and contains 
evidence of bats. Some 75m of muddy passage to a pitch 
where it is possible to free climb down a series of calcite 
flows. 

WHITEHOUSE CAVE - POULNAMUCK AREA 

Kl4 POULNAMUCK H068 501 
CUCC 2.1.lrish Speleology 3.2, 4.2. YRC 7.26 
Tight and long abandoned upper series badly choked to 
parallel chamber. Here in 1978 M. Farr dived a 3.6m stm1p 
to a total of 52.5m of small sized passage. Largely hands 
and knees crawling, the route passes two low ducks to the 
foot of a series of avens. Climbs of 3.6m, 5.4m and 1.5m- in 
water - lead to a 200mm high crawl. There is minimal 
depth from the surface and no further prospects. 

lA. Knockmore- Pollaraftra 

N 

plan 
0 metres 5 -===-=-

sections 
8o __ ~m~e~tr~e=a.s ...... _...3 

TWIN SHAFTS (close to Poulnamuck) 
CUCC2.1. 
These shafts are in a shakehole at the west end of the 
choked sub-surface crawls. The east shaft is 6m deep with 
sharp flakes and is choked. The west shaft is a 6m deep 
rift, narrowing to a cross rift. 

POLLNAMANSH (as in Cowsh Aven) H068 501 
CUCC 2.1. Descent 15 
Pollnamansh is an unpleasant sink dug out by Cambridge, 
who followed it for 40m along a narrow stream way until it 
finally became too tight. A tight entrance squeeze leads by 
a slope and a crawl to a drop into a small chamber - The 
Cistem. A low wet crawl then goes to a squeeze on a left 
hand bend ("tighter than Black Shiver"), before a drop into 
a pool gives 25m of tight wet twisting passage. Then the 
passage narrows at the canal, and finally a slot above a pool 
defeats all but pygmies. The Pleasure Dome is a nicely 
decorated 3m high chamber on the left. The cave runs east 
some 5m underground towards a shakehole where a rift 
promises a continuation. The presumed rising is some 
100m to the North (?0695 5050). 

Kl5 WHITEHOUSE CAVE H0668 5016 
On top of a rise steps lead down a 10m pot. 

Kl6 & l7 CAVES 
Short cave passages - should connect under the road. 
Marked on OS 1:10,000 sheet. 

KNOCKMORE HILL 

K40 & K4l SHAKEHOLES 

K41 SWALLOW HOLE 

K41 SMALL CAVE 
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K45 SINK 
Small sink in dry valley on hillside. 

K46 CAVE 
Short section of cave. 

K47 CAVE 
Large walk through cave passage on corner of cliff. 

K48 ROADSIDE POT (Heals (sic.) over Head Pot) 

H08625014 
Descent 92. lrish Speleology 13. 
The description of the process of naming this cave would 
be more extensive than the description of the cave. The 
entrance is situated on the right side of the Pollaraftra 
track, 20m beyond an old barn. Pushed by the late Billy 
Shiels, McConnell and McDermott. Under a sheet of 
corrugated metal a fine pot of 9m drops to a pool on a 
mud floor. The pitch continues into a second mud 
chamber filled with inactive formations, mostly straw 
stalactites. From here a keyhole leads to a 2m drop and a 
second chamber. This was dug to reveal a low, 
descending crawl to a third chamber, Crystal Chamber. 
Here the cave narrows to a bowed rift and a tight squeeze 
ending in a muddy chamber suspended over a 2m pot in 
the floor. This is blocked with gravel. It is interesting to 
note that Roadside is on a major fault line which intersects 
the main Pollaraftra passage in the Canals area. 

K49 SHAKEHOLES 
Small depressions. 

K50 BILL V'S SYSTEM 
35m cave passage discovered by Billy Shiels. Only 35m, 
but there's two passages and a pitch so it's a system. Cave 
walls covered in delicate moonmilk. 

1(53 INSCRIBED CAVE (Lettered Cave) H0884 5047 
INJ 10. RIA lOB. 
Wakeman (1866 - 70) describes a cave 50m north
northeast of the summit cairn of Knockmore at 308m. It is 
of partly artificial nature and with rock scribings on the 
walls. It is a scheduled historic monument. 

K54 CAVE 
Small cave at foot of cliff. 

K55 GILUE'S HOLE 
RIA 10. 
The site is below the south end of the cliff, again with 
interesting rock scribings. Named after a hapless pair of 
ejected lovers, who lived here for several months in the 
eighteenth cenhtry. 

KRl - KR9 SMALL RISINGS 
At base of Knockmore Cliff. 

UPLAND AREA NORTH OF MAIN ROAD 

TO DOAGH LOUGH AREA 

K38 CAVE 
Short walk-in cave. On OS 1:10,000 map. 
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ROADSIDE POT (Head over Heals Pot) 
l<nockmore, Co. Fermanagh 

Survey Billy Shiels, Colin MacDermott 
BCRA Grade 1 

(re=l 
era~~ _ 

.. 1~ 
\.Crystal Chamber 

·.::.r::v~ Squeeze 

~FinaiPot 
1(39 CAVE 
Small grotto type cave. On OS 1:10,000 map. 

K61-65 CAVES 
A series of fossil caves in the cliff face. 

K66 DOAGH SCHOOL SINK H0527 5173 
Descent 18 
A stream sinks and can be followed for lOm. It could be 
pushed by digging a cobble floor. 

K67 & 68 CAVES 
A series of fossil caves in the cliff face overlooking 
Monawilkin Lake. 

KR10 SRANIFF RISING H0845 5195 
A rising, no entry possible. 

OTHER SITES 

K69 REMNANTS 
Cave remnants down valley from Doagh School Sink. 

SPA WELLS 
There are Spa Wells at H021 511 and H007 528. 

GROTIY POT 
Half way between Meander Cave and Bush Pot. A 6m 
pot with a handline descent to a dig. Walls very unsafe, 
slight sound of stream. 

MUCKY POT 
"Half way up hill to Grotty Pot." 7m deep and full of 
muck.? 



1 B. THE NOON' S HOLE -
ARCH CAVE SYSTEM 

Introduction 
This system consists of a fine resurgence cave (Arch) 
leading upstream to a long sumped section which has 
been dived to the magnificent Arch Streamway. At the 
sink end of the system, Sumera, or Noon's Hole, is a 
clean 81m pot carrying a major tributary stream to the 
Arch Stream way which can be reached via sumps at the 
end of the Afternoon Series. Also accessible via Noon's 
Hole are the extensive passages of the High Noon's 
series through which a dry connection to the Arch 
Stream way has been established. There are many minor 
sites which are connected hydrologically to the main 
cave system. The Noon's-Arch system is 90m deep and 
over 3.5km in length and was described by M. Farr as 
the finest through trip in Ireland and Britain. 

Hydrology 
The stream sinking at Noon's Hole contributes 
approximately one third of the water resurging at Arch. 
No dye tracing has been carried out on the Noon's
Arch System and the complex hydrology has yet to be 
unravelled. 

It was originally thought that Sump Inlet Passage was 
fed by the river sinking at Pollanaffrin, although it is 
more likely that Sump Inlet is fed by Killydrum sink as it 
terminates close to this sink The water from 
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Pollanaffrin is now thought to feed the High Noon's 
stream as is the water from Crunthelagh Sink. The entry 
of the Old Barr Sink and Seltanahmmy Sink water to the 
system is unknown but it is assumed at present that Old 
Barr enters via the F. A series and Seltanahunny via 
either Nollaig Way or the F. A. series There are a 
number of minor sinks on the surface above Aliway. 

History of Exploration 
Apart from the unfortunate informer Dominic Noone's 
involuntary descent in 1826, and a quarryman called 
Cavanagh who was let down in a creel to recover 
Noone's remains, Martel was the first speleologist to 
venture into the gaping mouth of Sumera. E. A. Baker 
and Major Wingfield of the Yorkshire Ramblers were the 
first to bottom Noon's (Wet Pitches) but found only a 
sump and no way on at the bottom of the wet pitch. A 
diving attempt in 1961 found the sump here to be 
blocked with flood debris. 

In 1970 the University of Leeds Speleological 
Association investigated the dry pitches and so 
discovered the Afternoon Series. In March '75 The 
Reyfad Group and P. O'Reiiiy, J. Lord and J. Phillips 
(ICNC) engineered the route into High Noon's via 
Crucifixion Crawl. This led them into about one mile of 
new passages comprising the High Noon Series. At 
Christmas 1978 other Reyfad Group members (M. 
Leonard, D. Woods & M. Campbell) pushed a choked 
inlet off the downstream passage and found 90m of 
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well-decorated passages. The following year Campbell 
dived in the downstream sump pool but found that 
there was no diveable route into Arch 2. Farr had 
previously reported a boulder blockage at the Arch 2 
side. The mud squeeze just before Fault Chamber was 
pushed by the Reyfad Group in March 1980 into No
Ones Hole. Following a resurvey of High Noon's by 
Burns and others in 1984, Burns, Ball and P. Fogg of the 
Reyfad Group established the dry connection from 
Chamber Passage in Noon's to the Arch Streamway. 

Exploration from the Arch Cave end of the system began 
in 1895 with a visit from Martel who sketched it in his 
book The YRC brought in a boat to the deep pool at the 
end of the first section but failed to find a way on. It 
wasn't until1959 when Duncan Miller of the Fermanagh 
Caving Club passed Duncan's Duck in a narrow fissure 
at the end of the pool that Arch 11 was opened up. In 
1961 Shepton Mallet dived the sump for 40m at a 
maximum depth of 3m to a large air bell. In 1971 Cave 
Projects Group climbed an aven from the air bell. In 
1972 M. Farr and R. Solari passed the sumps at the end 
of Arch and explored the Arcl1 stream way to the swnps 
at the bottom of Noon's. They later passed these and 
subsequently completed the first traverse from Noon's 
to Arch. Sump Inlet Passage was pushed by Farr in 
1973,78 and 79. 

N19 NOON'S HOLE (Sumera) H0936 4828 
Martel, 1897. Praeger 1930, 1937. Baker, 1932. Jones, 
1969. Farr 1980, 1984, 1991. Brook, 1971. C&C 27, 37, 
67. CPC1.2,1.3. CPGNLS. CSS26. CDGR1961,NL26, 
29, 36, 56, 57. CSS 26. Descent 11, 14, 23, 26, 29, 31, 45, 55, 
62, 63, 78, 116,120,122, 129. Irish Speleology 3.1, 3.2, 4.2, 
13. Reyfadeer 1. ULSA 7. YRC 2.8, 4.13, 9.30, 9.32. 

Warning: Noon's Hole is a large active sink and the 
first pitch rapidly becomes impassable in high water 
conditions. Ropes rigged on the first pitch during 
floods may be damaged by flood water and/or rocks 
carried into the shaft by the river. The Afternoon 
Series sumps in places in these conditions. ICRO 
emergency dumps are located in High Noon's. 

Access 
Park in the car park on the left at the top of the tarmac 
road signposted from the Boho - Garrison (via 
Knoclonore) road. Do not proceed any further except on 
foot. Following the right hand concrete lane from the car 
park for about 200m, Noon's lies in the fenced hollow to 
the left. A gap at the bottom of the fence to tl1e right of 
the shakehole allows access to a gully from which a 
muddy slope leads quickly!! to the top of tl1e pitches. 

Conservation 
There are areas of well developed speleothems in High 
Noon's Right and the obvious path should be followed. 
All the Inlets are well decorated and care should be 
taken. It is necessary to cross an area of good flowstone 
and gourpools before entering Chamber Passage and 
extreme care should be taken. The main Arch 
Stream way contains many fine fonnations, but these are 
easily avoided by walking in the stream. 
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Introduction 
This is probably the finest pothole in Ireland, the 
entrance shaft bellowing out like a huge Hennessy 
bottle. Here the pot and the various passages associated 
with it (After Noon's Series and High Noon's) are 
described. The magnificent stream passages of the Arcl1 
Streamway are described from Arch Cave. 
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NOON'S HOLE - ARCH CAVE SYSTEM 
Co. Fermanagh 

SurveY. compiled by G. Burns from surver,s by 
Noon s Hole- Afternoon Series- P. M. 0 Reilly & G. Ll. Jones 
High Noon's- G. Burns 
Arch 1 and 2- M. Farr and R. Solari 
Sump Inlet Passage- M. Farr 

ARCH2 

NOON'S HOLE 
AFTERNOON SERIES 
BCRA Grade 3c 
P. O'Reilly & G. Ll. Jones 
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SECTION. 
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From "Caving" by E. A. Baker 1932 

Traitor's End- The Unfortunate Dominic Noone 
Dominic Noone was originally from Kiltubrid in Co. 
Leitrim (a baptismal record for a Dominic Noone of 
Kiltubrid dated in the 1790's is recorded in the parish 
records in Drumshanbo) and was living in the 
Fermanagh area in the 1820's at a time when there was 
considerable unrest between the authorities and a 
nationalist agrarian society known as the Ribbon Men. 
Noone joined the Ribbon Men, but was employed by the 
authorities as an informer and a number of men from 
Fennanagh were transported to Australia for life on his 
evidence that they were involved in "issuing unlawful 
oaths", i. e. belonging to, and recruiting for, an outlawed 
organisation. 

Noone had been a popular character, renowned for his 
singing and dancing abilities, and was tricked into 
attending a "wedding party", despite being tmder police 
protection. The party was, in fact, a trap for the unwary 
informer. He was kidnapped and taken to a cottage on 
the Barrs of Boho (Boho uplands) and was then thrown 
down the potl1ole, probably after having his tongue cut 
out, although the head of the corpse was so badly 
mangled by the impact that this bit is unclear. The body 
was found some days later after rumours that he had 
been thrown into the hole were confirmed when a 
quarryman lowered on a rope to search the pot found 
Noon's remains on the first ledge. No-one was ever 
charged with his murder, and the incident and the 
nature of Fermanagh life at that time are well described 
in a rare work of historical "faction" called "The Ribbon 
Informer", written by Peter Magennis (the Bard of 
Knockmore) in 1874. 
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Noon's Hole Main Shaft 
Although not a large mouthed pot, it opens out into a 
fine shaft with a bridge at 32m, the first ledge at 52m, the 
second ledge at 60m, the third ledge at 72m and the 
bottom (by alternative shafts) at 92m. 

Rigging and Tackle Required 
Main Shaft. lOOm SRT rope, 13 hangers/karabiners, 2 
slings. 
High Noon's Left. Sm rope or ladder, lOm lifeline. 

Afternoon Series 
From the bottom of the dry pitch some SOm of rift 
passage leads to a T -junction. Downstream it is 
necessary to wade for most of the way (about 40m) to a 
duck. Then a fine stream passage, a metre wide and up 
to 3m high, runs for about 150m to a duck into a small 
chamber. A 3.5m deep, SOm long sump witl1 a number 
of airbells connects to the Arch Streamway. Route 
finding is difficult and there is no line in place. On the 
right, 20m before the Main Sump, is a lOm long passage 
leading to a clear static sump. This leads to four or five 
sumps/ ducks after an Sm dive. After 35m a mud slope 
comes to within a few centimetres of the roof and rules 
out tlw possibility of an alternative route into Arch 2. 

Upstream from the junction, pools are waded or 
traversed, until the active passage sidesteps and a 
narrow rift gives the easiest way on. Passing a muddy 
chamber up on the right the passage becomes a short 
low crawl leading through a small chamber to Fault 
Chamber. The way on is through a tube low on the right 
and opposite is the squeeze into No-One's Hole. High or 
low routes can be followed to another pair of chambers. 
In the first, a short climb of +3m gives access to 
Crucifixion Crawl. Continuing through the second 
chamber leads to wading and then a sump. 

No-One's Hole 
No-One's Hole is a roomy chamber 10m x Sm filled with 
sandbanks. A low squeeze at the end of the chamber 
links with the main passage - a large boulder prevents 
entrance here. No fwther prospects. A curious yellow 
liclwn like substance decorates tl1e walls of the cl1amber. 

High Noon's 
About lSm before the pools that lead to the unsavoury 
upstream sump of the After Noon's Series, a 3m climb to 
a tight continuation, Crucifixion Crawl. This is 19m of 
tight tortuous crawls ending as a squeeze leading up 
into a large open rift naming north (right)- south (left). 
The ICRO emergency dump is located at this junction. 

High Noon's Left (Upstream) 
To the left of the junction tl1e passage goes upstream for 
60m in a southerly direction to a Sm drop into a stream 
passage about 12m high. This awkward climb has a 
fixed bolt/hanger and handline although it would be 
advisable to bring a Sm ladder. Downstream of this 
climb the passage quickly sumps and continuing 
upstream a large choked area is quickly encountered. 
This continues for about 60m to a smaller passage which 
ends in an undiveabie sump in a narrow rift. The 
whereabouts of the suspected large High Noon 
passages in this area remain a mystery. 



High Noon's Right (Downstream) 
To the right of the junction (downstream) the passage 
continues north along a high rift passage, through a 
squeeze in a boulder choke - the river can be heard to 
flow below - and along a muddy section with stal, 
columns and static pools. This emerges, after almost 
200m, into a large chamber (Artie's Chamber) and to the 
start of the canals. On the left in Artie' s Chamber is Inlet 
1, the F. A. Series. Continuing along from a pool in the 
main passage, past a fine flowstone aven, 70m from the 
start on the left Inlet 2 (Nollaig Way) is encountered. A 
further 115m along the meandering main passage is 
Inlet 3 and 40m further is Inlet 4. Finally after another 
60m and 24m from the terminal sump is the large 
flowstone Inlet 5. The waterfall at the sump can be 
heard from here. This downstream sump ends in an 
impassable boulder blockage. The sump is over 500m 
from the junction at the end of Crucifixion Crawl. 

High Noon's Right:- The Inlets 
Inlet 1 - The F. A. Series 
This inlet is located to the left of Artie' s Chamber. After a 
few metres a junction is encountered. To the left , the 
passage runs back south, parallel with the main passage, 
for about 24m along a canal and a duck to a high aven. 
Straight on from the Junction the passage comes to a hole 
in the floor. Passing on by the hole, a small pool and a 
tight duck lead to a largish chamber and then to 'F' sump. 

Entry through the hole in the floor, meanwhile, quickly 
gives access to a narrow rift. To the right an awkward 
passage leads back up to 'F' sump. To the left, an 
awkward traverse down a slippery rift leads past the very 
inconspicuous outlet for F. A. Series. This outlet is very 
tight and has been pushed for only 15m. Straight on, the 
slippery rift passage continues for a further 50m to 'A' 
sump. 

'F' Sump 
2m from base, a vertical descent down a narrow rift to-
6m gives access to a low muddy continuation. This has 
not been pushed further. 

'A' Sump 
This sump is dived for 48m past several air bells to a steep 
mud slope which ascends into a large tenninal airbell. In 
the preceding airbell gurgling noises can be heard coming 
from an eyehole on the right, but neither here nor in the 
terminal airbell is there any pushable way on. 

'F' and 'A' sumps would appear to be connected with 
the sink at Seltanahunny and it should be noted that the 
streams which emerge from F and A Sumps flow 
southwards through the outlet noted above, and not into 
Artie' s Chamber. They may join the mainstream in the 
inaccessible stream section somewhere upstream of 
Artie' s Chamber. 

Inlet l - Nollaig Way & Christmas Gallery 
A choked inlet 70m beyond the start of the pool leading 
from Artie' s has been dug into a large chamber, 
Christmas Gallery, and about 90m of well decorated 
passages, Nollaig Way. The chamber is 25m long, up to 
7m wide and 15m tapering to 1 m high. At the far end a 
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crawl leads to a boulder slab, Ed's Bed, and beyond, a 
25m rift. At the near end, a 28m long rift leads down to 
a pool, to the right of which was a bedding plane with 
fine straw stalactite scenery. 

Crunchy Fiesta 
In Christmas Gallery a boulder collapse can be climbed 
for 10m to a boulder blockage on the right and left. To 
the right this has been pushed along a rift for 20m to a 
choke. There are two inlets- midway, one gives access 
up a steep slope for 6m to a draughty and choked 
continuation. Following the demise of an original 
explorer's Ford at the tight corners on the road to Noon's 
while returning from the trip, the main rift passage was 
named Crunchy Fiesta. 

Inlets l & 4 
Inlet 3 contains approximately 40m of crawls leading to 
a duck and muddy floor. Inlet 4 consists of over 30m of 
crawls. 

Inlet 5 & Chamber Passage 
At the top of a beautiful flowstone slope (boots off!) a 
short muddy lake is encountered leading to a junction. 
To the right over a pool is the boulder choke that leads 
into Chamber Passage. At the inlet junction the small 
stream flows over a flowstone floor. The inlet narrows 
to lm but one can walk along the 5m high passage. 
After 140m the inlet ends abruptly in a flows tone choke. 
There are two tubes on the right on the way in, at 90m 
and 110m respectively. 

Chamber Passage And The Arch Connection 
Going right from the inlet junction across a pool is the 
complex boulder choke into Chamber Passage. Once 
beyond the boulder choke one arrives into what was 
usually described as a big 'chamber'. In fact it is a 
passage over lOOm in length! This passage opens out 
considerably and in places exceeds anything previously 
encountered in High Noon's. 80m along this abandoned 
oxbow, on the left, is Hywel's Aven. Near the end of the 
passage the floor slopes sharply from the roof down to a 
small flow of water on the right hand wall. A 2m drop 
into this water is followed by an 8m crawl to a very 
awkward squeeze on the left. 10m beyond this squeeze 
the Oxbow in Arch 11 is encountered. 

N1 OOGHBORAGHAN and ARCH CAVE 
H1037 4790 
Martel, 1897. Baker, 1932. Jones, 1969. Brook, 1971. 
Boon, 1977. Farr 1980,1984,1991. C&C 33. CDG R1961, 
NL 6, 22, 26, 28, 29, 48, 49, 52, 56, 120. CPC 3.2. CPG 5. 
Descent 11, 23, 26, 42, 62, 63. Geog. Jnl. 10.5. Irish 
Speleology 3.2, 4.2. SMCC 3. Reyfadeer 1. YRC 2.8. 

Introduction 
At the head of a series of waterfalls stands the 
magnificent entrance to Arch Cave. Ooghboraghan is 
the local Irish name for this impressive resurgence 
entrance. Here the passages originally explored from 
Arch to the sumps at the bottom of Noon's and the 
Noon's- Arch diving connection are described. 

Description 
Daylight illuminates the first 40m of cave behind the 
15m high arch. This section, ending in a deep pool, 
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Duncan's Duck, has been known for a long time. 
Swimming across the pool to the left leads to a deep 
vertical fissure, through which lies the way on. The 
main Arch streamway leads from here and consists of 
300m of major stream passage to a sump. lt has strong 
phreatic features and two lakes. The first lake can be 
waded but the second must be swum. At Midway 
Chamber a tributary enters from the south but can only 
be followed for a short distance through a small sump to 
a choke in fault breccia. On the north side of the passage 
just before Sump 1 (Syphon Chamber) an aven appears 
to connect with the surface. Sump 1 is approximately 
60m long, there is an airbell after 40m although the line 
avoids this. An aven rising from the air bell has been 
climbed. The possibility of bad air has been reported 
here in the past. 

From the airbell a dive emerges after 60m in a long 
chamber with roof pendants and one or two mudbanks. 
lt is necessary to swim most of this 60m section to Sump 
2. This is 8m long and another 45m of canal follows 
until ledges are reached which can be walked along. 
The canal finally finishes 45m beyond this and the 
passage increases dramatically in size. A large inlet, 
Sump Inlet Passage, then enters from the south. The 
stream emerges from a boulder choke which can be 
bypassed by a high level chamber and passage on the 
right. The stream can then be followed for 150m to 
Boulder Hall and yet another boulder choke with the 
main stream emerging from the right. 

Beyond the Boulder Hall Choke over 900m of well 
decorated passage, initially 9m x 9m but decreasing 
gradually upstream, is then encountered and finally 
ends in a sumped rift, the sump connection with Noon's 
Hole. About 400m upstream of Boulder Hall a small 
inlet, Aliway, enters from the right. A further 250m 
upstream, a climb over boulders on the right leads to the 
start of the oxbow. This is about 90m long and the 
connection with Noon's is about 60m along on the right 
wall. 

Continuing upstream to the left the upstream end of The 
Oxbow is passed and there are fine formations on the 
banks of the stream - stay in the water to avoid them. 
75m from the upstream end of The Oxbow, large 
quantities of water emerge from bedding planes. After a 
further 150m a muddy, calcited rift is found on the east 
wall. This leads, after about 105m, to a series of large 
avens which have not yet been climbed. 

Sump Connection with Noon's 
This can be dived straight on, in a smallish rift, for 54m. 
The way on, however, is to be found on the right hand 
wall at a depth of 4.5m. This passage emerges after 45m 
in the After Noon's series. Only a small amount of water 
enters the system at this point. 

Aliway 
About 250m downstream of the oxbow in the west wall 
there is a 24m long passage with a smallish sump at its 
end. The sump is 6m in length and some 60m of low 
crawl follow, with inlets at 45 and 51 m but there is no 
way on. 
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Sump Inlet Passage 
A hundred metres or so upstream of Sump 2, a large 
inlet trending south is encountered but ends in a 
promising looking sump within 30m. This inlet 
contributes about one third of the total flow at the 
confluence with the main passage. This passage is at 
present 408 m in length, ending in a fault zone 12 sumps 
from base. Total length of the sumps is 195 metres. 
Sump 1 is 10.5m long, Sump 2, 15m, Sump 3, 30m, 
Sump 4, 24m, Sump 5, 12m, Sump 6 is entered via a 
gravel squeeze and is 7.5m long. Sump 7 also has a 
gravel squeeze entry and is 15mlong. This is followed 
by a difficult squeeze, Desperation, and Sump 8 quickly 
follows. Here a rainbow trout was encountered. The 
12m Sump 9 is encountered after 5m. 

Beyond this the passage enlarges to walking size but 
Sump 10 is soon reached. This is an easy dive of 1 0.5m 
leading to an abandoned overflow passage. The stream 
enters via an impassable blockage on the left. After 27m 
Punk Rocker Passage terminates in Sump 11. This is 
3.5m long and open streamway is again regained. This 
passage is blocked by a boulder choke aligned on a 
prominent north- south fault but this can passed on the 
right via an awkward squeeze through boulders 
(Beethoven's Bum). 4.5m further the 3m long Sump 12 is 
reached. Beyond this is a constricted passage and an 
awkward squeeze. This leads to a fair sized fault 
chamber but the way on is hopelessly choked, the 
stream entering from small fissures under the right hand 
wall. 

Silver paper has been noted in the streamway upstream 
of Sump 11. This, the general trend of the passage and 
the comparatively minor flow at the end would seem to 
suggest, that the water is derived from Killydrum Sink 
and not from Pollanaffrin. 

Nl RISING 
Small rising- percolation water or from Tul.lincloy? 

N3&N4 SPRINGS 
Small springs. 

N5&N6 SHAKEHOLES 
Depressions. Not much prospect. 

N7 TOBER ST. FEBER 
A well. 

NB SINKHOLE 
A small sinkhole in a field beside the road. 

N9 KILL YDRUM SINK 
Large swallow hole, small sink. 

N10 SHAKEHOLE 

N11 HOLE 
Insignificant hole beside wall. 



1 B. Noon's Hole - Arch Cave System 

POLLANAFFRIN 
Co. Fermanagh G. R. H0935E 4753N 

Survey by D. T. Underhill, R. Solari 

0 metres 10 

N 

t 

Nll POLLANAFFRIN H0935 4753 
Martel, 1897. Baker, 1932. Boon, 1977. COG NL, 29,32, 
36, 40, 49. CPC 3.3. Geog. Jnl. 10.5. Descent 23, 26, 57, 
Irish Speleology 3.2, 4.2. Reyfadeer 1. SMCC 3. 

Rigging and Tackle Required 
No artificial anchors have been placed for the two Sm 
pitches. 

Pollanaffrin is a large cliff-girt shakehole which usually 
sinks in its bed before reaching the pot. Descent may be 
made to half the depth by scrambling down and then an 
Sm pitch brings one to the floor. To the west a hole (which 
can sump when wet) goes into Waterfall Chamber. To the 
east there is a climb down through boulders to the head of 
a second Sm pitch. This is tight. At the bottom, one 
squeezes through a hole and climbs down further drops 
of 3m and 2m to a junction. 

From here a rift climbs north for some 20m to about 3m 
from the surface. To the south an awkward rift leads to a 
still water duck 2m long, at least 2m deep and with a 12cm 
air space. This leads to 22m of rift followed by Sump 1. 
This is followed for 45m at shallow depth to a 48m 
continuation terminating in the 4.5m long Sump 2. 
Beyond this the stream vanishes into a lOcm wide fissure 
and after 21m a complete choke is met. Existing 
possibilities at the choke appear to have been eliminated, 
but nearby a drafting site 4.5m up may have possibilities. 
The total length of the cave is at present about 245m and 
most of this is small and difficult. The trend is generally 
north-northwest towards Noon's. 

Sump 1 

N13 FAIRY CAVE H0931 4752 
Descent 94. Irish Speleology 4.2. 
An old passage exposed in the hillside above 
Pollanaffrin. lt is developed along a rift which runs in 
for some 50-60m, initially about a metre high, and then 
by a couple of short crawls to a small chamber below a 
calcited aven. lt ends in a sump pool which was 
pumped and syphoned in 1990 by ULSA to allow access 
to an airbell and a descent down a 45° slope to a 
"hopeless" silt choked hole at -1.7m and 4.5m from base. 

N 14 AUGHAKEERAN POT (Pollaphylla, Poll a sod) 
H0934 4765 
Boon, 1977. SMCC 3. 

Rigging and Tackle Required 
No artificial anchors have been placed 
1st Pitch-ISm, 2nd Pitch-29m, 3rd Pitch-13m. 

Description 
The entrance lies in a small swallet by a farm building 
across a field from Pollanaffrin. A sloping ISm pitch 
drops into a bedding plane, upstream a crawl leads to a 
chamber where the stream enters from the roof. 
Downstream it continues for lOm to the top of the 29m 
pitch with an awkward take off. The stream cannot be 
followed at the bottom but a 6m climb up the far wall 
leads to a 12m by-pass pitch. Here the stream sinks into 
an impenetrable crack. Total depth is approximately 
61m, the pot is formed along a joint bearing 110°. 
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AUGHAKEERAN POT 

H 0923 4763 
240m OD 

BCRA Grade 5b 
Cave Projects group 

DAW, DTU, 1973 

EXTENDED 
SECTION 

-33m 

ledge 

NORTH-WEST 

tight 

-6lm deep 

N15 CRUNTHELAGH SINK H09l7 4793 
A 3m deep rift (kept flagged over), goes for 4m to a 

small grotty wet hole. A 6m passage also goes back 
through loose boulders. Presumed to feed into High 
Noon's. 

N16 WELL 

N17 SINK 
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N18 SHANCARRICK 
Hole in a large depression. 

NlO OLD BARR SINK H0929 4844 
Descent 127 
Small stream meanders across large shakehole by an old 
farm and sinks in several places. A narrow slot, dug out 
by Derbyshire cavers, with falling water leads to a small 
boulder chamber from where narrow bouldery rifts lead 
downwards. Presumed to feed FA Series. 

Nll SHAKEHOLE 
Big shakehole with no potential. 

Nll BEND SHAKEHOLE H0942 4849 
A large hollow lies in the elbow of the bend. 

Nll SHAKEHOLE 

N24 SELTANAHUNNY SINK H0903 4858 
Descent 21, Irish Speleology 4.2 
Stream sinks in bedding plane in front of a house. 
Removal of assorted rubbish and a po-pot gave 12m of 
tight stream passage to small waterfall and an 
impossible duck. There are several shakeholes in a field 
nearby. 

N25 SHAKEHOLE 

N26 SINK 
This site, N27 and N28 are located on the Knockmore 
Map. Small sink, water destination unknown. 

N27 SHAKEHOLES 
Small depressions outside wall. 

N28 POULNAMADDA H0885 4908 
CPC 3.3. YRC 7.26. 
A shaft 11m deep and Sm diameter. Extensively choked 
by boulders, carpets, a bed, a mattress and sheep. 



1 C. THE REYFAD -
CARRICKBEG SYSTEM 

Introduction 
A number of caves and potholes have been connected 
here and it appears that they are mostly post-glacial 
entrances to a vast pre - and/ or intra - glacial system 
developed under Tullybrack Mountain. It is obvious 
that some of the modern streams have excavated much 
of the glacial sediment infilling many of the passages 
and are merely utilising the system as a convenient route 
to the present resurgence. 

In other parts of the cave (e.g. New River) recent 
streams have excavated newer passages of their own. 
The present resurgence for the Reyfad System, 
Carrickbeg Rising Cave, is noticeably younger than 
many of the passages in Reyfad and the possibility of 
the existence of a fossil resurgence at another location 
is an e~citing possibility. Unfortunately, the planting 
of Ballmtempo Forest makes a search for such a site 
rather daunting. 

Within the Reyfad system there are five streams -the 
New River, the Reyfadhoo stream, the Pollnacrom 
stream, the main Reyfad stream and the Heaven and 
Hell stream, all disappearing into chokes and sumps to 
the south. Dye tracing indicates that they must 
eventually unite in a master cave. It is remarkable that 
with 6.7km of explored passage in the Reyfad system 
and 1.0+ km. in Carrickbeg that the ends of these two 
caves are further apart than the entrances. Considerable 
potential for further discoveries exists both 
underground and on the surface, although the various 
sumps and digs represent significant obstacles to be 
overcmne. 

Hydrology 
Polltullybrack is the first main sink to Reyfad with Bush 
Sink and Reyfad Pot the major tributaries. Watson's 
Sink is the second main streamway in the system and is 
believed to have excavated Watson's Way and the 
Northwest lnlet. It joins the Main Stream below the 
camp site. At the moment the Pollnacrom stream 
pursues an independent course to its sump. 

Bush Sink is presumed to feed the stream in Rory's Aven 
and W atson' s Sink is presumed to feed the stream in 
Watson's Way, both streams joining the Main Stream 
before it enters the Aghnahoo Extension. It is probable 
(althou?~1, given the tendency of karst streams to ignore 
probab1hty, not 100% certain) that the Reyfadhoo and 
Heaven and Hell streams also resurge at Carrickbeg. 
Thus, all the streams encountered within the current 
Reyfad - Pollnacrom System drain to Carrickbeg. As the 
connections of many of these streams are not seen in the 
known cave passages, they are presumed to eventually 
meet in the long sought for Reyfad Master Cave, 
somewhere between the sumps and chokes in the Reyfad 
System and the terminal sump in Carrickbeg Rising Cave. 

ln 1973 D. Drew dye tested the Polltullybrack water 
througl: the Main Chamber to Carrickbeg Rising. The 
New R1ver stream (which sinks at Waterfall Sink and 
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enters at The Shower Room) was tested by J. Kelly in 
1990 and was also found to resurge at Carrickbeg after 
only three days. The Pollnacrom stream has also been 
traced to Carrickbeg (E. Devoy, pers. comm.). To the 
south and southwest of the Reyfad System there are a 
large number of minor and major sites in Reyfad and 
Knocknahunshin townlands, many of which were dye 
tested in 1996 and '97 by Angela Kelly of the Reyfad 
Group. Of these sites, Mad Pot, Brennan' s Rocks Sink 
Murphy' s Hole, Rattle Hole, Ivy Hole, Pollmore, and 
Pollkeeran have tested positive at Carrickbeg only. It is 
thought that Seltanacoole Sink, Brennan' s Rock Sink, 
Murphy' s Hole, Rattle Hole and Ivy Hole feed the Inlet 
Passage in Carrickbeg, whereas Pollkeeran, Pollmore 
and Pollbeg are entering the system via another as yet 
undiscovered inlet and/ or the "Reyfad Master Cave". 

History of exploration 
Reyfad was first discovered by the Yorkshire Ramblers 
in 1939 who finally got down to the Main Chamber in 
1960 and between then and 1963 discovered Main 
Stream Passage, The Grottoes, Main Stream Passage 
south to the Terminal Aven, Main Chamber to the Main 
Boulder Choke, Southern lnlet and North-West Inlet as 
far as the squeezes. Pollnacrom was discovered by The 
Craven Pothole Club in 1962, who explored the 
downstream passages to the sump. 

In 1966 the Speleological Society of Ireland pushed 
North-West Inlet and found the Zig Zag Passage and 
Formation Passage. They also surveyed Southern Inlet 
and climbed the chimney for 15m. In 1968 the Irish 
Caving Club and the Irish Speleological Association 
st~rte~ their explora~ory phase by finding Rory's Aven, 
chmbmg the Tenmnal A ven for 30m, discovering 
Watson's Way and climbing Watson's Aven for about 
20m. They also discovered the Old Bog Road, Jo' s Roe, 
Dreamer's Diversion, Circumlocution Convolutions 
New River and Shower Room, Excremental way: 
Coleman' s Cavern and Detrimental. 

In 1969 Hull University Speleological Society explored 
and surveyed the Gypsum Crawls in Reyfad and 
pushed south from the Pollnacrom pitch into the 
Heaven and Hell series. The following year the Reyfad 
Group added Cath's Climax and Jolly Jones' Jokehole, 
and Leeds pushed the Zig-Zag to the sump. Following 
the flood and rescue in Easter 1970 damming material 
was washed down the pot and blocked it at the Boulder 
Choke 63m down the shaft, and it wasn't tmtil their third 
attempt in June 1971 that the Westminster Speleological 
Group were able to dig it out. 

The Reyfad Group pushed Scrapers' Hole in 1975 and 
the elusive Reyfad-Pollnacrom connection was 
discovered by Hull in 1976 who also pushed the Heaven 
and Hell series at the same time. 1978 saw the Reyfad 
Gr~up breakthrough into the Aghnahoo extension, 
takmg Reyfad to 179+m and deepest in Ireland. The 
Reyfad Group continued their discoveries with 
Reyfadhoo passage in 1979. After a number of years of 
tortuous "ear in water" chert dam bashing by CPC, 
HUSS, Jones, O'Reilly, Neill, Campbell, Woods and 
especially Burns, the Main A ven was finally descended 
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from Polltullybrack by two joint Reyfad Group I Irish 
Caving Club parties, of 5 and 4, during the drought of 
1983. The Raven Pothole Club removed the choke in the 
main shaft in 1989, it returned but has now been 
removed again. Small extensions were made in Rory' s 
A ven by the Reyfad Group in 1994. 

Rl6 REYFAD POT H0889 4687 
Drew et al. 1977. Farr 1980, 1984, 1990. C&C 22, 49, 60, 
75. CDG NL, 50, 52, 53, 54, 56. CPC 3.2. CRGGB 12.4. 
Descent 12, 14, 18, 19, 22, 26, 29, 30, 31, 33, 34, 37, 40, 42, 
43, 44, 45, 55, 57, 94, 96, 115. HUSS 1969, 1975. Irish 
Speleology 1.2, 1.3, 3.1, 3.2, 4.2. ISA NL 1970. KCC 1971. 
Reyfadeer 1. Speleologist 3.17. ULSA 6, 8. WSG 5.5, 7.1. 
YRC 7.24, 7.25, 9.31, 9.32. 

Warning. The entrance shaft is formed on a major 
fault and there is a lot of loose rock on the walls. The 
shaft is unpleasant when wet and becomes impassable 
rapidly in heavy rainfall conditions. 

Access 
Access to Reyfad, Pollnacrom and Polltullybrack and 
other sites on Reyfad Moor is by permission of the 
landowner only. Contact local cavers or the SUI 
Conservation/ Access Officer for details. Attempts to 
"pirate" trips without permission may result in the 
physical closure of the cave entrances. lt is not possible to 
reach the cave via the laneway to Reyfad Moor without 
keys for the padlocked gates. 

Conservation 
The Reyfad System contains many areas with superb 
fom1ations and important, and largely unstudied, clastic 
sediments (mud, sand etc.). Care should be taken to 
avoid any damage to areas where these features are 
present. Areas where particular care is warranted 
include the Gypsum Crawls, Watson's Way, Northwest 
Inlet and Formation Passage. 

Rigging and Tackle Required 
Main Shaft. lOOm rope, 8hangers /karabiners, 2 slings. 

Reyfad Entrance Shaft 
The entrances are formed in thinly bedded cherty 
limestones, but open out dramatically in the underlying 
purer mudmound limestones. The main shaft of Reyfad 
can be seen to have formed along a major fault and the 
breccia lining the walls of the pot is loose in places and 
presents an ever present hazard to the caver. There are 
two entrances, the larger normally takes a stream. From 
here a 12m pitch leads to a large platform which joins the 
pitch from the smaller of the two entrances. This second, 
smaller, entrance is now the normal descent route. A 
pitch of 12m leads to a small chamber at the head of the 
80m shaft. This is broken at 55 m depth into two pitches at 
a bouldery ledge and constriction. The pitches drop into 
the northern end of the Reyfad Main Chamber, with the 
Main Stream Passage trending north (upstream) to the 
Main A ven and south (downstream) to the Southern Inlet 
and Confusion Cavern. 

1 C. The Reyfad System 

Main Stream Passage (Upstream) 
Upstream from the pitch, the stream enters from a 
passage running north and is interrupted by several 
boulder falls. After about 200m, running now in a small 
vadose passage, the stream enters from Main Stream 
Passage south. Here are the Grottoes with an array of 
formations, straws, stalactites, helictites and the famous 
'fried eggs." Further upstream is the spectacular Virgin 
Mary stalagmite, 8m up at the top of a white stalagmite 
flow. The narrow rift passage continues with a wadeable 
lake, and a small climb up a waterfall to the Main A ven. 
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This is very impressive, being lOm long by Sm wide and 
53m+ in height. It was first descended in 1983 (see 
Pollh1llybrack). About 40m past the lake on the East there 
is 3m climb up to an inlet. A T-junction is quickly 
reached, too tight for penetration to the right but a metre 
climb to the left leads by a short sump and 40m of passage 
to Rory's Aven. This, and a second aven, have been 
climbed. There is a third unascended aven. 

Main Chamber and 
Main Stream Passage (Downstream) 
This is a large chamber which bears south for 200m, 
mostly 10m or more wide and perhaps 15m high. In 
places the sand and boulder fill has only partly been 
removed and it is necessa1y to climb up over huge sand 
dunes which nearly reach the roof. Near the end the 
stream follows the east wall, and has eroded it so that it 
has practically formed a separate passage in places. At 
the end this passage continues for lOOm or more to the 
Main Boulder Choke. This choke was probably fanned 
by the collapse of the Southern Inlet into the main 
Reyfad streamway. 

Southern Inlet Passage 
This major OUTLET from the Main Stream Passage may 
be reached from the camp site by ascending a steep 
sandy slope on the south side to a cairn and crawling 
over the mud until it the passage opens up. To the east 
the floor drops down into a large chamber which 
appears to be slumped down on top of the Main Boulder 
Choke. It continues further south down a slope, and 
after narrowing it arrives in a small chamber. A chinmey 
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here has been climbed for 16m before it closes off. Not 
far from the end a detached wall flake marks the site 
where the Reyfad Group broke through into the 
continuation of the main stream (The Aghnahoo 
Extension). 

Aghnahoo Extension (Main Stream Passage 
Extension) 
Under a sloping detached wallflake at the far end of the 
Southern Inlet, a hole leads about 12m to an enlarged 
squeeze. After a further 6m a small chamber is met and 
a short climb and a squeeze up through a collapsed 
boulder pile leads to a largish chamber. The passage on 
the right soon closes up. Straight on leads up a slope to 
the head of a 21m drop, free-climbable for about 7m. 
The discovery party realised that this was the long 
sought after Main Stream Extension and returned to 
encounter Paddy O'Reilly who had just put his compass 
away and was thinking that at last The Reyfad Survey 
was finished. 

At the bottom of the drop the streamway is regained. 
Downstream large passage with boulder collapses 
alternates with clean canyon type streamway. After 
760m a large chamber, Aghnahoo Chamber, is reached. 
The stream then continues into a passage which, 
depending on water conditions may be a slow-moving 
canal or the sh·eam may be followed as before. 500m 
beyond Aghnahoo Chamber a short climb up through 
boulders leads into a collapse chamber, known as Cross 
-Rifts, and from here back down to the streamway. A 
rapidly lowering roof signals the approach of the sump, 
and 250m beyond Cross-Rifts this is encountered. 

REYFAD - POLLNACROM -
POLLTULLYBRACK 
based on preliminary sketch survey by P' O'Reilly 1976 
Polltullybrack survey by Hull USS 

50 lOOm 

N 
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Cross - Rifts is a four-way junction with passages 
heading both east and west. To the east, the passage 
soon turns south to run parallel to the Main Stream 
Passage. After about 150m it degenerates into mud
choked tubes. In dry weather one of these leads through 
two sump ducks to a sump proper. The Cross Rift to the 
west goes for 150m to a small chamber from which a 
further 90m of passage has been pushed. There is a 
strong possibility that it may connect with the inlet 
entering Pooka Passage. 

Sump 1 is about 3m long at shallow depth. It emerges 
into a short section of canal and then open streamway, 
2m wide and 5-6m high. Progress along this soon 
becomes difficult when a knee-deep soft mud floor is 
encountered. After 150m the roof begins to lower and 
bands of chert appear in the walls. At 220m the dismal 
looking Sump 2 is reached. Just beyond the sump on the 
right is 80m of dry high-level passage, Pooka Passage. 
This trends north-west towards the western Cross Rifts 
passage and ends in a tight mud squeeze. A short 
digging session might be enough to complete the 
connection. 

Sump 2 was passed by M. Farr in July 1979 after 24m in 
atrocious visibility and emerges into Banshee Chamber. 
This is about 10m in diameter and 5-6m high. At the far 
side a passage over fallen slabs leads to a clean 
streamway. This is soon blocked by a collapse but a 
climb up through the boulders leads to the head of an 
18m pitch back down to the stream. Below this the 
stream is regained, but it immediately flows into a 
further boulder blockage. A by-pass climb gains access 
to the head of a 6m pitch with a canal at the bottom. 
Frustration lies ahead as a mere 6m of active passage 
leads to the dismal Sump 3. Underwater, a steep slope 
descends along a narrow rift passage. 30m from base at 
-10m a tight gravel squeeze through a low bedding 
passage became rather intimidating and after another 
3m the dive was abandoned. There are signs that Sump 
3 could back up by up to 18m and there is therefore little 
optimism about further prospects in this part of the cave. 

Beyond the entrance to Sump 3, a continuation of the 
passage, now abandoned, ends at an 8m climb. At the 
top is an extremely promising high level passage. This 
lies at the same level as the old roof tube at the head of 
the 18m pitch. This passage is fault guided and trends at 
a constant west-northwest for 185m. The direction then 
changes to south-southeast and after a further 120m the 
roof lowers to a complete mud fill. 

North West Inlet Passage 
From the southern end of the Main Chamber, Confusion 
Cavern is reached on the west side via the camp site, 
which was used for several years by parties staying 
down in pre-SRT days. The ICRO emergency stores are 
kept here. Confusion Cavern lies at the southern end of 
North West Inlet and really lives up to its name, as it 
abounds in huge boulders, sand dunes and dark pits. 
The streamway, which can be got down to here, 
eventually leads by some tight crawls back under the 
camp site to Loo Lane. 
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Upstream from Confusion Cavern, the passage opens 
out into large sand banks. 150m from Confusion Cavern 
the way continues at the top of a steep narrow slope 
through the Gypsum Crawl. This 50m easy crawl, with 
its stubby helictites at the end, has a series of 
interconnecting crawls on the west side. Beautiful 
gypsum crystals have grown from the sediment, and 
here Hull tried to dig through to Pollnacrom. 

At the far end North-West Inlet opens up to its most 
spectacular. The path proceeds around the side of the 
biggest sand dtmes in Reyfad and occasionally descends 
to cross the stream. Along the west wall bedding plane 
type crawls can be pushed, the Bear Pit has been 
connected to Pollnacrom. Then just past it, at a mud 
formation known as the Eagle, is the crawl into the Old 
Bog Road. The North-West Inlet can be followed past 
crystal pools, straws, etc. until it blocks off in a sand fill. 
The narrow air space at the top of this was enlarged by 
the Reyfad Group into Cath's Climax- a series of small 
crawls and chambers with dig possibilities. 

At this point the stream is followed by dropping down 
to the right into a vadose passage and is followed past 
two tight squeezes and a nasty crawl into a small grotto. 
On the right the stream emerges from the tight vadose 
Zig Zag passage pushed by Leeds to a Sump. 

Formation Passage 
At the left hand side of the grotto a crawl goes downhill 
and then steeply uphill over loose boulders into the 
beautiful Formation Passage. Emerging exhausted from 
the crawl, you breathlessly admire a forest of straws 
above crystal pools. Formation passage proceeds 
northwest, mainly at walking height with a proliferation 
of formations- straws, pink columns, coloured helictites 
and more crystal pools, for 180m. Half way along is an 
unexplored passage, and at the end a couple of routes 
have been dug through on the right into Watson's Way. 

Watson's Way 
Sliding through from Formation Passage, a small 
muddy passage runs 53 m to the southeast until a mud 
slide drops out of the Hole-In-The-Wall into the active 
streamway. This can be followed downstream for 25m 
to a sump, assumed to connect with Zig-Zag sump. 
Upstream the stream appears after 30m from Alligator 
Alley, whilst the main upper part continues for 25m as 
an oxbow until it meets a cross rift. On the right the 
stream can be seen entering Alligator Alley and can be 
followed upstream through a baleable duck to the 
bottom of Watson's Aven. Water flows down the aven 
which has been climbed for over 20m to a ledge, and is 
still going. Some water may enter through a possible 
sump pool below the aven. To the left at the cross rift, a 
low muddy region marks the start of the Helictite Crawl, 
a dry muddy passage with white stalactites adorned 
with helictites which ends in two low chambers with 
difficult digs possible. 

Scraper's Hole and Reyfadhoo Extension 
In 1974 the Reyfad Group pushed the muddy Scraper's 
Hole dig off the Old Bog Road. This drops 2m over the 
lip of a horizontal slit and emerges in a small passage 



leading to a narrow canal. After 50m this intercepts a 
largish passage, 6m or more wide and about 4m high, 
carrying a small active stream. Upstream, the passage 
leads over boulders to a mud slope and a low 
continuation to a mud blockage. This is the connection 
between Pollnacrom and Reyfad. 

Downstream, a passage on the left near the roof by
passes the streamway which quickly chokes. lt leads via 
a short walk past a large chamber on the left to a lOm 
flat-out crawl down a low wide bedding plane and then 
to a climb back down to the stream. The streamway 
(Scrap Passage) becomes distinctly vadose and quickly 
degenerates as it approaches a tight muddy duck. This 
enters a small chamber and then a second longer and 
lower duck which remains to be pushed. 

A by-pass to the duck exists in the roof of the small 
chamber. This is 15m of awkward passage ending in an 
unpleasant looking sump. This is 8m long, and is 
followed by a small muddy passage into a large sloping 
chamber (20m x 9m x 4m). About 5-6m further on the 
tight and muddy Sump 2 is encountered. There is a 
possibility of a bypass but attempts to open this by 
digging have run into problems due to C0

2 
build-up in 

the area. ln 1983 the passage to the sump was found to 
be blocked by sand. 

Old Bog Road 
This starts as a low crawl from the Eagle. lt soon widens 
out and before the mud gets really glutinous, it luckily 
becomes high enough to walk in. This section has well 
developed phreatic domes in the roof. After lOOm of 
increasingly heavy going the floor drops a metre into an 
occasional streamway, which can be seen to flow back 
along the west side of the Old Bog Road, sinking just 
before Scraper's Hole- a 15m crawl to 300m of stream 
passage and the Polh1acrom connection. 

The Old Bog Road is then followed, occasionally 
ducking under and around the roof to Jtmction 1 (Jl). A 
crawl from the left side opens up and continues to 
Junction 2 (J2), whilst straight on from Jl the narrow, old, 
vadose passage of Dreamers Diversion curves round to 
emerge half way between Jl and J2. Jl itself is by-passed 
on the left by Jo's Roe, a beautifully decorated passage 
with 3m straws and the lceberg. From J2 the old passage 
can be followed on the left by a very low crawl into the 
dead dry and sandy Jolly Jones' Jokehole trending 
uphill and finally emerging in the Teaser, a high cross 
rift whose north wall is a large boulder heap. 

Circumlocution Convolutions 
From the west side of J2, Circmnlocution twists its way 
past Junction 3 (J3) and emerges after a flat out crawl at 
Junction 4 (J4) and the New River. At Easter 1970 
Circumlocution was flooded between J2 and J3 by a 
static pool up to 2m deep. Circumlocution is an 
abandoned vadose passage which may have been an old 
route of the New River. 

New River 
From J4 a high level crawl arrives at the Shower Room. 
Here the New River splashes down from avens in the 
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ceiling. Normally it only enters from Aven 1, which 
together with Aven 2 may be climbable although wet. 3, 
4, 5 and 6 are too narrow or blocked. A ven 5 has been 
climbed by the Reyfad Group but is blocked after 6m. 8 
is very big and might be maypoled into. Several low 
crawls run from the Shower Room and one has been 
followed for some way. The New River itself flows out 
of the west side, is joined by a tributary from a boulder 
choke and nms along a narrow rift to sink in an 
impenetrable boulder choke, once the site of a Reyfad 
Group dig. This point can also be reached directly from 
J4 by a steep and loose descent. 

Excre01entalVVay 
From the south side of J4, there is a 5m climb over 
loosely calcited boulders into a chamber with a few 
formations. From the top of this chamber Excremental 
Way crawls southwest for some 90 glutinous metres. 
Hull advocated a technique of rocking from side to side 
to avoid getting irretrievably stuck. The passage 
narrows down into Bloody Passage, named both for its 
colouring and the painfulness of progress over broken 
stal. After llOm the crawl opens out on the west into 
Coleman's Cavern, which is on the same scale as 
Northwest lnlet with possible dig sites. This area is very 
close to the northenunost parts of Polh1acrom. 

Rl8 POLLNACROM H08534702 
Drew et al. 1977. Farr, 1991. C&C 61. CDG NL, 40, 59. 
CPC 3.2. CRGGB 12.4. Descent 11, 12, 30, 33, 34, 40, 45, 
48, 50, 55, 57, 96,112,122. HUSS 1969,1975. Irish Caver 
2. lrish Speleology 3.2, 4.2, 15. lSA NL 1970. 

Rigging and Tackle Required 
Main Shaft. 70m rope, 8 hangers/karabiners. 

Entrance Pitches 
The entrance is a rather insignificant looking hole in a 
field and happily its stream can be dammed and 
diverted just above it. The pot consists of two pitches, 
the first of 50m split by a ledge and rather awkward at 
the top, the second of 14m. The right hand passage 
south of the pitch enters a small chamber with a further 
dig. 

Main Strean1 Passage 
Passing through the boulder choke at the end of the left 
hand passage south of the pitch a rift crawl with a sandy 
tippled floor goes for 60m to Gypsum Cavern. Just 
before the cavern a dug opening gives access to a crawl 
and 20m of rift drops into a muddy passage. 
"Cmmoisseurs of mud will be delighted to learn that this 
passage is even better than Excremental Way in 
Reyfad"! 

Retuming to the bottom of the pitches the passage runs 
north-northwest for some 200m, increasing in size with 
the diverted stream entering from an aven. Before the 
passage blocks off with sand and rocks at an ongoing 
dig (probable link with Excremental way in Reyfad), the 
stream disappears south into a 5m canal crawl. This 
emerges in a series of large passages, which nm roughly 
south for over 400m, ending in a large hall. From this 
hall a narrow post-glacial passage continues past a 
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painful squeeze, a 20m muddy traverse and a 6m climb 
down, ending after 200m in a smnp. Efforts to extend 
the Polh1acrom stream way beyond the terminal smnp 
culminated with the death of David Woods during an 
exploratory dive on 7 February, 1981. 

The sump pool leads to a submerged 1.8m pot with an 
initial tight squeeze located at the foot of the pot. 
Beyond this M. Farr made about 5m of progress. On 7 
February 1981, assisted by Ed Rolston, David Woods 
dived into the sump pool to see whether any further 
progress would be possible. While returning from this 
initial examination, equipment failure led to a sudden 
and rapid loss of air and David drowned before he could 
get out of the smnp. David's body was located by M. 
Farr the following day but it proved impossible to 
remove and Pollnacrom remains the resting place of 
David Woods. 
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Prior attempts to find a by-pass to the sump with the aid 
of maypoles in the roof of the narrow rift passage 
leading to the sump pool were unsuccessful. Surface 
stream diversion and pumping of the sump into 
undergrom1d dams also produced little results. 

Bury My Heart In Liquid Mud Passage 
In the large passage just beyond the awkward 
streamway slot (Canal Crawl) and about 90m past the 
old I.C.C. dig, a small muddy passage doubles back 
from the right hand bank. This has been pushed 
northwards, towards Excremental Way, for about 120m. 
About 40m past Old King Cole Chamber it degenerates 
into mud and sand infill on the left and a tight rift on the 
right; in wet weather this issues a trickle of water from 
above. Prospects of a Reyfad connection from here are 
now considered poor. 

Heaven and Hell 
Upstream 
Pushing north from the ISA A ven leads to the Sewer 
Series which enters a pleasantly decorated chamber, 
W. C. Chamber, after about 24m. A right tubular 
offshoot has been extended for 4m to a calcite barrier 
which has been subjected to a couple of hammering 
sessions which have not yet given access to an observed 
6m continuation. Further work could be rewarded. The 
survey shows the upstream limit to lie tantalisingly 
close to Reyfad' s Old Bog Road. 

Downstream 
A mud boulder choke downstream from Heaven and 
Hell opens to a muddy slot and this immediately gives 
access to the northern end of Sera pers Passage in Reyfad. 
The footprints which Hull encountered here apparently 
caused bewildennent as the significance of the extension 
was not immediately realised. The explorers left the 
system via the pre-rigged Reyfad shaft and so doing 
completed the first through trip. 

Rll POLLTULL YBRACK 
(Craven's Waterfall Pot) H0921 4667 
Drewetal.1977. CPC3.2,5.5. Descent26,35,38,43,44, 
45, 55, 96. HUSS pers comm 1979. Irish Speleology 1.3, 
3.2. ISA NL 1970. ULSA 8. Reyfadeer 1. YRC 9.32. 

Warning:- This cave should only be attempted in 
settled drought conditions as it floods completely 
along most of the passage leading to the Reyfad Main 
Aven. 

Rigging and Tackle Required 
Rope: Reyfad Main A ven 60m Small pitches 15m. 
Wetsuit only. 
Natural belays and two bolts/hangers. At time of 
writing no-one has been to the head of the Reyfad Main 
Aven since 1983 and the bolts will almost certainly be 
m1safe. A diving line brought in from the Polltullybrack 
end is useful for hauling the SRT rope for the big pitch 
up from a party below. 

Description 
Pollhtllybrack is the highest sink for the Reyfad system. 
The tortuous passages of this cave are predominantly 



formed in thinly bedded chert rich limestones, resulting 
in a low, painful and wet (even in drought) trip to the 
head of the pitches (Reyfad Main A ven). Here the water 
cuts through into the thick, massive mudmound 
limestones resulting in dramatic vertical development. 
At 53m the Reyfad Main Aven is the longest free 
hanging pitch in Ireland. The first Polltullybrack -
Reyfad through trip was completed on 6 June '83 by T. 
Fogg, D. Edwards, M. Campbell, A Currans and S. 
Clarkson. The only repeat trip to date was completed by 
G. Burns, J. Kelly, 1. Kem1edy and G. Pitt the following 
weekend. 

The sink lies above the 300m contour at the start of a 
very shallow dry valley with several possible entrances. 
The sink is a depression 10m by 2m. A 7m handline 
descent through a tight entrance in the middle drops 
into a small chamber. A keyhole at the northern end 
opens into the dry Craven Passage; 7-8m high it runs 
over boulder falls and silt banks for 20m. At the 
southern end the stream runs into a deep pool (for 
crawling in) and follows a low bedding plane 12m, 
curving round to the southwest after a SOon waterfall. 

From here the passage was opened up by the Reyfad 
Group and Hull USS by hammering through the chert 
obstructions that originally filled the passage. After 
some 250m of very low, wet, sharp, awkward and 
splintered passage a 3m duck is reached. This must be 
passed to reach the head of the big pitch. From here a 
5m pitch leads to a large ledge, the top of the 53m drop. 

Rl CARRICKBEG RISING CAVE (Bunty Pot) 
H1172 4670 
Drew et al. 1977. C&C 4, 49. CDG NL 41, 44, 48, 49, 52. 
Descent 11, 26, 35, 40, 94, 96, 130, 131. HUSS 1975. Irish 
Speleology 1.3, 3.2,4.2. Reyfadeer 1. ULSA 8. 

W aming. Entrance boulder choke is unstable. 

The entrance to Carrickbeg lies in a pile of boulders at 
the end of a fence immediately adjacent to the road to 
Carrickbeg from the Boho - Knockmore road. Park on 
the verge on the right beside the road uphill from the 
entrance. 

This site was first excavated by the Reyfad Group in 
1971 after which there were numerous attempts to dig 
upstream through the boulders. The incentive was 
considerable as the hole lay just above the proven 
Reyfad resurgence. After negotiating 15m of tight 
squeezes in the loose boulder-collapse the caver enters a 
large open stream passage. This continues as a pleasant 
stroll upstream for 540m to a deep wet section which, 
after a number of ducks, finally sumps. 

The first sump is passed after a 15m dive at a maximum 
depth of 3m into the Farr Out Series. The Farr Out Series 
continues for 400m of large open stream passage before 
ending in boulders and tight rifts in thinly bedded 
limestones. The Main Stream enters from a very tight 
sump which becomes impassable after a few metres. 
However a muddy over-flow passage continues beyond 
the junction and gives access to a larger sump. 
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CARRICKBEG RISING CAVE 
Entrance to Sump 1 Surveyed to BCRA Grade Sb 
John Kelly (Reyfad Group), Eamonn Flanagan (QUBCC) 
Colin McDermott (I CC '84) 
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Diving here a boulder obstruction is met at 40m and 
continuing at about -3m depth the way on follows a 
bearing of 210°. The passage size is generally about 1.5m 
wide by 0.75m high, with boulder obstructions every 
metre or so. At 59m a very awkward boulder squeeze 
must be passed, and at 87m from base another 
intimidating area is encountered. From here a 
comparatively straightforward section has been followed 
to another descent which is the current limit. This is a 
very nasty stm1p (M. Farr) and should not be attempted 
in the normal visibility of lm. 

Sump Inlet Passage 
About 250 metres from the entrance on the right is Sump 
Inlet Passage which ends in a smnp after about 18m. This 
leads to a sizeable airbell after 17m. This has been dived 
to a distance of 75m from the base at a depth of -12m. The 
diving line passes through some nasty sections of sump 
and further exploration will require some neck-pushing. 

Rla TONEEL NORTH RISING H11l6 4679 
An indefinite rising, though penetration of the scrub 
around the highest part may yield something. 

Rlb BRAAD RISING AND SINK H1 090 4635 -
H1097 4662 
Small rising followed by sink. 

R3 WELL 
Well beside lane. Marked on OS 1:10,000 map. 

R4 X-SINK H 1 085 4609 
A stream runs subsurface for 15m to a couple of small 
choked shakeholes. 

R5 IVY HOLE H 1 066 4636 
Descent 130 
10m deep taking a small stream. There are two 
interesting shakeholes nearby with a long rattle in one. 
Dye traced to Carrickbeg, probably entering via the 
Sump Inlet Passage. 
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R6 SELTANACOOL SINK 1 H1018 4591 
Reyfadeer 1. 
A small stream sinks 5m from the shakehole, situated on 
a shale/limestone boundary. It is possible to get in for 
about 3m but although there is a draught, there is no 
obvious way through the boulder choke. Dye traced to 
Carrickbeg, probably entering via the Sump Inlet 
Passage. 

R7 SELTANACOOL SINK l H101l4591 
Shakehole near Seltanacool Sink 1. 

R8 SELTANACOOL SINK 3 H1010 4591 
Shakehole near Seltanacool Sink 2. 

R9 MURPHY'S HOLE H1004 4614 
YRC7.24. 
15m deep. A walk down a steep slope opposite the 
waterfall leads to the sink and a low cave entrance on tl1e 
right, used as a flood overflow. The shakehole is 
situated in a large catchinent area and takes a big stream 
in wet weather. Dye traced to Carrickbeg, probably 
entering via the Sump Inlet Passage. 

R10 RATTLE HOLE H10l34633 
Descent 114, 131. Irish Speleology 15. YRC 7.24, 7.26. 
This 36m deep shaft is a promising drafting site, though 
digs at the bottom are very awkward, especially as 
carcasses are frequently dumped here. Artificial anchors 
were installed in the early 1980's, but should not be 
trusted. A 25m tight pitch at tl1e back of a ledge on the 
left of the main hole leads to a gravel floor which was 
dug by the Reyfad Group and others. The top of the pot 
is very unstable and a number of collapses in 1994 and 
1995 have undone much previous digging work. Dye 
traced to Carrickbeg, probably entering via Sump Inlet 
Passage. 
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In a small shallow depression two streams sink in a 3m 
deep open rift- free-climbable. On the north side, the 
keyhole a metre up from the floor leads to the top of a 
7m pitch. lt is necessary to rig through the hole (no 
artificial anchors) and to reverse in. At the bottom is a 
small dry chamber, and beside it a low streamway. 
when dry it leads after 10m to a sump pool. May be 
worth a bailing/ gravel removal session especially in a 
drought. An alternative, drafting low crawl with 10m of 
visible extension could be pushed if a hammer and 
crowbar were applied. 

R12 - R15 SHAKEHOLES 
Little potential. 

R16 LITTLE REYFAD H0967 4647 
A hole in a small shakehole leads to a 3m climb, 
followed by further climbs of 2.5 and 1.5m leading to a 
broken chert floor. Here a 3m pitch (barely free 
climbable - ladder and crowbar stemple recommended) 
is blocked by chert and gravel. Still to be dug. 

R17 - R21 FENCED HOLES. 
Little potential. 

R22 MAD POT H0945 4667 
Descent 57, 96. Irish Speleology 3.2. 
Climbing down through a number of hammered false 
chert floors leads to a 10m climb down to the head of a 
22m pitch. A low 3m crawl leads off north into a sump. 
An aven above the sump has been chimneyed for 12m 
without result. The sump has been dived for 6m in a rift 
which descended for -8m while visibility remained. 
Total depth surface to sump approximately 30m. A visit 
to the sump by Tim Fogg in 1984 revealed the sump to 
be silted up and the dive line buried. 
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R24 BUSH SINK H0920 4697 
CPC 5.5. HUSS pers conun 1979. 

10 

Under a bush a 3m deep swallet with a bedding plane is 
to be found. This was pushed by Hull in 1977 for 60m to 
a depth of 15m. Thought to connect with Rory' sA venin 
Reyfad. 

R25 SWALLET 
Small sinkhole. 

R27 WATSON'S SINK H0890 4711 
A small stream sinks and is presumed to feed Watson's 
Aven in Watson's Way. A second shakehole lies 
immediately to the North. 

R29 SHAKEHOLE. 

R30 LITTLE POLLNACROM H0854 4708 
HUSS 1969. 
1 Om northeast of Pollnacrom a shakehole can be climbed 
down for about 5 or 6m to a boulder dig. It is presumed 
to connect with the I.S.A. Avenin Heaven and Hell in 
Polh1acrom. 

R31 WATERFALL SINK H0855 4728 
C&C 49. Descent 12, 13, 14, 57. HUSS 1969. ISA NL 
1970. 
This sink takes a couple of streams, one of which comes 
from the waterfall on Seltanacrom. Hull dug most of the 
6m shaft, exposing a tunnel to a 2.4m drop into a small 
chamber with an inlet passage from the north. On the 
west side goes Toothpaste Passage, an extremely tight 
crawl, for 29m to Knocker's Delight. Here, through a 
crack in the floor, a small chamber can be seen. Wet suits 
only. 
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GLENKEEL DRY DIG H0855 4726 
HUSS 1969. ISA NL 1970. 

Toothpaste 
Passage 

This lies about lOOm down the dry stream bed from 
Waterfall Sink, under an overhanging rock in the stream 
bed. 111is choked pot has been dug to a depth of 5m so 
far. At one time it was claimed that stones had been 
heard to fall about 20m. 

R32 C01TAGE SHAKEHOLE H0846 4734 
Immediately in front of some ruined cottages a dry 
stream bed ends in a shakehole full of small boulders. 
Poor prospects. 

R33 OWEYGLASS CAVES H1042 4700, H1043 
4697, H 1 043 4693 
These are a number of small residual caves marked on 
OS 1:10,000 sheet. 

R34 RISING 
Medium sized rising in field. 

R35 & R36 
Small rising followed by sink. 

R37 & R38 
Small rising followed by sink. 

R40 POLLMORE H1170 4575 
YRC 7.26. 
Pollmore is a huge shakehole and a stream flows along 
the top of one side, most entering the hole to sink in the 
floor. The site has suffered badly during the 1980's from 
extensive dumping of household rubbish and motor 
vehicles, although this has reduced in recent years. 
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Reports from the present owners indicate that in flood 
conditions in the past water would backup to a depth of 
2m, although this has been less common since dumping 
ceased. Dye trace from here to Carrickbeg took less than 
14 hours. 

R41 POLLBEG H 1173 4555 
YRC 7.26. 
Choked. 

R42 POLLKEERAN H 1186 4513 
Descent 138. YRC 7.26. 
Warning. Cave almost exclusively consists of space 
between very loose dangerous boulders. 
Pollkeeran is a large sinkhole, with a stream entering 
from the east and sinking at the base of a 12m high 
overhanging wall at the western end of the doline. Dye 
from here took four days to reach Carrickbeg. Dug in 
1997 by Kelly, Cockfield, Keenan and Lynch to a 6m 
climb down through loose boulders to a small (lm x 2m) 
chamber with a further 9m descent through loose 
boulders with a loose roof to where the way on is 
blocked by loose boulders. 

R43 SHAKEHOLE 

R44 RISING 
Medium sized rising. 

R45 BRENNAN'S ROCKS SINK H0990 4588 
Reyfadeer 1. 
A prominent waterfall sinks in boulders. An entrance in 
boulders gives 5m of tight cherty crawl away from the 
stream (beside Seltanacool Sinks R6- 8). 

HOLLOW H089 469 
To the north of the massive Reyfad hollow, a second 
hollow contains two sinks. The southern one is shallow 
but the northern one slopes steeply to a 2m drop, where 
a small passage can be seen. 

CARRICKINE DRY VALLEY H097467 
This shallow dry valley is reached by the track over 
Arduagh Hill, and by a cliff path above the farm. Some 
holes which are not promising. 

POT H0969 4672 
One of several pots near the moor edge; choked 6m 
down. 

SINK H0946 4640 
A small sink in a wide shallow depression takes a lot of 
water in flood - may be worth a dig. 

SHAKEHOLE H0957 4638 
A large shakehole with a couple of holes giving a small 
through trip, a tight hole might be pushed. 

THREE SHAKEHOLES H 108 462 
All covered over by the farmer. 



1 D. THE BOHO - AGHANAGLACK 
RIVER AREA 

Introduction 
This chapter describes the caves of the area around Boho 
Village and includes sites in the valley of the 
Aghanaglack River and on the northern slopes of 
Belmore Mountain. Included are the famous maze like 
Boho Caves and the abruptly ending "railway tunnel" 
proportioned passage of Pollnagollum Coolarkan. 

Hydrology 
The hydrology of Boho Caves and the Aghanaglack 
Valley karst catchment is complex and is only partly 
understood. McKay (1989) sorted out a number of the 
complexities of the catchment - proving, and partially 
unravelling, a complex hydrological connection between 
Coolarkan and Boho Caves, but many question marks 
remain. 

Boho Caves has one of the largest(> 16km2
) catchments 

of any cave system in Fennanagh and Cavan, the rainfall 
from this large, wet upland area being concentrated into 
a single river which meets a narrow band of heavily 
jointed limestone only 300m from sink to rising and only 
15m thick. The concentration of this volume of water 
into such a confined area of heavily jointed limestone 
has resulted in the classic maze type nature of Boho 
Caves. 

It is also responsible for extremely large and sudden 
flood pulses (virtually the entire system is known to 
have flooded in less than lhour) which may be delayed 
by up to 24 hours after heavy rainfall. 

The water from Coolarkan resurges from a series of 
small bedding plane resurgences along the north bank of 
the Aghanaglack River. In high water conditions the 
flood overflow from Coolarkan resurges at Tullyholvin, 
as does some of the water from Boho Caves. 

84 BOHO CAVES H1l44 
Baker, 1932. British Caver 18. C&C 61. Descent 11, 17, 
18, 21, 26, 38, 78, 88, 124, 128, 129, 130, 133, 135, 136. 
DUCC 2. INJ 5. Irish Speleology 4.2, 13. Reyfadeer 1, 
WSG 4.4. YRC 2.8. 

Warning. In wet weather Boho Caves flood rapidly 
(less than 1 hour in extreme flood) and almost 
completely. The connections between the few areas 
which remain dry and the entrances sump quickly and 
early. Large sudden flood pulses can also occur up to 
24 hours after heavy rain has ceased when floods in 
other caves have receded. If it is raining and/or the 
stream is flowing in the cave GO ELSEWHERE. 

Access 
Boho Caves are under land owned by Fermanagh 
District Council. Parking is available at the Quarry Gate 
or on the wide verge opposite McKenzie's Pub (The 
Linnet) and walk to the cave from here (very 
convenient). The Quarry is entered via a stile beside a 
gate on the right hand side of the road. The Main Stream 
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Sink and Field Shakeholes are located in a field to the left 
of aT-Junction past the old Constabulary Barracks and 
there are stiles at the edge of the field and at the Main 
Sink. 

Conservation 
While much of Boho floods totally, there are a number of 
areas where there are well developed speleothems and 
where caution should be taken. A number of small 
passages are partially blocked by formations and there is 
no good reason to push through these areas as they do 
not lead to anything of significance that cannot be 
reached via another route. 

Of particular note is the eponymously named 
Formations Passage where there are many fine 
formations, ESPECIALLY ON THE FLOOR and 
extreme caution and sensitivity is required in this area. 
The Pilaster area is particularly important as it is almost 
impossible to pass through this area without stepping on 
some flowstone. 

The Virgin Circuit, South Series, Calcite Crawls, Henry's 
Hall and parts of the Maze also contain good formations 
which should be noted and avoided. 

The Upper Ravine Cave contains many bats, and is not 
worth going into from a caving point of view. IT 
SHOULD NOT BE ENTERED UNDER ANY 
CIRCUMSTANCES. Bats are under enough pressure 
from habitat loss without suffering stress from cavers. 

Introduction 
Boho is a well known site visited by Jameson in 1895 and 
the Ramblers in 1907, but it was not until 1965 that 
Dublin University Climbing Club -Caving Section made 
a brave survey of the main passages, unfortunately after 
quarrying in the 1950's had removed a significant part of 
the cave including a number of big chambers which had 
large bat populations. Later that year, with the 
Westminster Speleological Group, they discovered 
Henry's Hall and the circuit through The Maze to 
Formation Passage. The Reyfad Group have added the 
Sewerage System, Gour Crawl and Flush Passage. 

The main passages and unsurveyed side passages were 
resurveyed to BCRA Grade 5 by the Kelly families from 
the Reyfad Group and QUBCC +others in 1995-97, who 
discovered why the original survey was only to Grade 3 
and why it left much of the cave at Grade 1. This work is 
ongoing. 

There are a large number of entrances, accessing various 
different parts of the system. The two main entrances are 
the Main Sink Entrance which lies in a field at the 
southeastern end of the system and the Quarry Rising 
Entrance, a large flood resurgence located in Boho 
Quarry. Other entrances include The Field Shakeholes (5 
entrances) and the Quarry Entrances into the South Series 
(at least 5 entrances). 

The Main Sink Entrance is protected by a small dam. 
The river only occasionally sinks here, usually 
disappearing into small cracks in its bed 30m upstream. 
Although the upper and lower entrances are only lOOm 
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apart, the cave is a vast network, with a maze of joint 
determined passages, totalling some 2500m+ altogether. 

Hydrology of Boho Caves 
In low water conditions the Aghanaglack River sinks 
upstream of the Main Sink in its bed and is not seen tmtil 
it rises far downstream below the Ravine in a large 
shallow pool. As the water level in the catchment rises, 
the Aghanaglack River sinking upstream of the Main 
Sink feeds into Flush Passage from sinks in the stream 
bed. The water entering Flush Passage flows upwards 
to it's north end as water volume increases (presumably 
partially feeding into the Septic Tank and the Sewerage 
System via the Bohorovicic Discontinuity) before 
flowing through The Maze. 

Eventually water reaches the Main Sink from where it 
flows either along the Main Stream Passage to sink in the 
southern floor of the entrance hall, or along the 
Sewerage System through Henry's Hall and into The 
Maze. The water from Flush Passage and the Sewerage 
System flows through the Maze to the area of the Pilaster 
before sinking in the passage floor and re-appearing in 
the Ravine Caves. 

Eventually, the rising water in the Main Stream Passage 
emerges from the Main Quarry Entrance and flows 
across the quarry floor to fall down the waterfall into the 
ravine. When the Main Sink sumps, the lower is not and 
the Main Stream Passage should not be entered. In this 
state of flood, the southern end of Formation Passage 
and the Calcite Crawls will be sumped off and water 
flowing through the Calcite Crawls feeds into Henry's 
Hall (to join the Sewerage System water) and also into 
parts of Formation Passage. 

When the Main Sink has sumped completely the water 
overflows into the field (to a depth of up to 3m) and 
sinks in all the field shakeholes, the water reaching the 
Main Stream Passage from these sinks via parts of the 
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South Series. Finally the water rises to fill nearly all the 
passages to the roof (with the exception of parts of 
Formation Passage, Henry's Hall, Coleraine Chamber 
and the Virgin Circuit). Exit from Formation Passage, 
Henry's Hall, Coleraine Chamber and the Virgin Circuit 
will be impossible under full flood conditions so a long 
wait should be expected if forced to sit it out in one of 
these places. 

There can be a long delay in the pulse of water flowing 
from the hills down to the cave. In a sunny spell after 
rain, the cave may initially be bone dry, yet the upper 
entrance was flooded in just over an hour after such a 
period in 1972. ln 1977 tragedy was only averted by the 
timely discovery of a hitherto unknown high level 
chamber in Flush Passage, the use of four large fire 
tender pumps and the discovery of the cmmection from 
Flush Passage to the Septic Tank If a flood is 
encountered while in The Maze, Flush Passage, Calcite 
Crawls or Sewerage System, Henry's Hall shows no 
evidence of complete flooding and it should be possible 
to sit out a flood at this site. 

The Main Stream Passage 
From the Quarry Rising Entrance, the Main Stream 
Passage trends initially left, then right. The passage is 
best negotiated for the first time by following the left 
hand wall, ignoring the many side passage leading into 
the South Series to the left. To the right the entrances to 
a number of passages lead off, first a connection to the 
Virgin Circuit, then Formation Passage and the Calcite 
Crawls at a complex junction area. Past this area the 
next junction area encountered is at the second entrance 
to the Calcite Crawls and the Sewerage System, at which 
point it should be possible to see daylight from the Main 
Stream Sink The route is approximately 220m in length. 

Virgin Circuit 
The Virgin Circuit is usually entered via a north 
trending passage from the entrance hall. This interesting 
circuit has several chambers, including the Virginity and 
Fertility Chambers. It may be possible to connect from 
here to the Upper Ravine Cave, as they are close and 
both are dry muddy areas. 

South Series 
A number of passages lead off from the southern side of 
the Main Stream Passage and lead into a maze of small 
muddy passages which connect with each other, the 
minor Quarry entrances and the Field Shakeholes. 

Sewerage System & Flush Passage 
From the Main Sink Entrance turning left leads to Elsan 
Lane, with a passage leading to the Calcite Crawls 
trending right. Following Elsan Lane north past the 
Rose Bed (previously partially choked by flood debris) 
leads to a small sand floored chamber (The Septic Tank). 
From here two passages lead off to the north into the 
Sewerage System. To the left of the chamber a small 
passage can be pushed in a loop from the southern to the 
northern end of the Septic Tank Leading off from the 
left hand side of this loop is a low crawl (normally 
choked with debris) which was discovered to co1mect to 
Flush Passage during the Great Boho Flood Rescue of 
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1977. This connection is now called the Bohorovicic 
Discontinuity. 

The two passages trending north from the Septic Tank 
into the Sewerage System soon meet again at Triple 
Junction. The right hand passage leads via low cherty 
crawls partially choked with flood debris to The Orifice, 
a squeeze at the base of a steep gravel slope (phreatic lift) 
leading to Henry's Hall. The passage to the left loops 
around and ends up in the same place, although it is 
frequently choked with debris. 

Henry's Hall is a large boulder floored chamber from 
which a large walking sized passage trends north to aT 
junction, the entrance to The Maze on the east and the 
top entrance to Flush Passage on the west. Flush 
Passage is a long low passage with ample evidence for 
complete flooding. There are a number of steep gravel 
slopes within the passage where water flows uphill with 
considerable force in flood conditions. The end of Flush 
Passage must be very close to the sinks in the bed of the 
Aghanaglack River. 

The Maze 
The Maze is an aptly named confusing area where a 
large number of joints have been opened into negotiable 
passage by the force of the combined waters flowing 
north from Flush Passage, the Sewerage System and the 
Calcite Crawls. There is abundant flood debris in The 
Maze indicating that it regularly floods completely. At 
the eastern end of The Maze, the passage drops steeply 
to meet the northern end of Formation Passage at the 
Pilaster, an impressive calcite flowstone. The water 
disappears at this point, presumably flowing 
underneath Coleraine Chamber to the Lower Ravine 
Caves. A climb opposite the Pilaster leads to Coleraine 
Chamber, a high level dry passage with excellent 
potential for further extensions in this area (probably). 

Calcite Crawls and Formation Passage 
The Calcite Crawls and Formation Passage are entered 
from a complex junction area to the north of the Main 
Stream Passage. Various crawls loop back on each other, 
the final right hand route leading to the start of 
Formation Passage. This passage is always muddy, but 
may vary between a low crawl or a stooping passage 
leading to a mud crawl depending on how floods have 
moved the sediment about in the cave. 

The left hand passage leads into the Calcite Crawls, a 
series of tight cherty passages which were partly 
engineered by chert bashing and digging through flood 
debris. The Calcite Crawls finally enter either Henry's 
Hall or back to Formation Passage. 

From the Main Stream junction, Formation Passage 
trends north for 150m with two big bedding chambers, 
both finely decorated, and a couple of smaller, equally 
well decorated chambers including Moonmilk 
Chamber. At the end is the magnificent Pilaster with 
gours and flows. Beyond this is the entrance to The 
Maze which connects with the long passages from 
Henry's Hall. It is difficult to find the way through from 
the Pilaster end. Off the western side of the first 
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Formation chamber the Reyfad Group forced the very 
tight Gour Crawl which connects by a nasty squeeze 
with the Calcite Crawl. Around the Main Sink are 
several interconnecting muddy crawls. These can be 
followed upstream for some distance. 

80HO WATERFALL CAVE H1284 4436 
3m down the waterfall into the Ravine a passage 
emerges. This runs back for Sm at a height of 2m to a 
low crawl with a draught. 

81.1 TULLYHOLVIN RISING H1285 4431 
Descent 78, 88, 92. Irish Speleology 13. 
To the east of the quarry is a second smaller ravine. 
Here a stream rises from a rift. By much hanunering of 
chert ledges the Reyfad Group opened up about 30m of 
passage with a small chamber ending in a chert-blocked 
T -junction. This acts as a flood rising for Coolarkan and 
it is also likely that some of the water from Boho 
resurges here. 

UPPER RAVINE CAVE H1285 4438 
A large entrance 10m high into a rift. The floor 
gradually rises and at the top there is a small chamber to 
the left with access to further passages, possibly 
connecting with the Virgin Circuit and Waterfall Cave. 
This is a major bat roost and should not be entered. 

LOWER RAVINE CAVE H1285 4438 
ln a similar large rift entrance a stream rises when there 
is enough water. Again at the end, there is a passage to 
the left, at first 2m high. The roof drops at a chamber 
where there are many ways leading onwards. 

80HO RISING H13034444 
CDG30. 
The stream rises from a large pool in the river bed in dry 
weather, further risings can be seen in both banks just 
downstream. 

"INLIER SINK" H0845 4548 
Never found- I.S.A., Cambridge, etc. 

SINK H0862 4453 
No report. 

RISING H0780 4335 
No report. 

RISING H187 4384 
No report. 

AGHANAGLACK CAVE- SOUTERRAIN H1084 4353 
Northwest along the lane from the cross shaft an 
opening at the side of the lane is covered by slabs. This 
drops into the junction of two passages at right angles; 
one is natural and the other artificial and both are 8m 
long. The entrance is, at present, blocked and this site is 
a scheduled historic monument. 

82.0 AGHANAGLACK RISING H1088 4343 
Irish Speleology 4.2 
At the foot of the slope below the cross shaft an 18m wet 
crawl leads to a sump which has not been dived. 



AGHANAGLACK SINK H1056 4342 
No report, except that there is probably more than one. 

RISING H1095 4373 
No report. 

SINK H 1 038 4461 
No report on this probable site behind Brimstone Rock. 

81 POLLNAGOLLUM COOLARKAN H1221 4308 
Baker 1932. CPC 1.3. Descent 11, 17, 78, 92. Irish 
Speleology 13. YRC 2.8. 

Coolarkan is a most dramatic and enigmatic site. It is 
situated behind a quarry in Coolarkan Forest. A stream 
plunges over a 12m cliff into a fine shakehole. In 1970 
the quarry shook down some huge boulders onto the 
forestry steps but access is still easy. For the first 35m the 
stream flows along the left wall, whilst on the bank, up 
to lOm wide, there can be found small crystal pools with 
poor cave pearls. The stream then meanders across the 
passage and back again to sink at a large boulder pile 
where there is a high aven. In wet weather the stream 
flows on to sink at a second boulder pile 90m from the 
entrance. In high flood it may even reach the tenninal 
boulder collapse 200m from the entrance, pooling back 
for some 15m and sinking at the right hand wall. There 
is only one true side passage. It is on the left just before 
the terminal choke. The others are merely spaces behind 
fallen blocks. 

A number of attempts have been made to push the 
temunal boulder choke and tlus has been penetrated for 
about 10m. It is loose however, and the impressive size 
of the shakehole immediately above the choke will make 
any extension hard won. Failure to extend this major 
site was described by Jones in the first edition as a 
continual slur on Irish caving, although anyone else (i. e. 
apart from Jones) still holding that opinion has 
obviously never experienced an attempt to dig through 
the huge mass of unstable hanging death that is the 
ternunal boulder choke. With at least 1.8 km. to go to the 
(now proven) resurgence the potential for a major 
extension here is obvious. 

SHAKEHOLE H1230 4294 
Tlus large heavily choked shakehole lies immediately 
above and to the south of the terminal choke in 
Coolarkan. 

1 D. Boho Caves 
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McKENZIE'S BACK LOUNGE 
An interesting and rather captivating site, the back 
lounge of the Linnett Inn has been converted into a 
"cave bar". Although only a short trip is required to get 
there, parties have become trapped by high flow 
conditions for considerable periods of time at the bypass 
which must be negotiated. 

Access. Park opposite the pub as for Bol10 Caves, enter 
bar via side door and bypass with difficulty. Ask at the 
bar for pemussion and directions. 
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1 E. BELMORE MOUNTAIN 

This neglected area has received little systematic 
attention. The southern slopes of Belmore are cut by a 
number of major east-west faults with much associated 
dolomitization of the limestones and Tertiary dolerite 
dykes with an east- west trend are also present. These 
geological fact?rs l:ave probably contributed to inhibiting 
speleogenes1s m tlus area and this may explain the lack of 
larg_e known_cave in the Belmore area. Little or no dye
tracmg expenments have been completed in this area and 
no drainage systems have been defined. The myriad of 
minor sites which have been identified in the area are 
listed by Townland (Td.) rather than by drainage area. 
The large enigmatic impenetrable rising at Holywell is 
included here. Many sites are described in Irish ·caver 3 
and the Reyfadeer 1. 

DRUMMANTD. 

Bel SINI< H1052 4015 
Small sink probably rising at RI. 

Bel DOLINES 
Line of small do lines. 

Bel SINI< 
Gradual sink at 210mOD rising at R2, 150mOD. 

Be4 SHAKEHOLE 

Be5 FORD PREFECT DIG H 11 00 4019 

Be6 & 7 HOLES H110l4018, H1105 4014 
Tree/Mud filled hole. 

Be8 SINK H1110 4015 
Mud hole sink. 

Be9 SHAKEHOLE & SINK H 1114 4016 
Two holes on either side of hedge, west one a sink. 

BeR1 RISING 
Small Rising. 

BeRl RISING H 11 06 1987 
Medium Rising. 

CLEGGAN TD. 

BeRl RISING H1185 3959 
Only field drainage. 

BeR4 RISING H 1211 l9l2 
Large rising feeding stream to old mill. 

BeR5 WELLS H 1211 l9l2 
Double wells at 120m OD. 

CROTTANTD. 

Be 1 0 SHAKEHOLES H 1115 4015 
Large Depressions. 

Be11 SINK H1127 4017 
Small sink in wet weather. 

Bella SHAKEHOLES H1128 4019 
Double hole - southern with VW takes stream in very wet 
weather, at 180m OD -rising at R2 or R3? 

Bellb BLACK HEARSE SINK H112 401 
Large sink blocked by the remains of a hearse and other 
auto rubbish. Dig by WSG and RG in 1996 abandoned as 
hopeless. 

Bell & 14 CAVES H1126 4029, H11l7 4012 
Cave on outcrop. 

Be15 - 19 SHAKEHOLES H114 404 - 117 405 
Depressions. 
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Cave passage developed on hadlng fault plane. 
Pollaraftra. Tim Fogg/Hugh Mctann. C> DoE (NI) 

Well cfecorated passage beyond the canals, Pollaraftra. 
Tim Fogg/Joe Walls. <e> DoE (NI) 

High Noon's Right just before Artie's Chamber. Tlm Fogg/Pam Fogg & Eoghan 
Lynch. <e> DoE (NI) 
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Speleolhems in Arch 2. Tim Fogg. Q DoE (NI) 



Ooghboraghan • tht magnificent entranc.e to Arch cave. John Kelly 

North West Inlet huge passage in Reyfad. 
Tim Fogg/Pam Fogg 

Progress in space developed by shrinkage of total sediment fill 
in huge pregladal passage. Southern Inlet Passage, Reyfad. 
Tim Fogg/Eoghan Lynch. 1;i DoE (NI) 

lE. Belmore 

Main Stream Passage from the Top Sink to the Quarry Entrance, 
Boho caves. Tim Fogg!Chris Kennedy. ·~ DoE (NI) 
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POLLNADRAIGHEAN H118 405 
Descent 133. 
Located in the middle of a large clump of blackthorn 
where water can be heard sinking. After digging by WSG 
and the RG the cave is entered via a squeeze which opens 
into a 5m drop followed by 3m of passage and a chamber 
with a choked pot in it. Digging in a corner of the d1amber 
broke into another d1amber at the end of which a crawl to 
the right goes for about lOm before ending in a loose 
squeeze under boulders requiring some engineering. 

BelO SINK H1114077 
Sink in forest corner at 270m OD rising below 150m OD 
atR3? 

Bell SHAKEHOLES H 1190 4061 
Depressions in forest. 

Bell SHAKEHOLE H 11l2 4005 
Depression. 

Bell SINK H11l 401 
Pond with small sink at south end. 

Bel4 SINK H1146 4011 
Small sink beside large hollow. 

Bel5 SINK H 115l 4009 
Hole taking small stream from forest. 

Bel6 SHAKEHOLE H1168 4001 
Depression in forest. 

Be27 SHAKEHOLE 
Fenced depression. 

Bel8 SHAKE HOLE H 1148 l996 
Depression. 

Bel9 ARMCHAIR CAVE H1148 l990 
Pitch? 

TONARDRUM TD. 

BelO SHAKEHOLE H1195 406l 
Depression outside forest 300m OD. 

MONEYOURAGAN TD. 

Bell MONEYOURAGAN SINK H1ll0 4074 
Central depression takes a stream. 

Bell MONEYOURAGAN CAVE H1ll6 4070 
West depression has a shattered descent to an m1stable 
hole in the floor in a 8m x 6m wide fenced hole. 

Bell SHAKEHOLE 
Fenced hole between 31 & 33. 

Bel4 SHAKEHOLE 
Fenced hole between 33 & 35 with tree. 

Be l5 MONEYOURAGAN POT H1ll4 4079 
In the East depression of the dry valley is a 6m pot with 
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cherty walls and an unstable boulder floor, a small hole 
leads to a second m1stable boulder floor. Good dig site. 

Bel6 WELL H1ll6 4081 
Built up well. 

Be37 SINK H1237 4077 
Sink. 

Bel8 SHAKEHOLE H 1237 4064 
Big depression. 

CARRICKNASEER TD. 

Bel9 Gl POT H1251 4082 
Galvanised Iron covered pot. 

Be40 SINK H1254 4081 
West sink at 270m. 

Be48 CAVE 
Bones hole. 

Be50 SINK H1279 4085 
East sink -large, into outcrop,270m OD. 

CARRICKABWEEHAN TD. 

BeR6 JAUNDICE WELL H 1266 l949 
Irish Speleology 13 

BeR7 SCURVEY WELL H1286 l947 

BeR8 AGUE WELL H1299 l960 

BeR9 MEDIUM RISING H1327 l979 
At150mOD. 

GORTAHURK WEST TD. 

Be5l & Be58 SINKS 
H1287 4090, H1l09 4088 
Small sinks. 

Be59 SHAKE HOLE H 1l18 4081 
Big depression. 

Be60 HIDDEN VALLEY H 1ll 405 
Many small holes. 

BeR10 SPRING H1ll1 l991 
Small spring. 

BeR11 RISING 
Rising below outcrop. 

CARRICKMACSPARROW TD. 

CARRICKMACSPARROW POT H1l 40 
Reyfadeer 1. 
A small cave with potential (see survey). 

Be61 CAVE H1343 4062 
Small cave at end of dry valley at 240m. 



Be62- 64 MUD HOLES H136 410 
Mud filled holes. 

Be65 SINK H1373 4108 
Sink in gravel. 

Be66 SHAKE HOLE H 1385 41 09 
Fenced hole- (M. Leonard et al.). 

Be67 SINK Hll85 4109 
Bush sink. 

Be68 HOLES 

BeR13 RISING H 1360 4039 
Spring rising- small at 210m OD. 

BeR14 WELL Hll574051 
Cock well, dry. 

BeR15 SPRING H 1359 4034 
Small spring rising beside "Maggie' s" cottage. 

BeR16 RISINGS H1379 4046 
Double rising at 210m OD siphoned. 

BeR17 
Small rising. 

RISING 

RAHALLAN TD. 

Be71 SINK H1399 4114 
Sink on east side of fence. 

Be72 HOLES H141 411 
3 small holes. 

Be7l SINK H14114111 
Small sink. 

Be74 HOLE 
Boulder hole with blue bailing cord. 

Be75 SHAKEHOLE H1422 4119 
Depression beside track 

Be76 RAHALLAN SINK 1 H1429 4110 
Reyfadeer 1. 
Gradual sink taking stream from "Lake" Nagor in forest 
at300mOD. 

Be17 SHAKEHOLES 
Depressions beside old lane. 

Be78 HOLES H 1411 4093 
3 no go holes. 

BeR18 RISING H1441 4071 
Small rising at 240m OD. 

BeR19 RISING H141l4071 
Very gradual rising. 

1E. Belmore 

TENTS TD. 

Be80 CAVE H1507 4102 
Cave marked on OS 1:10,000 sheet. Located behind 
impenetrable bushes. 

CAVE H151 410 
No report on this site marked on the map. 

LURGAN RIVER VALLEY 

Be91 SINK 
Small sink in field. 

Be92 SINKS H0852 4111 
Stream sinks in Killycreen School Area. 

Be93 MULL YARD SINK H0810 4096 
CSG1 NL 1965. 1rish Speleology 3.2. 
A large stream bed ends at the base of a rock wall. A 
number of trips by Rolston, Leonard and Pitt extended 
the cave in 1979. 2m in The Corkscrew leads to a blank pit. 
A traverse and a dodgy cherty descent leads to a long 
muddy crawl ending in ducks and a sump. Sump has 
been dived for 3m and is continuing. Total length about 
125m trending southeast toward Mull yard Rising. 

BeR21 RISING H0886 4094 
Rising above River. 

BeR22 RISINGS H0870 4094 
Small Risings, probably Killycreen sink water. 

BeR23 MULL YARD RISING H0834 4030 
A small rising, probably not accounting for all of 
Mullyard Sink. No entry. 

BeR24 HOL YWELL RISING H0754 3970 
Heusy 1739. ULSA 8. 
A large rising a mile outside Belcoo where water bubbles 
up through sand and boulders. 
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Speltothems In Formation Passage, Boho Caves. Tim Fon/Pam Fon. c DoE (NI) 

8oho Caves ... the ravine waterfall immediatety downstream 
from the Quarry Entrance in flood. 
Trm FonfPam Fog. < DoE (NI) 
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Boothroyd's Bit. PoiJnagossan. Tim Fogg/Stephen Clarkson 



The dl.scoverer in the p•ss•a:e. Stephtn C~artc.son in the 
Entrance Polltullyord. Tim FoufStephen Clarl<son. 
c: OoE 

Oivlng the upstream Sump 1. Holy Hour PoL Tim Fogg/Brlan ludd 

lE. Bolmore 

Speleothems in Upstrum JCP _,.ssace. Shannon cave. 
Timfogg 
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HlnJin' Rode: and Lower lou&h MaCNean from BeJcoo. 
JohnKelly 

Sk.reen HHI 1. Marble Arch Cl.ves. fim foU/Marius leon•rd 
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Skrun Hilll. Morble Ardl C.Yos. Tim Fo(g/Joe Wolls. 
c DoE (NI) 



The Minaret Prod's Pot. Tim Fogg/Eoghan Lyndl 

Dye tracing at Pollasumera using fluoresce in Dye. 
~m Fogg/Tim Fogg 

2. Cuilcagh Mountain 

The Brandywine. Main Stream Passage in Cascades. 
Gavin Newman/ John Kelly . .t• Gavln Newman 
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CHAPTER l. THE CUILCAGH 
MOUNTAIN REGION 

Cuilcagh mountain is a 4km long, east- west oriented 
ridge rising from 565m at Tiltinbane, it's western 
summit, to 668m at Cuilcagh, the eastern summit. 
Limestones with substantial cave development are 
exposed on the eastern, northern and western flanks of 
the mountain. 

Western Cuilcagh has only begun to reveal its 
speleological secrets in recent years, with the discoveries 
of the Shannon - Polltullyard System, parts of the Ture 
System and big (but muddy) extensions in Pollnagossan. 
Much more remains to be discovered in this area 
although exploration is hampered by the extensive 
glacial drift deposits in this area. 

Northern Cuilcagh (the Marlbank) is subdivided into 
four distinct systems, western Marlbank, Marble Arch 
and associated sites, the Prods Pot- Cascades Rising 
System and Tullyhona Rising Cave. Recent tracing 
work by the Limestone Research Group (LRG) has 
revealed that these systems are not as separate as had 
been originally supposed but they are still dealt with 
separately here, as the connections between these 
systems are only hydrological at present. No major 
discoveries have been made to date in the western 
Marlbank area but the known systems to the east and 
west of this area are characterised by extensive 
impressive active streamways and high level fossil 
development. 

On Eastern Cuilcagh there is a belt of north-south 
trending lirnestones which are well, but thinly, bedded 
and contain abundant cherts. ln these limestones, there 
are developed a collection of potholes with an especially 
unique unstable and unpleasant character, which are 
frequently blocked at the bottom by chert and limestone 
debris. Again, the advent of a systematic study of the 
drainage in this area by the LRG has revealed a complex 
drainage pattern with substantial implications for 
further cave exploration in the area. 

A BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE KARST HYDROLOGY 
OF CUILCAGH MOUNTAIN 
John Gunn, Limestone Research Group 

It was once thought that the karst hydrology of Cuilcagh 
Motmtain was relatively simple with streams flowing off 
the impermeable sands tones and shales, sinking into the 
Dartry limestone and emerging at one of the several 
large risings around the foot of the mom1tain. However, 
a large number of water tracing experiments using 
fluorescent dyes (principally fluorescein and rhodamine 
WT) have shown that the underground drainage 
network is much more complicated. The present 
account can only provide a simple summary of our 
findings to date and much still remains to be discovered. 
The approach taken is to describe each major spring 
moving in a clockwise direction from Shannon Pot to 
Aghaboy Rising. 
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Shannon Pot 
This large rising drains an immediate area of about 12.8 
km2 on the slopes of Cuilcagh Mountain, of which some 
sixty per cent is underlain by limestone (Gunn, 1996). 
The sinks traced to the rising comprise: Legeelan Lower 
(S9), Gowlan 1 (S8), Pollnaowen (SS, the sink of Garvagh 
Lough), Pollboy (S6), Garvagh 1 (S3a), Pollahune (S2, the 
entrance to Shannon Cave), Polltullyard (K1), 
Killykeeghan sinks 5 and 8 (K5 & K8), Tullynakeeragh 
(S14, Gravel Lake, traced to Mistake Passage in Shmmon 
Cave), and Derrylahan sinks 1 & 5 (S11 & S12). 

In addition, Badger Pot (E18) and the Pigeon Pots (E16) 
some 10-11 km east of the rising and c.200 m higher have 
been shown to be hydrologically connected to it 
suggesting that Shannon Pot may once have had a 
substantially larger catchment. It is yet to be proven 
whether the water from these sinks flows through 
Shannon Cave but I strongly suspect that this is the case. 

Barran Rising 
There are actually several risings in the Ban·an area of 
which B1 receives flow from the Pollnagossan 
(Polladaossan) (B2) and Pollnaskeoge (B3) sinks. 
Cornagee Lower Rising & Cornagee Rising have no 
known surface stream inputs. 

Tu re 
There are two risings at Ture, the largest of which 
discharges flow from the Lanliss area with positive 
traces from Legnaveagh sink (L2) and Superstar Pot 
(L4). The small rising discharges local autogenic water 
(no known drainage from sinking streams). 

Marlbanl' 
Two small nsmgs which are thought to discharge 
wholly autogenic water. 

Hanging Rod' 
Again there are two risings, west (H1, Pollnasalac) and 
east (H2), the fonner being a flood overflow. The only 
proven surface stream input is from Legacapple (H11), 
the sink of Legalough. 

Cladagh West Risings 
Two risings on the opposite side of the Cladagh Glen to 
Cascades. Both are thought to discharge only autogenic 
water 

Marble Arch Rising 
The three main feeders to the Marble Arch System are 
the Sruh Croppa sinks (including Cats Hole in high 
flood), Monastir, the Aghinrawn sink; and Pollasumera, 
the Owenbrean Sink. The latter does not include the 
whole discharge from the Owenbrean catchment as part 
is captured by the Cascades system at the Upper and 
Lower sinks. The only other sizeable tributary to Marble 
Arch is from Legnabrocky Way which is fed by the 
Carricknacoppan System, the ultimate sink being 
Peruvian Pot. 

Springwell Rising 
Fed mainly by a stream which sinks at Sp3, having 
previously flowed through Schoolhouse Cave. 



Cascades Rising 
This rising discharges water from a wide and complex 
catchment. Firstly there are the Gortmaconnell (C14 & 
C15) and the Brookfield Sinks of which Smokey 
Mountain (ClO), CS and C3 have been formally traced. 
Secondly, there is water from the Upper Owenbrean 
Sinks and a small amount from the Lower Owenbrean 
Sink Thirdly there are the East Cuilcagh Sinks of which 
the Pigeon Pots, Badger Pot, Aghatirourke Pot and Goat 
Pot have been traced to Cascades. Of these, Badger Pot 
and the Pigeon Pots also flow to Shannon Pot; 
Aghatirourke Pot and Goat Pot also flow to Tullyhona; 
and the Pigeon Pots, Badger Pot and Aghatirourke Pot 
also flow to Gortalughany. A sinking stream in the 
Myalla area, named Pollmyalla, has also been traced to 
Cascades. However, this trace needs to be repeated as it 
should drain to Tullyhona! 

White 
Fathers 

Hanging I .«. 
~ Legacapple 

Legalough Sprlngw~ 

l:;.__ ,,,< .~ "'""'"'") ~......... /1 

"-"'-- Surface stream 

o Stream sink 

Spring I Rising 

~ Water tracing link 

~ Cave passage 

2. Cuilcagh Mountain 

Tullyhona Rising 
The main feeders are: the easterly Brookfield sink (T4); 
Whiskey Holes, Dick's Sinks, Goat Pot and 
Aghatirourke Pot on East Cuilcagh. 

Gortalughany Rising 
This appears to be an overflow rising as it ceases to flow 
in dry weather. Positive traces have been recorded from 
the following sinks on East Cuilcagh: BMC Pot, Coral 
Pot, the Pigeon Pots, Badger Pot and Aghatirourke Pot. 

Sumera Rising 
Fed from the East Cuilcagh Sinks. Of these, Polliniska 
and Black Pot are known to flow only to Sumera while 
BMC Pot and Coral Pot also flow to Gortalughany 
Rising. 

Aghaboy Rising 
One of the few "simple" systems on Cuilcagh. The 
stream which sinks at Pollnagollum Aghaboy flows 
directly to Aghaboy Rising!. 

WATER TRACING EXPERIMENTS 
IN THE CUILCAGH KARST 

lkm 
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Typical tortuous passage deve1oped in thin limestones and shales of the Glencar Limestone Formation. Entrance Series Ca.scades 
Rising Cave. John Kelly/Mark Kelly 

Short swim just downstream of Eamonn•s Climb and the 
Waterfall in low water conditions, Tullyhona Rising Cave. 
John Kelly/ Mark Kelly 
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A wider section of Fenian Terror Bypass, Tullyhona Rising Yve 
-the wetsuit shredder. Note abundant dolomite projections on 
the walls. Tim Fogg/Pam Fogg 



1. Cullcagh Mountain 

Greenan Arch, (Pollnagapple Natural Arch) east Cuilcagh. Pam 
Fogg/Tim Fogg 

Ascending the b.lg pitch, Peter Bryant's Bullock Hole. Tim 
Fogg/Stephen Clarkson 

Rare for the east Cuilcagh caves. speleothems in Pollthanaclanawley. Tim Fogg/Anne Callagher. l:l DoE (Nf) 
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lA. POLLNAGOSSAN 
AND ASSOCIATED AREAS 

Introduction 
Pollnagossan (Polladaossan) is located just west of the 
back road from Blacklion to Glangevlin, a few hundred 
metres past Cornagee Scenic Viewpoint. Included in 
this section are Pollnagossan itself, it's risings at Barran, 
other sites in the immediate area and St Augustines 
(White Fathers) Caves through which the streams rising 
at Barran flow before entering Upper Lough MacNean. 

Hydrology 
Pollnagossan was chaff tested to Barran Risings at the 
end of the 19th Century or early 20th Century. Gunn has 
carried out more recent work in the area and repeated 
the chaff test using Fluorescein. Pollnagossan itself has a 
complex hydrology and the stream which disappears at 
the base of the first pitch is not believed to be the same 
stream as that encountered in the Taffs Well I Cripple 
Creek series. The cave system therefore may be utilised 
by at least two different streams. 

There is considerable evidence for substantial backing 
up within the system (based on the quantities of mud 
encountered and first hand accounts) suggesting that the 
explored cave is a semi-phreatic zone overlying an active 
phreatic zone. The extent of the negotiable dry stuff 
above the phreas can only be guessed at. There is good 
potential for additional discoveries here. 

History of exploration 
Pollnagossan was first noted by the YRC in 1947 and 
was first explored by them and the ere in 1951 and '52. 
Further exploration by the ICC in the 1960's was 
followed by a survey of the known cave by the ICC and 
the ISA. Further extensions (Pirate Passage and 
Flounder Chamber) were made north of Mud Chamber 
in the 1970's by Orr, O'Reilly Phillips and Neill. Rolston 
and Campbell of the Reyfad Group passed the duck/ 
sump at the base of the pitch on the right of the entrance 
to Mud Chamber in 1979. In 1976 Philips and O'Reilly 
discovered the streamway to Taff's Well. This was 
entered in 1979 by Colin Boothroyd, Farr, Campbell and 
Woods to Boothroyd's Bit. Diving in 1979- 83 by Farr 
has made significant diving extensions in the Taff's Well 
I Cripple Creek area. Campbell, Woods and Davies 
surveyed from the eastern limit of the ICC/ISA survey 
to Taff's Well and Boothroyd's Bit. 

Bl POLLNAGOSSAN (Polladaossan) H06l5 3528 
C&C 37. COG NL 52, 68. CPC 1.4, 1.6. Descent 37, 35, 
38, 39, 42, 54, 70, 78. Irish Caver 2. Irish Mountaineering 
4.1. Irish Speleology 2.5,3.1, 3.2, 4.2. 

WARNING. The passages from the bottom of the 
pitch appear to flood completely in wet conditions. 
2m+ of water in Waterfall Chamber has been reported. 

Rigging and Tackle Required 
Main Pitch. 25m rope, 4 hangers/karabiners, 2 slings/ 
tethers. 
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8 Bolt Anchor 

0 Natural Thread 

6 Spike or Flake 

114 Pitch Length 

Entrance Series 

Pollnagossan 
Rigging Topo 

9 

Deviation 

Total 
Rope Length 

The stream from Tullygobban Lough sinks in a large 
shakehole, but entrance is made in the adjacent 
shakehole about 10 metres west of the road. After an 
initial crawl over rubbish, a 3m drop is followed by a 
narrow rift and an agonising crawl, the floor of the 1m x 
1m passage covered in sharp rocks. The crawl splits into 
two tight cherty adjacent passages of which only one is 
passable. At this point the stream from Tullygobban 
Lough enters from a joint in the roof along about lOm of 
passage (hence its name, The Car Wash). About 90m 
from the entrance two sharp bends are turned before the 
pitch is reached. Between the bends a tight crawl on the 
right, Kennedy's Folly, goes for 22m ending in a choke. 

The pitch head opens into a balcony over a large boulder 
floored chamber, 20m x 9m. Bolts and a perfect natural 
thread through limestone give safe access to the ledge 
below the balcony. lt is then possible to traverse to the 
left of the ledge, away from the waterfall, where a 9m 
pitch can be rigged to the floor of the chamber. The 
chamber is exited by climbing over large flat topped 
blocks to the south which leads to a series of mud and 
clay filled chambers. There is aT junction in the passage, 
the left hand fork leading to Trench Hall and the right 
leading to Taff's Well and Boothroyd's Bit. 

Taff's Well & Boothroyd's Bit 
The open passage closes to a tight bedding plane which 
meets a rift passage at another T junction. Soon after the 
first junction a small passage on the left of the passage 
leading to Taff's Well closes quickly, but there is a voice 
cmmection with another tight crawl running south from 
Trench Hall. 
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lA. Pollnagossan 

Compiled by J. Kelly (Reyfad Group) from surveys by 

1. BCRA Grade Unknown Alan Gilliland, Nigel and Alison Williams, Jane and Julie 
Stephenson, Helen McCallum, Jim Partin_gton and lan Kennedy (Irish Caving Club) 

Donal Gilhuys and Joe Flood (Irish Speleological Association) 

2. BCRA Grade 3 Mark Campbell, David Woods and Simon Davies (Reyfad Group) 

3. BCRA Grade 3 Martyn Farr (Cave Diving Group) 

4. BCRA Grade 1 Paddy O'Reily (ICNC) 
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From the second T, the rift to the left leads to Taff' sWell 
after about SOm, to the right it continues via awkward 
squeezes in the top of the rift for about 90m to a small 
free-diveable sump. Beyond this, the passage continues 
for 15m when it joins with Boothroyds' Bit. This is an 
old abandoned passage running northeast for 120m and 
ending in a sediment blockage to the right and a calcite 
choke to the left. The Taff's Well stream appears to cut 
across Boothroyds coincidentally as it issues from a very 
restricted sump at the far side of the passage. 

Taffs Wells : Upstream Sumps. 
Upstream Sump 1 is very constricted has not been 
dived. 

Taffs Well : Downstream Sumps (Cripple Creek) 
Sump 1 is a 9m dive at shallow depth. Fine open 
stream way continues for 84m and meanders into Sump 
2. The sump continues, at shallow depth and at about 
75m from base there is a very large deep-water air bell. 
There is nowhere to land or to tie off and the way on lies 
along the floor at -4.5m. Another bell, about 2m 
diameter and l.Sm high is followed by a horribly 
muddy squeeze at -6m. The passage continues at this 
depth until at about 135m from base a silt squeeze is met. 
This leads after another 7m to air. An awkward rift lies 
beyond, leading after 30m to Sump 3. This is less than 
4m long and enters open passage, now spacious and 
comfortable. An easy walking passage alternates with a 
series of short sumps. A further 237m has been explored 
to Sump 10, the current limit of exploration. 

Trench Hall to Pirate Passage 
The well decorated passage to the north of Trench Hall 
soon chokes but a phreatic tube goes left for about 150 
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First 
Cave 

N 

ST. AUGUSTINE'S 
CAVES 

BCRA Grade 3 
Leedal, 

Chronicles of St. Augustine's College, 
Volume 4 

Second 
Cave 

metres to the head of The Greasy Pit, a muddy Sm pot. 
Beyond this a passage to the right leads to a high narrow 
rift leading to a 3m drop and aT junction, choked in both 
directions. There are two avens in the rift up to 13m 
high. Artificial aids may yield results here. 

Straight on from the Greasy Pit another phreatic tube 
continues, becoming an awkward crawl for SOm, the 
floor a v shaped channel. The crawl becomes tighter 
before entering the Boulder Chamber. To the right of the 
Boulder Chamber a tight squeeze opens out at the top of 
a steep 8m mud slope leading into a large flat roofed 
extremely muddy chamber 9m high, Sm wide and 25m 
long (Mud Chamber). On the right at the top of the mud 
slope is a straw decorated crawl over mud cracks to a 
small chamber with a 8m deep muddy rift. At the 
bottom is a chamber, with a tortuous and tight squeeze 
and climb down into a sump pool. Rolston & Camp bell 
pased this in 1979 to a large rift passage which quickly 
blocks. There is a strong draft here. 

At the end of Mud Chamber a fork to the left leads to a 
sump with an unsafe mud rift above and beyond it. To 
the left of the sump a short passage leads to two mud 
h1bes, one quickly becomes too tight, the other is choked. 
A 9m pegged and bolted climb leads to 60m of low 
bedding passage to a choke, beyond which is Pirate 
Passage. This is 75m long and ends in a large 20m 
diameter circular chamber, Flounder Chamber. No way 
on has been found from here. There are two pots in 
Pirate Passage, one is a 13m deep blind pot, the other 
descends for Sm to SOm of crawls. 

SINKS H065ll474, H0655l467 
Both choked. 

St. Augustine's 
Bridge 

0 50 

Third 
Cave 

metres 

100 



83 POLLNASKEOGE H0544 3527 
A stream runs off Moneygashel hill and sinks in 
boulders. In wet weather it runs on under a fence to sink 
in the first of several shake-holes. A dig here was soon 
abandoned. In flood conditions a lake 20m across has 
been observed. 

84 PUCKOON SINK H0544 3528 
15m north of Pollskeoge a second stream sinks in large 
boulders. This appears to be a better dig site. 

86 OGGAL SINK (Pollnaranti) H042 351 
Stream sinks in a large peat and boulder filled 
shakehole. 

87 WELL H038 350 
By the side of the main Dowra road, steps lead down to 
a stream. The limestone dips at 45°. 

81 8ARRAN SPRING H042 358 
CDG 112. Irish Speleology 13. Saint Augustine's 
College Chronicle 4 
A powerful spring close to Barran fannhouse which was 
chaff tested at the beginning of the century from 
Pollnagossan. A shakehole just to the South may be 
diggable. Rising dived and dug in 1994 to an 
underwater tree-root curtain after Sm. 

8ARRAN MILL RACE SYSTEM H04 35 
This stream alternatively rises and sinks impenetrably 
with some associated shakeholes. 

SHAKEHOLE H046 356 
A large shakehole just west of the house. 

85 CORNAGEE SHAKEHOLES H056 357 
Beside the road are a series of deep mud filled 
shakeholes which take water and flood in heavy rain. 

CORNAGEE REMNANTS H066 359 
In a low scarp, small remnants with a three metre 
through trip; one interesting dig site in a stone blocked 
tunnel. 

CORNAGEE KARST H068 358 
An area with several dry valleys, shakeholes and karst 
pavements. 

lA. Pollnagossan 

ST. AUGUSTINE'S (White Father's) CAVES 
H0527 3754 - H0556 376 
C&C 37. CPC 2.2. Reyfadeer 1. St Augustine's College 
Chronicle4 
The streams rising at Barran unite to form a single large 
stream which flows into Lough MacNean near Loughan 
House on the Blacklion to Sligo road. Loughan House 
originally belonged to the White Missionary Fathers of 
Africa, part of the Augustinian Order. The buildings are 
now utilised in a somewhat different residential ma1mer, 
the site having been converted into a prison. The cave 
entrances can be located by parking on the grass verge 
opposite the Glangevlin turnoff from the Sligo Road. 
The downstream entrance to Cave 2 and Cave 3 are on 
the northern side of the road and there is a small stile 
and a path down to the stream. The caves contain 
significant bat populations and extreme care should be 
taken that these should not be disturbed. Formations 
are everpresent and care should be taken. 

First Cave 
A short natural bridge under the old road. 

Second Cave 
This is some 60m long nmning under the new road with 
a side passage to a roof collapse and a roof traverse at the 
downstream end. 

Third Cave 
W aming : In flood the cave carries a strong current and 
sumps at the downstream end. 
The best known of the three caves, often taken as a quick 
sporty through trip. The passage may be followed 
easily. Not far from q1e entrance there are several holes 
in the roof. The fine streamway, three or four metres 
high, then runs for 60m to St. Augustine's Bridge, and 
above it is Our Lady's Grotto. SOm further on, the 
Rainbow Chamber is reached with its fine gours, whilst 
on the opposite side is the Devil's Tooth. A series of 
cataracts follows with Ben's Tub and a waterfall, then 
deep water is met at the canal. This can be waded part of 
the way, but some swinmung is necessary depending on 
water conditions, it can be quite sporting. The cave is 
very photogenic with hardly a break in the formations. 
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lB. THE SHANNON CAVE SYSTEM 

Introduction 
The Shannon Cave System is the most recent major 
system to be discovered in the Fermanagh and Cavan 
area. A large number of streams sink in Counties 
Fermanagh and Cavan along the border on west 
Cuilcagh, eventually emerging from Shannon Pot, the 
legendary source of the River Shannon, Ireland's longest 
river. Two main caves have been explored to date:
Shannon Cave and Polltullyard, a tributary to Shannon 
Cave which has not yet been connected to the main 
system. Recent hydrological investigations on east 
Cuilcagh have shown that water sinking in this area is 
also rising at Shannon Pot, holding out the possibility 
that a "Trans-Cuilcagh Master Cave" may one day be 
discovered. 

Hydrology 
Considerable work has been completed on the 
hydrology of the Shannon System by John Gunn and 
members of the Limestone Research Group. Following 
work by Gunn in the early 1980's a large number of 
sinks in the west Cuilcagh region were traced to 
Shannon Pot and the division between the Shannon, 
Polhmgossan - Barran and Ture systems has been quite 
well defined in this area. Recent tracing work on east 
Cuilcagh has revealed positive traces at Shannon Pot. 
The hydrology of this system is, therefore, somewhat 
more complicated than previously suspected. 

History of Exploration 
The initial breakthrough at Shannon was made by G. 
Pitt, M. Neill, G. Burns, J. Philips and M. Orr of the 
Reyfad Group who, in 1980, explored the Main Stream 
Passage to George's Choke, JCP Passage and Mistake 
Passage. Determined and prolonged work by Hywel 
Ball and Marius Leonard of the Reyfad Group and 
others finally engineered a route through George's 
Choke and led to the discovery of the Maytime Series 
which reached the inevitable Terminal Sump. 

Polltullyard (Co-operation Pot) was discovered by 
members of the ICC, who were digging at the base of the 
cliff while the Reyfad Group were digging at the sink, 
10m away. The ICC dig went first, but it took a 
combined ICC/RG team to descend the 30m pitch. The 
upstream series was discovered and explored by Tim 
Fogg and Alan Currans. 

A large number of surface digs have been undertaken 
within the Shannon catchment, mainly by the Reyfad 
Group (G. Pitt in particular) and Gloucester S. S., 
especially in the Tullyard, Killykeeghan and Skeagh 
areas. 

Sl SHANNON CAVE H0944ll41 
C&C 49, 50, 72. CUCC 2.1, Descent 47, 50, 51, 55, 54, 57, 
70, 88, 95, 98, 100,131. Irish Speleology 3.2, 4.2, 14, 15. 

WARNING- The entrance series and George's Choke 
are unstable and very dangerous. Extreme caution is 
recommended. Local information on the state of the 
entrance series should be obtained as this is frequently 
blocked. 

lB. Shannon 

Access 
Most of the sites in this area are reached via the track 
which passes the late Farrell McGourty's house at 
Killykeeghan. 

Conservation 
There are a number of areas with fine speleothems and 
well developed mud cracks. Great care should 
obviously be taken in these areas 

Entrance Series 
The entrance series of Shannon is probably not a cave 
passage at all, but a small blind valley or ravine infilled 
with boulder clay which has been washed out at the 
bottom. This explains the horrendously loose nature of 
this part of the cave. It was completely choked as this 
book went to press- get local info on the state of play. 

The entrance is at the bottom of the largest of several 
shakeholes situated just outside the forest fence. A 3m 
climb down through boulders leads into a sloping 
boulder filled chamber. At the bottom there is a small 
hole and to the left an 8m flat out crawl with a O.Sm drop 
leads to the first squeeze. This drops for 3m through 
boulders and opens into a 6m long, 1.5m high passage. 
At the end the stream is met at the head of a 3m high 
waterfall. From here the stream cuts down at 
approximately 45° for 15m through unstable boulders 
and continues into a choke. 

To the left of this a large flat topped boulder can be 
climbed to a wide 0.3m high gap. This gives access to 
Wuthering Heights, an 8m high rift which can be easily 
chimneyed. There is a small muddy inlet on the left at 
the bottom which has been pushed for 25m to a duck. 
To the right, beneath a boulder pile, the second squeeze 
leads to Sir Geoffrey Boycott Boulevard. 

Sir Geoffrey Boycott Boulevard. 
After the constricted nature of the entrance series, this 
250m long keyhole shaped passage allows easy 
progress. High level crawls are frequently an alternative 
to crawling in the stream. 

JCP Chamber, JCP Passage 
and the Main Stream Passage 
JCP Chamber is just before a 3m climb down a rift to a 
junction of two streams, one traced from Pollahune, the 
other from Polltullyard. Here the cave changes 
markedly to a 3m wide and up to 20m high vadose 
passage. Upstream of the climb the passage chokes 
immediately but access to the stream passage can be 
gained by crawling through boulders immediately 
before JCP chamber. The upstream passage (JCP 
Passage) leads for 445m to where it chokes. 
Downstream the Main Stream Passage goes for 900m 
past several easily negotiated boulder chokes to 
George's Choke. On the right about 60m before 
George's Choke is an abandoned oxbow about lOm 
above the present stream level (Reyfadtwo Chamber). 

The Mayfly Extension 
The initial 7m of George's Choke (named after the Rev. 
George Pitt who was trapped here in 1980 by a large 
rockfall) is entered via a shored dig followed by a 
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squeeze under a loose boulder roof. From here the 
boulders are more stable and going right for 8m leads to 
open passage and the streamway. The passage increases 
in size to 200m of large (20m x 20m) boulder strewn 
passage named Fim1 McCool's Boulder Store. Just past 
this is a deep pool in the stream (Gentleman's Pool) and 
beyond this a short, wide section of passage (Hunikosi) 
leads to Sump 1. An easily located bypass leads back 
into the streamway with more large passage and deep 
pools. A large chamber and humel shaped cavern then 
lead to the Sump 2. Following a high level passage gives 
access to the streamway again but after 30m the 
inevitable Sump 3 is met. A dig in the roof 18m before 
the sump may pay attention. 

Mistake Passage 
Approximately 600m downstream of JCP chamber a 
tributary enters from the eastern side of the passage. 
Here 168 metres of mainly canyon passage leads to a 
boulder choke. It is so named due to the tendency for 
the unwary to follow this passage rather than taking a 
left turn and keeping to the main passage. 

S2b POLLAHUNE ("Honey Pof') H0889 3250 
CUCC 2.1. Kendall CC 5.10. 
When not backed up the stream flows in an earth
walled trench to sink in mud and boulders and appears 
hopeless for exploration unless shoring techniques are 
used. To the north and northwest of the sink are a series 
of shakeholes in the forest. Upstream there is an old 
choked sink to the east of the river bed, it may repay 
attention. 

S 1 SHANNON POT H05l33176 
COG NL 22, 24. CPC 1.4. CPG NLS. Descent 124. Irish 
Speleology 3.2, 14. 
The legendary source of the Shannon is a deep black 
pool16m in diameter. In 1971 the Cave Project Group 
dived it to a depth of -9.5 metres, and reached a fissure 
2m wide and 0.3m high in gritty bedrock which is too 
narrow to get into. 

Sla GARVAGH SINK 1 
Traced to Shannon Pot by Gunn. 

S3b GARVAGH SINK 2 (Leglass Caverns) 
H0780 3260 
There are four main sites here apart from a couple of 
small shakeholes, and they mn northwest from a 
cowshed. The first is a choked 3m deep rift, then a huge 
collapsed rift, Sm wide, 15m long and 6m deep at the 
south end. At the north it may be possible to enter a 
shaft, and on the east is a 3m wide pot, choked with 
rubbish Sm down. Further on is a 6m wide shakehole 
with a man-blocked cave entrance which should be an 
easy dig. Last a trickle of water sinks in a 3m deep sand
floored rift. These were dug by the Reyfad Group in the 
1980's but no significant progress was made. 

54 GARVAGH SINK l 
Traced to Shannon Pot by Gmm. 

lB. Shannon 

55 POLLNAOWEN H0698 ll22 
Irish Speleology 3.2. 
A multiple sink where water filters down through 
boulders. There are no obvious dig points and it is 
generally considered hopeless for exploration. 

56 POLLBOY H0697 3282 
COG NL 61. Descent 50. lrish Speleology 3.2, 4.2. 
Kendal CC 5.10. 
Pollboy is located some 2km from, and nearly 50m 
above its rising, Shannon Pot. A meandering stream 
sinks into several shakeholes. A 4m shaft was dug into 
the most mature. Another dig into a very old sink 
entered a chamber from which 75m of tight passage 
leads to a 3m drop into a streamway, and a further 60m 
to a sink in shingle and boulders. It is thought to lie 
beneath the main complex but this entrance has now 
collapsed. 

ln 1981 the Reyfad Group cleared a choke in one of the 
dry holes in the sink complex. After 85m, a tight duck 
which sumps is reached. In dry weather this can be 
pushed to a 12m flat-out crawl leading to a small sump 
pool. Entering the sump a steep boulder slope can be 
followed down for 2.5m to where the roof closes in. A 
low wide passage continues down at 45°. M. Campbell 
has got his feet 6m from base at -4m but the way on 
closes down to a mere 20 to 25m1 on all sides. 

57 GOWLAN SINKS 2-4 
Irish Speleology 3.2. 
Traced to Shannon Pot by Gunn. 

58 GOWLAN SINK 1 
Irish Speleology 3.2. 
Traced to Shannon Pot by Gunn. 

59 LEGEELAN LOWER SINK 
Irish Speleology 3.2. 
Traced to Shannon Pot by Gunn. 

510 HOLES 
Holes in field. 

S 11 DERRYLAHAN SINK 1 
Irish Speleology 3.2. 
Traced to Shannon Pot by Gunn. Sink in blind valley. 

S 12 DERRYLAHAN SINK 5 (Shannon Cave 1) 
H0560 lL6l 

CPG NLS, lrish Speleology 3.2. 
Traced to Shannon Pot by Gmm. This is a small swallet 
pushed by the Cave Projects Group through a dig tmtil it 
became too low. 

Sll DIG 
Dig at bottom of a large rock face. 

514 TULLYNAKEERAGH GRAVEL LAKE 
H09763188 
CUCC 2.1. Irish Speleology 3.2. 
A stream draining the western end of Cuilcagh 
Mountain (one of the true sources of the Shannon, as it 
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resurges at Shannon Pot) splits into two separate 
streams at H09413186. The western branch continues to 
sink at Pollahune, while the eastern branch sinks into a 
gravel filled depression. The low crags around the 
depression are unusual in that they are composed of 
Glenade Sandstone, indicating that this site must 
represent a window in the sandstone with little or no 
Meenymore Forrnation present and Dartry limestone 
near to surface. Several attempts to dig in fissures in the 
sandstone have met with little joy to date. The stream 
sinking here has been dye-traced to Mistake Passage. 

S15 LOOPAGH STREAM RISING H0821 3363 
Stream rises and flows to Garvagh Lough. 

S 16a LEGEELAN UPPER SINK 
Irish Speleology 3.2. 
Traced to Shannon Pot by Gunn. Minor sink traced to 
Legeelan Rising. 

S 16b LEGE ELAN UPPER RISING 
The approach involves a fierce battle through 
undergrowth to a choked bedding plane. 

S 17 LIME KILN SINK H0645 3496 
At the northern end of a long hollow two small streams 
sink in boulders possibly diggable. 

S18 EDENMORE CAVERN H072322 
Marked on the 6" map, this is a 12m diameter shakehole. 
It is 10m deep and choked. 

SHANNON CAVE 2 H05413183 
CPG NL 5. Irish Speleology 4.2. 
This is a low crawl to water. 

LEGNASHINNA CAVERN H05453177 
No report. 

DERRYLAHAN SINK H0585 3205 
No report. 

LOOPAGH STREAM SINK H0854 3364 
Stream sinks and flows just beneath the surface to 
Loopagh rising. 

LEGEELAN CAVE H066347 
Reyfadeer 1. 
A drain roofed to a small pot where the natural cave 
begins but rubbish is a problem. The cave consists of 
10m of stream passage to a choke. 

SHAKEHOLES H0660 3454 
Small shakeholes close to the road ; possibly diggable. 

LEGEELAN REMNANTS H068 343 
There are small remnants in the east side of the cliff, 
some of several metres. 

FOSSIL CAVE H06473492 
At the south end of the long hollow, parallel to the road 
and below a lime kiln. A squeeze into a cherty crack 
drops into a short chamber. 
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KILLYKEEGHAN DIGS 
There are a large number of shakeholes and small sinks 
in the Killykeeghan Townland area which have received 
considerable attention, mainly by George Pitt and others 
from the Reyfad Group and Gloucester S. S .. 

K1 POLLTULLYARD (Co-operation Pot) 
H09443241 
C&C 22. Descent 47, 55, 100. Irish Speleology 3.2. 

Rigging and Taclde Required 
Main Pitd1. 40m rope, 3 hangers/karabiners. 

Description 
The entrance to Polltullyard is at the base of a small cliff 
above and south east of the stream sink A slide down a 
soil covered chute leads to a walking sized passage with 
a glutinous mud floor which continues for 20m to the 
head of a fine 30m pitch. At the bottom of the pitch the 
main stream enters from the left and flows into boulders 
to the right. 

Downstream 
The stream quickly disappears into pebbles and 
boulders. To the right a boulder slope descends for 
about 25m, bounded by a solid limestone wall on the 
right and on the left by massive grits tone boulders. This 
leads to a boulder filled chamber from which a tight 
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squeeze gives access to a 30m crawl to the top of a 3m 
climb down back to the stream which immediately 
disappears again into a narrow rift. Above the stream is 
a choke and a dig in loose sediment. An abandoned 
passage runs parallel to the stream and after 30m 
encounters a choke. 

Upstream 
Upstream an awkward 4m clim.b enters. 200m of 
exceptionally well developed foss1l phreatlc p~ssage 
with a vadose canyon. There are a total of four mlets. 
The first on the left leads to a mud sump, straight on the 
main passage ends in a boulder chamber and the ~nlet 
just before this chamber gra~ually gets too tlght. 
Possibilities for upstream extenswns would seem to be 
limited to the boulder chamber. 

Kl POLLDUCKFIELD H0920 3257 
Irish Speleology 3.2. 
A narrow shaft has been excavated by the Reyfad Group 
for Sm to a 3m x l.Sm draughting chamber where a dig 
in the floor revealed several impenetrable tubes. 

Kl H0921 1259 

K4 SHAKEHOLE H09l8 ll6l 
Irish Speleology 3.2. Descent 58 
A large unstable shakehole excavated to a depth of Sm 
with a solid fluted wall. Now collapsed. 

K5 POLLNAWINCH H0941l281 
A small stream sinks on the right at the navigable end of 
the late Farrell McGourtys' lane. Famous for the first 
recorded use of a winch in a Fermanagh cave dig. 

K6 SHAKEHOLES 
Series of shakeholes, a few possible dig sites, none good. 
May drain to Legduff Rising. 

K7 LEGDUFF RISING H10l1 ll7l 
Small rising in a field. 

K8 H10l2 3219 

K9 POLLNAMADRARUATUA 
Descent66 
Two shakeholes lie side by side. After protracted 
digging by the Reyfad Group and Aberdeen UCC in the 
northern shakehole, the southem shakehole was found 
to contain an open human sized hole. A 2m climb down 
enters a l.Sm high cl1amber with some straws, a short 
crawl over straw (foxes nest) leads off to the left but 
chokes rapidly. No prospects. 

SKEAGH HOLES 
A series of holes from Shannon Cave to Garvagh Lough. 
All sites revisited and cl1ecked by J. Kelly and E. Lynch 
sometime in the early '90's. 

SH 1 H08l4 lll5 
Irish Speleology 3.2. 
Large depression. A stream sinks at the eastem edge. 
Choked with boulders and mud. Could be dug by the 
determined. 

SHl H08l4 1260 
Irish Speleology 3.2. 

lB. Shannon 

Hole in clean limestone with a double dig leading to 
tight fluted tubes where the dig has been abandoned. 

SHl H0846 3250 
Irish Speleology 3.2. 
Drops 3m through boulders to lm wide x 4m pitch. 
Choked with cobbles and broken bottles. 

SH4 H08l9 3268 
Irish Speleology 3.2. 
Hammering gave access to a 3m tight squeeze which 
enters a sand and mud filled shaft. This was being dug 
but the chamber is now filled with spoil from the shaft 
dig and a boulder has blocked the entrance. 

SH5 H08l6 l2l8 
Elongate doline with solid walls at either end. Water 
sinks at southern end into sandstone boulders. 

SH6 H08l6 lll9 
Small do line with one solid wall. Choked with mud and 
boulders. 

SH7 H08l8 l2l9 
The largest shakehole at the head of the valley filled with 
sandstone boulders and little prospect of progress. 

SH8 H08ll ll44 
Small doline. No prospects. 

SH9 H0842 1248 
Sm wide by 3m deep doline, choked with mud, boulders 
and vegetation. 

SH 1 0 H08ll 1250 
Small doline choked with mud and boulders. No 
prospects. 

SH11 H08llll5l 
Collapse doline. No prospects. 

SHll H0824ll60 & SH1l H08lll264 
No report 

SH14 H0861 ll52 
Small stream sinks into doline choked with mud and 
boulders. Could be dug. 

SH15 EOGHAN'S BADGER HOLE 
Stream sinks into doline on side of limestone knoll in 
wet weather. Good solid fluted wall. Exploration by 
fanner halted by presence oflatter. 

SH16 
Small hole beside track Dropping stones gives a good 
rattle. Could be dug. 
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2C. THE WESTERN MARLBANK AREA 

Introduction 
The Western Marlbank is a broad area including all the 
sites between the Pollnagossan and Shannon areas to the 
west, and the Marble Arch area to the east. There are a 
number of catchments in this area of complex geology, 
of which the Ture Rising System and the Hanging Rock 
Rising System are probably the most important. The 
area is sub-divided for convenience into a number of 
sub-areas, The Ture Rising System, The Hanging Rock 
System and Miscellaneous Sites. 

lURE RISING SYSTEM 

Introduction 
Ture Rising is a large resurgence located immediately 
south of Blacklion. The resurgence is fed by at least two 
sizeable sinks, Super Star Pot and Legnaveagh Sink, 
which were traced to Ture by J. Kelly in 1985. The only 
access gained to the Ture stream way between the sinks 
and the rising to date has been via Holy Hour Pot. 

This section also includes a large number of surface and 
fossil sites in the Lanliss and Corratirrim valley areas, 
many of which have undergone abortive digs by the 
Reyfad Group and others. 

LR1 JURE RISING H078337l5 
CUCC 2.1. CSGI NL 1965. Descent 34, 92. Irish 
Speleology 14. 
This large rising is the site of an old, long-term dig into a 
large collapse. 

L4 SUPER STAR POT H0730 3577 
Descent 21, 88, 92. Irish Speleology 14. 
Super Star has seen frequent visits by the Reyfad Group 
over a considerable length of time but it was not until 
1988 that the breakthrough was finally made. As one of 
the more dedicated diggers (H. Ball) was not present the 
breakthrough team left open passage going to let him 
join the team. The inevitable happened as the team were 
"Ghar Paraued" after only another 15m, the stream 
vanishing into a constricted sump. Dye traced to Ture 
Rising. 

L7 HOLY HOUR POT H0797 l70l 
C&C 45, 47, 50, 57, 59. Descent 92, 94, 96. Irish 
Speleology 14. 
Named due to its' discovery between 2.00 and 4.00 p. m. 
on a Sunday proving that closing the pubs for a couple 
of hours can have an important impact on cavers. This 
was originally pushed to a gravel choke at -20m by 
Burns and Neill of the Reyfad Group in 1976. In 1989, T 
& P Fogg and others dug at a point halfway back from 
this along a fault to a tight descent to another dig. This 
was subsequently pushed by Tim Fogg and Alistair 
Scott to a tight muddy corkscrew which gives access, via 
a very well decorated section of passage, to a 
streamway, approximately 45m below. Some 160m of 
open cave was discovered, complete with sumps both 
upstream and downstream. The upstream sump was 
dived by Judd and Gibson and is 70m long to 300m of 
3m x Sm high passage with canals and occasional 
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groups of formations and some avens. This ends in 
another sump which has been dived for SOm. The 
downstream sump has not been dived. 

L2 LEGNAVEAGH SINK H07673553 
Descent 92. Irish Speleology 14. 
A large stream enters the forestry from the north west 
and gradually sinks into boulders. Several shakeholes 
continue down to the bottom of the valley and a small 
stream also sinks. In the bottom there is a dig site by a 
small outcrop. Dye traced to Ture Rising. 

G1 GORTAREE SINK H0836 3526 
C&C 32, 33. Descent 38, 69. Irish Speleology 3.2, 14. 
Described by Burns and Campbell (1985) as the longest 
dig ever undertaken by the Reyfad Group, the dig was 
also described as definitely abandoned. However, in 1986 
it was again visited and 40m of passage were pushed to 
an impenetrable sump "not even a midget ... ". 

L 1 POLL gCAPALL CAOICHE 
(Pollhapplewee) H0807 3573 
CSGI NL 1965. 
Lanliss Cavern in 1st edition. A shakehole 15m in 
diameter and 12m deep. 

L5 LOST VALLEY AREA 
This spectacular partly forested area northwest of the 
Giant's Leap has many shakeholes, most with 
impenetrable collapses. 

L3 OGOF Y CERRYG RHYDD 
(Cave of the Loose Boulders) H098 356 
In a grass lined shakehole just inside the forestry, a loose 
hole drops 2.5m to a boulder floor which slopes on 
down. Excessive instability deterred further progress by 
a persecuted Welshman. 

LANLISS SHAKEHOLES H078 355 - H081 357 
Descent 60. Irish Speleology 3.2 
Many depressions with choked shakeholes in a blind 
valley, a number of which have been dug by Pitt and 
Kelly of the Reyfad Group. 

HANGING ROCK SYSTEM 

Introduction 
The Hanging Rock System takes water from Legacapple 
Sink, the water rising at the two resurgences at the Base 
of Hanging Rock which become impressively large 
streams in flood. Indications from tracing and chemistry 
work by John Gunn suggest that the system is a large 
phreatic one and the only major breakthrough into the 
active cave, at Hammer Pot, seems to confirm this 
model. There is, however, good potential at a number of 
sites and significant high level passages and vadose 
passages may be present. 

H1 HANGING ROCK WEST RISING 
AND POLLNASALAC H 1042 3663 
CPG NL. CSGI 1. Descent 23, 26, 94. CDG NL 22, 26, 28, 
29. Irish Speleology 4.2. Reyfadeer 1. 
The rising often dries up and Fermanagh Caving Group 
postulated it to be a flood rising for the East rising. 
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POLLNASALAC 
Co. FERMANAGH G. R. H 1042E 3663N 

SURVEY, R. SOLAR!, BCRA Grade 5 

HANGING ROCK CAVE 

0 1 0 20 metres t::::====---
N 

SUMP 2 

+ 
Pollnasalac is further up the hillside in boulders, a tight 
crawl of 10m leads to a small chamber with a squeeze 
into a 15m long chamber. A stream runs from a choke at 
the south end to a mud choke at the north end. At the 
far side of the southern choke the stream emerges from a 
narrow, deep water rift which sumps, In 1971-73 the 
Cave Projects Group (Elliott, Solari & Farr) dived it for 
20m with two air bells and Mark Camp bell had another 
serious go at it in 1980. It is still going at -6m depth, but 
a boulder choke after 40m discourages progress, due to 
difficult route finding. 

H3 HANGING ROCK CAVE and 
Hl EAST RISING H1045 3663 
CSGI 1. YRC 2.8. 
The rising is some lOOm above the road and the cave is a 
bit farther up the hillside. This has a low entrance 
leading into a 10m diameter chamber. 3m mud banks 
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tight ~· 
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surround a pool feeding a stream much smaller than the 
rising. Digs here have been abandoned as hopeless. 

H4 REVOLUTION POT H1035 3524 
Reyfadeer 1. 
Dug out by the Rev. Theophilus Dogposture Caving 
Group in April 1971 to a depth of 20m with 30m of 
passages. At the bottom of the shakehole there is a drop 
down a crack to a small chamber. A crawl of 3m leads to 
a 6m handline or ladder descent of a tight rift. Then a 
traverse along to a second chamber emerges on a false 
floor. A climb down the boulders and a chimney down 
under an aven lead to a gravel-floored bedding plane. 
At the end of the crawl is a dig with the sound of water. 
At the opposite end are small crawls and chambers and 
a high-level mud filled oxbow. 

H5 HAMMER POT {Lugbeg) H1015 3471 
CDG 46, 48, 49. CUCC 2.1. Descent 15, 37, 39, 40. Irish 
Speleology 4.2. Reyfadeer 1. 
In the smaller of two shakeholes at the bottom of a large 
depression is a mucky hole. It drops onto a loose 
boulder slope ending over a small pitch, Traverse across 
and descend to a small chamber with a shower. A 
further drop leads to a "high level" crawl to the first 
squeeze. Although considerably enlarged it is still tight 
and opens into the roof of Four Man Chamber. The 
stream enters more directly. The second squeeze is an 
awkward left-hand bend to a turning spot, where a 
tributary enters from the left. The stream now drops 
steeply into a chamber whilst at the third squeeze it 
continues at the same level into a right-hand bend above 
the chamber. 

A 9m pitch drops out of the chamber and enlarges at the 
base to 4.5m wide and 12m long, with a sump pool 
occupying most of the floor. The sump was first dived 
by J. Phillips and then pushed by M. Farr, and consists of 
a large underwater rift aligned along the long axis of the 
aven. 

Downstream 
Downstream a major stream flows along the flooded rift 
to the northwest. This drops to -9m depth and the 
passage then ascends gradually. At -4.5m it levels off, 
passing through a smallish window and then follows a 
shaft downwards, At about -16.5m and 45m from base a 
very large passage is entered. This continues to descend 
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in poor visibility. Before this point an ascending passage 
-almost certainly an alcove?- has been followed to about 
-9m. The floor and walls are deep in mud. Corrigan, in 
1996, thought there was some flow at -12m. 

Upstream 
After about 30m at -7.5m to -9m the passage makes an 
abrupt turn to the right and inunediately after a passable 
boulder choke at -13.5m the route starts to ascend. 
About 45m from base a waist-deep air bell is reached. A 
12m shaft extends upwards, climbed for 7m by Corrigan 
in 1996, although aid will be necessary for further 
progress. Down to the right at the bottom of the 12m 
shaft goes to a depth of about -18m where all ways 
appear to close down. Up to the left the route closes to a 
series of completely blank alcoves at -4.5m. 

At floor level, a deep route in thick heavy mud leads 
down to a good -16.5m depth. Going forward, the 
passage starts to ascend slightly and about 15m out 
from the foot of the pot a squeeze is reached at -15m. It 
is only passable on the left hand side and leads into clear 
water. Between 3m and 3.6m further on the passage 
ascends, bearing right. At this point the depth is -13.5m 
in a passage about 0.6m high. 

lC. The Western Marlbank 

CL YHANNAGH RIFT H 10 35 
This 10m long rift is fenced off, and appears very 
promising. However on closer inspection, it is only 6-8 
metres deep with no exploration possibilities. 

CL YHANNAGH POTS H 1 0 35 
From Revolution Pot towards the Fosstra there are many 
shake-holes, some are up to 6m deep and some may be 
dug. 

LEGANISKA SHAKEHOLES H094 354 
There are many shakeholes here and this is where 
Frake' s Folly may be found. M. Neill has dug 20m down 
to a choke in one. 

H9 FRAKE'S FOLLY 
BPC4.9. 
3m through trip in a shakehole. 

POTLET H0967 3540 
In the second sylvan shakehole from the road, a 3m pitcl1 
enters a small chamber with a boulder floor which is 
blocked at both ends. Depth 6m. 

H10a DAVE'S HOLE 
(probably also Yule Pot and Pollnasanta) H0954 3535 
BPC 4.9. CSGI 1. Kendal CC 5.1. Descent 51 
Two small streams sink in this wooded double 
depression, one leads by a short crawl to a drop. An 8m 
pitch in a fine rift lands on a sort of bridge. A farther 7m 
pitch drops to the floor where a doubtful dig may be 
continued but may need shoring. A parallel pot may be 
reached from the bottom. 

H 1 Ob Mr TOASTIE'S HOLE H0954 3535 
Irish Speleology 3.2 
About 6m north of Dave's Hole in the same shakehole. 
Two pitches 6m and 9m lead to a tight passage which 
was drained and pushed by Campbell, Ball, Burns and 
Fogg to narrow rock tubes with no possibilities. 

H 11 a LEGACAPPLE H0965 3496 
CPC 4.3. CSGNL 1965. Kendal CC 5.10. SMCC 1. 
The stream from Legalough Sinks among boulders in a 
large area of collapse, which has frustrated the many 
attempts to dig here (one is 4m deep). 

H 11 b LEGACAPPLE SHAKE HOLES H096 349 
There are several shakes around Legacapple. One, 70m 
to the North has the sound of water and a big dig could 
lead into the Legacapple streamway. 

H11c LEGACAPPLE BADGER HOLE H096l51 
Kendal CC 5.10. 
150m north of Legacapple an old sink was inhabited by 
a badger, which evicted the late Chris Shepherd from 
some 22m in past a small chamber. 

Hll CAVE 
Small cave beside the late Farrell McGourty's lane. 

H13a BUlliSH H099 357 
A small hole in the scarp opens into a 4m high chamber 
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with a small side passage. At the end a mud slope is 
covered with badger debris. Exploration was 
terminated by a combined wasp and badger onslaught. 
8mlong. 

H13b CAVE H099 357 
Just above and to the left of Buzzish is a second badger 
cave. 

H14 SWALLOW HOLE H0970 3468 
Marked on the 6" map. It is another blocked shakehole. 

H15 JIM THE CLERK'S WELL H1008 3434 
In a large excavation 3m deep is a concrete hut. From 

the floor is a 4m shaft into a small chamber where a 
stream enters and supplies the well. 

H16 JIM THE CLERK'S SHAKEHOLES H100 344 
To the southwest of the house are several shakeholes. 
Three in a line have trees and the most northerly has a 
3m earthy run which has not been entered. 

MISCELLANEOUS SITES 

MK1 MARLBANK RISING H0859 3706 
A rising in boulders dug by COG to 2m of solid passage 
in deep water and 1m air space to a slab, with a view of 
a continuation. 

MKl FITZPATRICK'S WELL H0909 3655 
Reyfadeer 1 
The entrance is well hidden in bracken up the hill from a 
concrete tank. A passage runs for 6m straight in to a 
small dam. Here it turns to the right, the roof drops and 
appears to sump. 
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MK3 ECHO POT H0910 3659 
Reyfadeer 1 
This is a small hole in the middle of a field emitting a fine 
boom when kicked. A tight squeeze drops down into a 
small chamber, sloping down to a pool on the right. 
Straight ahead a couple of squeezes lead to a final mud 
bank with a pool on the left. Apparently nmning water 
has been heard here. 

TONAGRATTIN CAVE H0935 3550 
On top of a knoll a small star-shaped cave with three 
entrances and an opening into the junction of the three 
arms. 12m of passage. 

THE FOSSTRA H 113 359 
The Fosstra is a dry valley cutting through the scarp to 
the East of Hanging Rock. lt is a glacial spillway which 
would have been a waterfall during thaws in permafrost 
conditions. There are a number of small relict caves at 
the base of the cliffs to the east. 

GORTNALEG SHAKEHOLES 
H066 355 - H069 357 
Several sites are reported here. 

HOLLOW H083 351 
Apparent remains of a large chamber, 6m high, 12m 
wide and 5m deep, with a small passage behind it. 

DRUID'S ALTAR SHAKEHOLES H083 352 
Several shakeholes. 

CAVE H083 350 
A small entrance at the base of a cliff above the old 
footpath. 

RISING H084 373 
Apparently no prospects for exploration. 



lD. MARBLE ARCH AND 
ASSOCIATED CAVES 

Introduction 
This chapter deals almost exclusively with the Marble 
~rch ~ystem and its associated caves. Only a very few 
s1tes mcluded here are not connected, directly or 
indirectly, with the main Marble Arch System. The 
Cladagh River emerges under the Marble Arch, having 
been formed tmdergrmmd by the confluence of the three 
major rivers (Smh Croppa, Aghinrawn and Owenbrean) 
draining the northern flanks of Cuilcagh and several 
smaller tributary streams. 

~ate: On all maps to date the Ordnance Survey 
mcorrectly records the stream sinking at Monastir as the 
Owenbrean (it is, in fact, the Aghinrawn), and fails to 
name the river sinking at Pollasumera (which is, of 
course, the Owenbrean). Here, we use the local (correct) 
names for these rivers. 

The many caves of this large drainage area are dealt with 
in. five sections; Marble Arch Cave, The Sruh Croppa 
R1ver Caves, The Aghinrawn River I Monastir Caves, 
The Owenbrean River Caves and Miscellaneous Sites. 

The numbering system from M1 to M34 follows the 
system originally appearing in Coleman (1966) and used 
in J ones (197 4). Sites M35 onwards have been numbered 
for the first time for this publication. 

Since 1984, Marble Arch has been developed by 
Fermanagh District Council (FDC) as a Show Cave, the 
tourist route leading from the Wet Entrance to The 
Junction by boat, followed by a path through Pool 
Chamber and along Skreen Hill 1 to the deep water 
before Sump 1. 

Hydrology 
The Sruh Croppa river sinks near the McGoverns' house 
on the Marlbank Scenic Loop road, and is met in several 
caves, many of which have been linked together. The 
Aghinrawn sinks at Monastir Cliff and re-emerges in 
Upper Cradle Hole. The Aghinrawn and the Sruh 
Croppa join somewhere under Cradle. The combined 
waters of the Sruh Croppa and the Aghinrawn run 
through Lower Cradle Hole into the Grand Gallery in 
Marble Arch. 

The Owenbrean sinks at Pollasumera and flows through 
~ollnagollum of the ~oats and the Skreen Hill Passages 
m M~rble Arch, meetmg the combined Sruh Croppa and 
Aghmrawn at The Junction. A major tributary flows 
~r?1~1 the now ~argely abandoned Legnabrocky Way, 
JOmmg. the maJor stream in Skreen Hill 2 and fed by 
small smks such as Legnabrocky Pot and Peruvian Pot. 
A dry valley running from Pollas1m1era towards the end 
of Legnabrocky Way suggests that the Owenbrean 
originally flowed further than Pollasumera on the 
surface, before sinking and flowing through 
Legnabrocky Way, before stream capture at Pollasumera 
led to the development of the Skreen Hill Passages and 
abandonment of Legnabrocky. 

lD. Marble Arch 

History of Exploration 
The resurgence of the Cladagh River at the head of the 
Cladagh Glen behind the Marble Arch and other 
entrances to the system, were an age-old popular tourist 
venue, as recorded in the Post Chaise Companion of 1786 
when they may have been known as the Daughntons, 
also by. the account in A Frenchman's Walk Through 
Ireland 111 1796-7 by De La Tocnaye and from other 
sources. 

The famous French spelceologist Edouard Martel with 
the Dublin naturalist Lyster Jameson visited the system 
in 1895 and mapped the surface and underground 
features. They boated upstream from Entrance C (see 
page 82) to The Junction, and explored up Grand Gallery 
to the Ducks, where they found a candle that they had 
previously released in Lower Cradle Hole. They also 
followed along the dry passage to Pool Chamber. 

In 1908 E. A. Baker with H. Broderick of the Yorkshire 
Rambler~ Club. and the Irish naturalist Robert Lloyd 
Praeger, mveshgated and mapped the other adjacent 
entrance passages, including the large boulder slope up 
to a stalactit~ chamber where they found cave pearls and 
surface debns. Above the Junction they noticed a hole in 
the roof which sucked up the fumes from their 
magnesium flares. In 1935 the YRC continued their 
discoveries when they ascended the boulder slope to the 
south of Pool Chamber and found the Flyover, a fossil 
passage showing fine features which suggest it may 
have been a phreatic lift across to the Turd ("Toad") Hall 
(now called New Chamber) and Skreen Hill1 passage. 
They also explored most of Pollnagollum of the Boats, 
Pollasumera, Monastir, Templebawn, Pollbwee, Lower 
Cradle, Upper Cradle and Poll'rees. 

From 1950 to 1956 Craven PC were active in the area 
continuing the exploration of Pollnagollum of the Boats 
and discovering Pollnabrindle and Pollasillagh, They 
also left Hugh Holgate behind in Belfast who became a 
stalwart of the Irish Caving Club. 

In and around 1960 a new wave of exploration started 
with both local and overseas cavers. The Cave Survey 
G:oup of Ireland followed by the Irish Caving Club, the 
Insh Speleological Association and then the Reyfad 
Group were the local talent. Freda's Hole and Peg Leg 
Pot were two.sh~rt caves connected by CSGI and they 
were also achve m the development of John Thomas' 
Hole. 

From 1959- 1963, Shepton Mallet CC were active and 
discovered extensions off Pool Chamber. They also 
explored the Shepton Mallet Chambers of Upper Cradle 
Hole and dived into the upstream sumps. Elsewhere 
they explored the maze of passages behind Monastir 
cliff, found the Carricknacoppan Caves and Sruh 
Croppa Cave. Aghinrawn Cave was discovered and 
explored but no further progress was made until1984 
when local cavers Tim Fogg and Phil Hall discovered a 
further 65m of passage. 

In 1966 Boon and Cobley of Craven PC found The By
Pass to Skreen Hill Sump 1, a route through the boulder 
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choke into Organ Chamber, Crab Passage, Pool Hall and 
the Sand Cavern leading into Skreen Hillll. There the 
major inlet passage of Legnabrocky Way with its misfit 
stream flowing from Giant's Hall and Mexican Passage 
lead to a terminal sand chamber and aven. The small 
tributary further back led to Rumbling Rift, climbed by 
the Irish Caving Club for 22m who surveyed the inlet 
and pushed the terminal passages. 

In I 967 following a preliminary reconnaissance by the 
Irish Caving Club, Sump 2 was passed a fortnight later 
by a combined Irish CC - Cave Diving Group party to 
Skreen Hill 3. The Irish CC surveyed the new stream 
passage which includes Frakes's Way, Ogden's Hall and 
Vickers' Choke, named after three of the original 
explorers of Skreen Hill Ill who soon after lost their lives 
in the Mossdale tragedy. 

In the sixties ULSA carried out a detailed survey of the 
main caves of the system, including the Skreen Hill Ill 
passage and explored the Sruh Croppa Sink and the 
caves along that river, whilst also linking together caves 
in the Monastir cliff system. 

In 1970 Cambridge Univ CC were active in Fermanagh 
and included gains in Glass Rock, Pollasumera and 
Pollnagollum of the Boats. At the same time 
Pollasumera also received attention from local Irish 
Caving Club cavers including Hugh Holgate. They 
discovered deep passages but no access to the mythical 
continuing streamway of the Yorkshire Ramblers. 
Elsewhere at this time within the drainage of the Marble 
Arch System, the Irish Caving Club discovered Peruvian 
Pot, Pollnagolan and other small cave fragments. 

From 1970 to 1973 the Cave Project Group, with John 
Elliot, Roger Solari and Martyn Parr, was extremely 
active in Fermanagh and in the Marble Arch system they 
pushed passages and climbed avens in Legnabrocky 
Way and pushed the upstream Cradle Hole sump to 
lOOm, with exploration in Monastir I Pollbwee and in 
the high levels of Pollnagollum of the Boats. 

From the first developments of Shepton Mallet CC in 
1959 and the activities of Boon and Thompson, the Cave 
Diving Group has been involved in developments 
throughout the system and the names of Solari and Parr 
have been as ubiquitous here as elsewhere in 
Fermanagh I Cavan. Between 1972 and 1978, Parr made 
various forays into the downstream sump in John 
Thomas' Hole and the upstream sump in Lower Cradle 
Hole, and must have come very close to joining these 
two caves together. However in 1996 Corrigan and 
Terry were still trying to make the connection having 
dived upstream from Lower Cradle for 160m at down to 
-17m. In 1978 Dave Morris took one of the plums when 
he passed the upstream Upper Cradle smnps to discover 
some half a kilometre of fine streamway and sumps. 

In 1973 the Reyfad Group made significant extensions in 
the Sruh Croppa Caves. Devoy, Orr, Jones, Shiels, Neill 
and Ball opened up ephemeral caves in the stream bed 
between the Sinks and Cat's Hole, with upstream 
extensions in the latter cave. Extensions from both Cat's 

lD. Marble Arch 

Hole and Poll'rees produced a series of tight passages 
which lead to a visual connection, which still remains to 
be opened up. They also explored an upstream section 
of the stream way in Poll' rees. Mastodon is the next cave 
and this was connected to the adjacent site of 
Pollasillagh. However attempts to explore downstream 
from here only yielded a flooded boulder choke and the 
gap to John Thomas' Hole may be the sole preserve of 
underwater miners. 

In the latter cave, named after the local landowner who 
discovered it, in 1970 there were discoveries of a large 
sump lake and a separate high level crawl by the Irish 
Caving Club. Tilis was followed by the further high level 
Per kin Warbeck extensions by the Reyfad Group, which 
heads north along the north-west side of Cradle Hole. 

In 1972, following the discovery of a piece of worked 
deer antler, the Ulster Museum carried out a major dig 
in the entrance series ofPollnagollum of the Boats under 
the adjacent Pollthanacarra. They recovered a large 
number of bones including human remains dated at up 
to 4,650 BP. Doughty (1995) suggests that this 
NeolithiciEarly Bronze Age fauna is partly 
domesticated. 

MARBLE ARCH CAVE H 111 344 
Weeks 1776, Wilson 1786, de Latocnaye 1791, Martel 
1897, Baker 1937, Praeger 1930, 1937, Jones 1971, Boon 
1977. BA 1908, BCRAT 14.1. C&C 30, 35, 36, 65, 67, 68, 
74. CDG Review 1961. CDG 29,49. CPC 1.2,2.2. CSGI 
1. Descent 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 51, 54, 64, 66, 80, 85, 88, 89, 
96, 114, 120, 126, 131, 137. Geog. Jnl. 10.5. 1NJ 17. Irish 
Caver 2. Irish Speleology 2.3, 4.2, 13. Reyfadeer 1. RIA 
27b. SMCC 1. YRC 2.8, 3.9, 6.22, 7.23, 9.30, 9.31. 

Access 
Parking is available at either the Cladagh Glen carpark 
or at the Show Cave. There is an agreed Code of Practice 
between the Speleological Union of Ireland and the 
showcave management regarding access to the caves. 
This is available from SUI or the showcave. The 
showcave management request that cavers sign the 
logbook at the showcave reception before entering the 
cave. 

Conservation 
Throughout almost the entire length of Marble Arch 
Cave there are well developed speleothems and 
important sediment deposits. It is essential that care is 
taken when progressing through the cave that no 
damage is done to these vital aspects of the cave. It is 
possible, at virtually all times, to remain in moving 
water. Particularly good sediments and speleothems are 
present in the abandoned (low energy) passages of 
Legnabrocky Way. SUI has installed conservation 
measures in this passage which should be followed at all 
times. Please do not interfere with the well laminated 
sands and muds at the very end of Legnabrocky. 

Description 
At the head of the Cladagh Glen the Cladagh River rises 
from a sump pool beneath a cliff. It flows across what is 
really a deep shakehole and under the magnificent 
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Marble Arch, the last remaining fragment of the final 
passage. Access to the underground river is by three 
large shakeholes above the rising, lettered C, D and E by 
Martel. Entrances C and D give direct access to the final 
lake in the cave before it sumps, whilst C and E (by 
opening K) open into passages leading to the upstream 
end of the lake. Entrance E (by opening L) and fissure M 
open into the Great Boulder Chamber. 

Martel in 1895 boated upstream from C between rocky 
banks in deep water to The Junction, though nobody 
except tourists does nowadays. The Junction is a fine 
chamber some 15m in height, where the combined 
waters of the Sruh Croppa and Aghinrawn issue from 
The Grand Gallery to the south and meet the stream 
from Skreen Hill which flows to The Junction from the 
east. Above the junction is a hole in the roof cmmecting 
with the surface- first noticed by the Ramblers in 1908, 
because it sucked up the fumes from their magnesium 
flares. From The Junction, Grand Gallery can be 
followed south for 100 m along its banks to deep water. 
Here a series of rock curtains can be ducked, in low 
water, through into Lower Cradle Hole. These sump 
rapidly in high water. 

To the northeast of The Junction from the jetty, the 
tourist path follows the passage which eventually leads 
to Pool Chamber, and a short distance along, the Skreen 
Hill stream issues from a sump in the east wall. To the 
west there is a large boulder slope up to a stalactite 
chamber where the Ramblers found cave pearls and 
surface debris. Through an arch there is a long fissure 
chamber with a hand-line slope of 4m to a small hole 
with a drop to water. As one continues along the 
northeast Passage, it rapidly narrows to some 2 or 3m, 
and eventually emerges in Pool Chamber. 

The pool had a sump connection with the pool in New 
Chamber at the end of Skreen Hill, but this has been 
excavated and the tourist route leads through here. An 
extensive complex of phreatic passages was discovered 
here when the static sump was drained during 
construction of the show cave. In time of flood the 
Skreen Hill stream flows through here and down to The 
Junction. Just before the blasted passage, a climb up 
over boulders back to the left leads to The Flyover, a 
bypass to the static sump and cavers route to Skreen Hill 
1 in the old days. A hole in the floor of The Flyover looks 
down to the tourist path to Pool Chamber. 

On the west of Pool Chamber is a clay slope surmounted 
by a boulder slope, whilst at the northern corner a low 
crawl on gravel leads north until a small chamber is 
reached. The crawl continues into a phreatic region of 
low arches, mud and water. This curves around to the 
east and a connection has been heard with Pool 
Chamber. Back in the small chamber there is a 5m climb 
up boulders into the Great Boulder Chamber. This is set 
at a steep angle, about 25m high and some 20m across. 
By following the north wall an exit can be made past the 
recently fallen blocks over opening L in Pit E. By 
keeping to the east wall, exit is more safely made by an 
awkward climb up Slit Entrance. If this is used as an 
entrance a handline may be found useful. 

lD. Marble Arch 

Skreen Hill 1 
ln 1935 the Ramblers continued their discoveries when 
they ascended the boulder slope to the south of Pool 
Chamber and found the Flyover across to the New 
Chamber and Skreen Hill 1. The Flyover emerges on a 
shelf 3m above the sandy floor. The drop can be 
laddered or slid over or bypassed via the Show Cave 
Path. New Chamber continues to the left to a deep pool 
that connected with the pool in Pool Chamber under the 
tourist path. To the right the passage meets the main 
Skreen Hill Stream which sumps at the base of a 
limestone wall, re-emerging near The Junction. There 
are no records of published dives, but it is believed that 
it has been dived and that there are a number of air bells. 
On the east is a short climb to a high-level crawl passage 
- Eamon's Folly- rediscovered by many parties which 
loops back to a visual connection with the Skreen Hill 
passage. Off the north of the pool is another small 
passage up to Toad Hall. From the top of the shelf a 
crawl slopes up from close to the Flyover to emerge in 
the roof close to The Junction. The shelf peters out above 
the sump but can be regained a bit further upstream 
where a dig leads into some 6m of Rory's Folly. 

Skreen Hill is a very fine stream passage with pebble 
and boulder banks, stalagmite flows, gour pools, 
stalactites and grottoes. At the start of what was the first 
deep wade a small passage runs south into the Crystal 
Palace. This was also the site of a sediment and pollen 
study by Jones and McKeever (1987) of a sandbank 
which was deposited 7,500 to 3,500 years BP. The lake 
was originally chest-deep under a low arch but is now 
"by-passed" by the Moses Walk, one way of getting 
tourists past a duck. Beyond, the passage continues 
even more heavily decorated. Finally deep water is met 
at a right hand bend, the end of the tourist route, and it 
is necessary to boat or swim to a duck. This leads to a 
sump (Sump 1), and here a low ridge of rock on the 
northeast gives access to a small passage, running across 
to a narrow flooded parallel rift. Sump 1 is about 27m 
long and -9m deep. 

The Skreen Hill 1 to Slueen Hilll By - pass 
Back at the start of the deep water, past the end of the 
Show Cave, a waist deep wade crosses the river to a 
muddy passage with a number of routes leading into 
boulders. The showcave have built a dam which 
increases the depth of this pool, especially in flood. In 
1966 Boon and Cobley found a way up to the right 
through the boulder choke into Organ Chamber. Up 
and right from the entrance to Organ Chamber, a crawl 
leads to Crab Passage - a narrow sideways meander -
which drops via the Spiral Staircase into Pool Hall, a 
complex collapsed abandoned phreatic area. To the 
right is a decorated chamber, then Sand Cavern follows 
and opens out into Skreen Hill 2. 

Skreen Hilll 
Skreen Hill2 is about 150m long and of the same fine 
dimensions as Skreen Hill1. Sanm1y' s A ven rises up on 
the north side upstream but is blocked. On the south a 
small passage goes off from the top of a boulder slope 
after a short difficult climb for about 60m before it is 
blocked. Several other small passages quickly choke. 
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The stream from Skreen Hill 3 issues from the wide 
Sump 2, flows through Skreen Hill 2 and disappears 
into Sump 1. 

Skreen Hill 3 
Skreen Hill3 is about 650m long. After a preliminary 
recmmaissance by the Irish Caving Club in 1967, Sump 2 
was passed a forhught later by a combined Irish Caving 
Club- Cave Diving Group party. The sump is -7m deep 
and 25m long, emerging into Skreen Hill 3 at a 
convenient sandy beach. The fine stream passage 8m 
high by lOm wide, known as Frakes's Way, flows first 
from the northeast and then from the south for 150m 
past large gour pools. A large boulder chamber and 
pillars precede Lake 1 where the roof drops to just over a 
metre, with a similar depth of water. Lake 2 quickly 
follows, but the roof rises to nearly 20m and is partly by
passed before ending in Ogden' sHall. The Dolphin is a 
notable formation in the oxbow. There are many fine 
and varied formations between here and Lake 3. Lake 4 
is a long meandering waterway with several swimming 
sections, and finally some 75m of rift canal passage ends 
in the huge Vickers' Choke. Vickers and others have 
smelt vegetation at the top of this. 

Legnabroci'Y Way 
Just upstream of Sump 1 a tributary flows from 
Legnabrocky Way to the south. Initially by-passed on 
the left, the 1m high streamway, half full of water, is 
regained by a muddy slit. After a short distance a 
calcited aven on the right has been climbed to a 
conclusion. Following the stream leads to The Wet 
Wiggle. From The Wet Wiggle, Kneebreaker Crawl 
proceeds over sandstone cobbles to a small chamber 
from where Double Passage leads to the Old Man's 
Grotto. Named after a face seen on the wall, it appears 
on the cover of Irish Caver No. 2. Here are many 
formations including the Minaret stalagmites. 

The passage then opens up into Giant's Hall, over 60m 
long, 30m high and 15m wide, with a miniature mud 
Giant's Causeway. The stream, having cut its way down 
through the fill, runs along the west wall. A route over 
mud at the end returns to the stream and white 
flowstone. Climbing over this gives one access first to 
the Organ Loft, or by a low slide to Mexican Passage. 
Tl1is carries a small tributary and can be followed, with a 
climb over a black flowstone mass, for some 70m to a 
tight sharp rock crawl ending in a diggable choke. 

In the main passage, a rift leads to a straw chamber with 
formations of pale blue and white. After a long slope 
there is a terminal sand chamber, ending in an aven. 
There are very well developed and delicate laminated 
glacial sands and clays which should not be disturbed or 
interfered with. A small passage further back on the 
west follows the stream in first a rift and then a bedding 
plane to a choke. A climb on the right leads to an old 
stream passage with a small sandy chamber. Here 
Rumbling Rift was climbed by the Irish Caving Club for 
22m and it may continue over jammed blocks. The 
streamway continues in sand and gravel along Shiver 
Passage to a dug out squeeze to another dig. Tlus leads 
to a small aven and closed rift, the passage continuing 
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very small. Dye testing from Legnabrocky Pot was 
negative during five hours observation. 

CRADLE HOLE (Polltan or Polltin) H 120 341 
C&C 74. Descent 18, 94. Irish Speleology 4.2. I~eyfadeer 
1. 
This huge L-shaped shakehole, bounded by big cliffs 
was presumably formed by the collapse of complex 
passages and chambers at the junction of the Sruh 
Croppa and Aghinrawn rivers. Some small remnants 
can still be seen in the walls, though the best 
disappeared in a rockfall in the early sixties. 

M31LOWER CRADLE HOLE H1204 3413 
Martel1897, Baker 1932. C&C 69, 74. CDG 26, 34, 49, 
120, 122, 123, 124. Descent 40, 54, 98, 114. Geog. Jnl. 1 0.5. 
INJ 5. Reyfadeer 1. RIA 27b. SMCC 1, 3. YRC 2.8, 3.9, 
4.13,6.22. 

Warning. The downstream ducks from Lower Cradle 
to The Grand Gallery sump rapidly in wet weather for 
about 75 - lOOm. There is a strong undercurrent here 
and it is possible to be washed into the sumped 
section. 

At the northeast corner of Cradle Hole, the slope 
continues down under a huge overhanging roof into a 
complex cave. It is an ideal cave for pottering around in 
with several interconnecting routes. 

To the left the slope ends in a pool where a small trickle 
of water enters (possibly a leak from the main river). 
The pool can easily be waded through the Lower Gallery 
to the Main Chamber. If passages to the right are taken 
instead, the Upper Gallery also leads to the Main 
Chamber. Holes in the floor connect with the Lower 
Gallery. Three passages run to the right from the Upper 
Gallery to Treble Story Chamber, with three passages 
leading out of this complex chamber at a high level. 

In the roof at the southern end an awkward climb up 
leads to a short passage wl1ich soon becomes blocked; at 
the southwest a tight climb up a muddy slope leads 
eventually to Rickety Chamber, whilst on the east, 
Moon Milk Crawl cmmects by a sticky crawl and a slide 
with Monsoon Chamber. Monsoon Chamber can also 
be reached by the wide Spider Crawl. A stream enters 
Monsoon Chamber from the Wash Hand Basin, off the 
side of which is another chamber with a climb to 
boulders. 

From Treble Story Chamber, a passage also runs north 
to open out in the side of the Main Chamber at the 
Minstrels' Gallery. Just below and to the side of it, the 
Spider Crawl starts from the Main Chamber at the top of 
a small but awkward mud bank. The Main Chamber 
itself is one of the impressive passages of the Marble 
Arch system. 

A large sand and gravel bank ends at the resurgence of 
the combined waters of the Aghinrawn and Sruh 
Croppa rivers. This sump has been dived by a number 
of people and after a 9m a large chamber is reached. 
From here, a wide passage has been followed for over 
160m at a depth between -lOm and -17m towards Jolm 
Thomas' Hole. 
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At the end of the Chamber the roof drops considerably, 
and in low water it is possible to swim to the Grand 
Gallery of Marble Arch under a series of ducks formed 
by roof flakes which form low arches. It should be noted 
that in 1995 three cavers were washed into the ducks by 
flood water and were drowned in the smnped section. 

M30 UPPER CRADLE HOLE - Ml9 POLLNAGAPPLE 
(Cup Pot) HllOO 3408- H110L 3405 
Martel1897, Baker 1932, Boon 1977. C&C 4. CDG 26. 
Descent 40, 81, 94. Irish Speleology 4.2. SMCC 1, 3. YRC 
2.8, 3.9, 4.13, 6.22, 7.23. 

Downstream 
At the southern side of Cradle Hole, the Aghinrawn 
flows noisily from east to west to its downstream sump. 
For most of its 60m the northern wall of this passage is 
jammed boulders, but at the end it sumps in solid rock 
(Mike's Bath). The sump drops abruptly to -5m, and it is 
thought that this is where the Sruh Croppa might join 
the Aghinrawn. It has been dived, however it was 
found to be completely blocked by boulders at about 
-2.4m depth. There appears little hope of a connection 
with the Sruh Croppa River via this route. Across the 
sump a steep mud slope leads up into a boulder choke 

lD. Marble Arch 

and here a way might be dug through into John 
Thomas's. Just back from the sump, the water leaks 
through the boulders, and it is possible to follow it for a 
little way, well below the surface of the river - a rather 
eerie sensation. 

Upstream 
Upstream the river is followed through some deep pools 
to a large chamber which lies almost under 
Pollnagapple. When one climbs up the boulder slope to 
the left, a hole leads to an upper chamber. The passage 
on the other side passes over the top of the river to 
emerge high up in the roof of the main passage. A 
traverse round the corner leads to a magnificent view of 
the entrance. From the upper chamber two passages 
may be climbed into which need pushing after some 
metres. Back in the Boulder Chamber there are two 
ways over the boulders back to the river. 

Pollnagapple and Skeleton Passage 
After 20m of stream passage it is necessary to leave the 
river to avoid deep water, and at this point a 6m exposed 
climb leads to the crawl connection with Pollnagapple. 
This emerges after 15m, close to the entrance to the aven 
chamber, at the bottom of the deep shakehole. From the 
climb up from the river there is a painful high-level 
crawl, and there are a couple of tubes off the 
Pollnagapple crawl too. Skeleton. Pas.sage starts h~lf 
way up the climb. On the oppos1te s1de of the mam 
passage from the climb, a complex series of high-level 
crawls above an inlet might lead back to the river. 

After this section the river runs in a narrow channel in 
the floor, and after a short traverse, a rock bridge nearly 
crosses the river. A series of small rapids follow before 
it is necessary to wade the river and climb up a boulder 
pile to reach a ledge above the river. This is extremely 
well decorated with huge fragile gour pools, and at the 
largest a tributary flows down a stalactite cascade. This 
is a 6m difficult climb to the calcite blocked inlet. On the 
left a tube leads back above the river up to a beautiful 
Moon Milk Aven, which can be climbed by a series of 
bowls for lOm. To the right from the top of the cascade 
a pool leads to a short duck into the Skeleton Passages. 
These run downstream all the way to Pollnagapple. 
These high level passages are very delicate. From the 
bottom of the cascade, the ledge can be followed just 
above the river for 15m until it peters out. 

Upstream Sumps (Monastir Way) 
The river is now a long pool filling the 5m wide passage 
and emerging from a duck This is only 0.5m long and 
leads to two small river chambers. At the end Smnp 1 
was initially dived by Shepton Mallet Caving Club into a 
large submerged chamber. From here a 3m wide 
passage can be dived and aY junction is met after 54m , 
there is an air-bell after 33m. The way on is to follow the 
right hand wall, the left route being an alcove. 

From the Y-junction a 1 x 1.5m approx. passage 
continues for 60m where it increases in size as it 
descends a gravel bank to -9m, continuing as a 1.5 x 3m 
passage for 30m to reach a large smnp pool 3m in 
diameter with a flowing streamway. The streamway 
continues for 240m to Sump 2, the passage in excess of 
6m high and 3m wide for most of its length with 
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numerous high level roof breakdown and avens + 12m. 
It is believed to follow the line of depressions heading 
south for Monastir, the main course of the Aghinrawn. 

In Sump 2 the main flow is followed for 30m of smallish 
tube passage with a boulder squeeze half way, which 
then opens into a long canal where the line had to be laid 
for a further 9m to a suitable belay. From Sump 2 the 
way on is over 120m of large boulder streamway with a 
choke and then Sump 3 which is easily by-passed with a 
boulder scramble but after 30m of smaller passage Sump 
3 proper is reached. It obviously backs up over 4.5m at 
this point, there being a huge mud bank filling the 
chamber. The fine gravel floor and the dip of the roof 
look like a long dive, but cannot be very far from 
Monastir Sink at this point. (NOTE: The survey shows 
the cave trending southwest and terminating close to 
Pollreagh, a long way from Monastir). 

Shepton Mallet Chambers 
3m downstream from Sump 1 a short slope leads to a 
squeeze into the Shepton Mallet extensions. This first 
large chamber connects back on a high level both 
upstream and downstream of the duck At the far end it 
slopes up to a muddy 4m climb. At the top is a 12m high 
rift on the left, and on the right a muddy crawl to the 
second chamber with a pool and two high avens. 
Finally a 20m crawl ends in a static sump. This was 
found to be 6-9m long, much of it being 0.3m or less in 
height. Some sporadic and ineffective attempts have 
been made to siphon or pump out this sump. 

PROD'S POT TOO 
In the southwest corner of Cradle Hole, a little way 
down the slope close to the cliff, is this pot. A 25m pitch 
with loose boulders at the pitch head drops first into a 
chamber and then down through boulders to emerge 
above the downstream sump in Upper Cradle. 

CRADLE AVEN HOLE 
In the wall on the left of the slope down into Cradle Hole 
there is an open hole. Inside, a chimney leads to an 
impassable connection with the surface. 
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THE SRUH CROPPA RIVER CAVES 
Descent 17, 18, 20. SMCC 1 

The Sruh Croppa sinks in its bed in several places 
depending on the amount of water. They are Bank Sink, 
Bridge Sink 1, la, 2, Island Pot, Flood Sink and Cat's 
Hole. Only in high flood does the river pass on down 
the valley to sink below Pollasillagh and John Thomas', 
The major cause of the upper caves flooding appears to 
be the collapse between the Mastodon and 
Pollthanarees. 

Norn1ally all the caves are explorable and efforts are still 
being made to link them as a through trip, eventually to 
be part of the Grand Tour of the Marble Arch System. 
The vexed question of where the Sruh Croppa joins the 
Owenbrean has still not been settled by the discovery of 
a deep pot in the downstream Upper Cradle Hole sump. 

BANK SINK H116l36 
Since the 1st edition, a new sink has opened in boulders 
in the west bank, 20m upstream of Bridge Sink 1. 

SRUH CROPPA BRIDGE SINKS 1163 3360 
Reyfadeer 1. ULSA 6 

1: ln low water it can be entered by a tight vertical slit, 
lOm upstream from the bridge on the east side of the 
river. Here the stream, which entered 2m further back, 
is met as it slides rapidly down a chute to plunge into a 
small tube. After a couple of bends the stream leaps 
down a pitch of several metres into a deep sump pool 
which has not been dived. A very sporting little cave 
when it can be entered. 

la :Just downstream from Sink 1 the Reyfad Group 
opened up a temporary hole in the middle of the river 
bed. 

2: Water rises and sinks under a tree on the west bank 
half way between Sink 1 and the bridge. 

M19a SRUH CROPPA CAVE H1160 3l65 
Reyfadeer 1, SMCC 1. 
In 1959 Shepton Mallet Caving Club opened up a 4m 
sloping shaft in the western end of a shallow rift just 
north of the bridge. At the bottom the river has just 
emerged from a metre deep sump which has not been 
dived. lt runs for lOm in a metre high passage, and 
disappears into boulders, Shepton think these could be 
removed, though they would have to be taken up the 
shaft. Possibilities then of a sporting connection with 
Cat' s Crack in Cat' s Hole. 

M 19b ISLAND POT H 1164 3369 
Reyfadeer 1. 
This is the next main sink and was temporarily opened 
up by the Reyfad Group in 1971. Just downstream of the 
Island, a narrow hole drops Sm into a small chamber 
with three inlet passages. A good dig site in the floor 
promises another entrance to Cat's Crack Depth -7m. 
Since then a big flood has collapsed boulders over the 
entrance. 
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M19c FLOOD SINK H1166 337l 
This mobile shakehole is choked with mud and debris. 
Little fuhrre for it unless a flood opens it up. 

Mll CAT'S HOLE H1166 3384 
Baker 1932. CPC 1.6. Descent 18, 20. Reyfadeer 1. ULSA 
6, 8. YRC 2.8. 
Cat's Hole is a large cliff sided swallow hole into which 
the Sruh Croppa thunders in flood. The main cave 
entrance runs back under the dry river bed into a large 
boulder-strewn chamber, which ends in muddy crawls. 
At the left hand side a 7m climb down leads by some 
tight squeezes to the water in Cat's Crack This ends 
downstream in a tight rift, but can be followed upstream 
through a duck into a bedding plane, where most of the 
river is running off to the left. 

Continuing upstream, one passes through a boulder 
choke and past a couple of short side passages, a canal is 
reached leading to some sandy chambers which rise up 
on the right in a boulder slope (this is very close to the 
Flood Sink). The river issues from a sump which can be 
ducked in very low water. Immediately on the right 
some water enters from a pool, but the main passage 
continues until it finally becomes too low. Water enters 
along the right hand wall in several places. Just before 
the end on the left there is a slope to a 12m high mud
choked aven. 

From the entrance shakehole University of Leeds 
Speleological Association pushed North Passage by an 
extremely tight squeeze up through boulders into a 
bouldery crawl. A complex of small passages, muddy 
avens and chokes, leads to a small chamber. From here 
the Reyfad Group pushed a crawl through boulders to 
the top of a pitch to the river (estimated at 10m drop). 
On the left yet another squeeze leads into a small 
chamber, whilst straight on the crawl reaches a Z-bend 
with a visual connection with Pollthanarees. 

CAT POT (possibly Tin Pot) H1112 3384 
A small sink 30m east of Cat's Hole, almost over the 
dead, stalagmited chamber in Pollthanarees. A short 
piece of passage. 

M24 FREDA'S HOLE H1164 3394-
M24a PEG LEG POT H1165 3392 
Descent 8, 13, 17, 69. Reyfadeer 1. 
Freda's Hole is a fine shakehole surrounded by trees and 
a wall. Climb down the north side to a sloping floor. 
This goes on down through a hole in the south side into 
a sloping chamber on the right. At the bottom the slope 
continues on down through a hole on the left into a 
narrow passage. Just before this ends, a muddy crawl is 
entered on the left by the Backbreaker. lt runs to a low 
chamber and can be followed out of this until it emerges 
in a large chamber with an aven which is Peg Leg Pot. 
This can be laddered 8m (25ft) from the surface via a 
small inconspicuous hole. Off the chamber a short climb 
on the south leads into another chamber and some high
level passages. 

M23 McGOVERN'S SINK H1155 3388 
A noisesome sink not far from the farm. Dig prospects 
in rubbish. 
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BOG SWALLET H1160 3378 
Behind the McGovern' s farm a shakehole is now 
blocked, but a descent through boulders for several 
metres used to be possible. 

Ml5 POLLTHANAREES H1173 3392- H1180 3393 
Descent 18, 20. Irish Speleology 4.2. Reyfadeer 1. ULSA 
8. WSG 4.8. YRC 9.30. 
The entrance to Pollthanarees lies in a hollow below a 
small bluff. A tight descent of 4m through boulders 
arrives disturbingly at the top of a Sm drop, but a 
traverse and a climb down circumvent this. A long 
slope of mud and boulders descends for 15m to the 
rushing Sruh Croppa. Downstream the river sweeps 
round to the left and then to the right. A wet side 
passage goes off on the left into boulders. The river 
continues on to a sump which has not been dived and 
there is a connection through boulders with the surface. 
The upstream sections of the cave are rather confused, 
consisting as they do of boulder chokes and shattered 
passage remnants. 

At the bottom of the entrance climb, a boulder crawl 
takes a high level route to an irregular Boulder 
Chamber. Alternatively, if one crosses the stream where 
it issues from boulders, a dry inlet passage runs off. At 
the end a small trickle emerges from a muddy tube, 
crosses the passage to run down a further small h1be to 
a pool, and thence off to the river. Two crawl passages 
can be climbed into and they both lead to a rift chamber, 
emerging just above a squeeze down to the pool 
mentioned above. 

It is possible then, to get from both ends of this chamber 
to the Boulder Chamber. The rift continues to the left 
into boulders, and then on the right it connects with a 
bouldery passage running south from the Boulder 
Chamber through several squeezes past a stagnant pool 
to a choke and a climb to a dead stalagmite chamber. 

The Boulder Chamber continues to the west over a large 
boulder into another chamber with several high-level 
passages leading off on the right to avcns which must be 
close to the surface. To the left, a passage branches into 
a rift and a boulder choke. Here the river can be heard 
again and a visual connection has been established with 
Cat's Hole. In the chamber at the start of these passages 
there are several holes in the floor. These drop into 
Basement Chamber and here the Sruh Croppa is found 
flowing silently around a beach. 

Crossing through a porthole it is possible either to wade 
or to chimney in the top of the passage above the water. 
After 4m the river sumps and the upper part of the 
passage curves to the right with sound connections with 
upper chambers in two places. Progress upstream is in 
a low wide bedding plane through several awkward 
ducks to a sump. There is also an inlet passage with a 
climb up a boulder slope to the old Reyfad Group 
extensions. 



Ml7 POLLASILLAGH H 1189 3403 
M26 MASTODON H 11833393 
CPC 2.3. CRGGB 65. CSGI 1. Descent 17. Irish 
Speleology 4.2. Reyfadeer 1. ULSA 8. 
Pollasillagh was discovered in 1956 by Keay. lt is 
entered through a small hole in the side of the hollow, 
usually covered with a boulder to keep out sheep -
(please replace if it is moved). A climb down over 
boulders leads to an 8m pitch, which can be free 
climbed. It ends on top of a mud slope leading down to 
the river. A passage leads back from the pitch over the 
river without connecting with it. 

Downstream the river runs through a long boulder 
maze with crawls and squeezes to a long high rift. Here 
the river gets deeper and the rift narrows to the First 
Duck. This can be pushed in low water to a small 
double chamber. A second rift leads to the second duck 
with up to lOcm of air space. The Reyfad Group forced 
this in March 1971 to a loose crawl leading into a final 
chamber where the river sinks in a pool in the floor. 
Boulder chokes all around are thought to be the 
upstream side of the choke at the south end of John 
Thomas's Main Chamber. 

Upstream the river flows in a sweep around a large mud 
bank. After 30m large boulders lie across the stream, 
and on the west there are passages with a sandy loop. 
Small tributaries enter. Past the large boulders a low 
passage can be followed over another wide mud bank 
sweep, while the river flows along the east wall. The 
passage then continues on two levels which co1mect in 
places. 

The lower level is reached by climbing down a sand 
slope and is followed through a complex boulder choke 
just above the river, eventually emerging at the bottom 
of the Mastodon rift. lt is probably easier to find the way 
through from the Mastodon end. The upper level is also 
fairly complex and exits high in Mastodon through 
small crawl tubes. It may be possible to push across to 
downstream Pollthanarees. though there may be too 
much collapse. Beware the descending tube half way 
down Mastodon, it curves round to a dead end, 
necessitating reversal by one-armed press-ups! 

M28 JOHN THOMAS'S HOLE 
(Hallelujah Hole, Spider Pot, Pollpluda) 
H1186 3411 
C&C 4. CDG 49. Descent 15, 17, 18, 20, 31, 40. Irish 
Caver 3. Irish Speleology 4.2. ULSA 8. 
John Thomas's entrance is hidden behind a boulder on 
the northern side of the hollow. The entrance series is a 
complex of crawls, a tight squeeze and rifts, leading by a 
climb down a traverse into the Main Chamber. To the 
south is a boulder choke separating the cave from 
Pollasillagh. At the northwest corner rifts connect with 
the entrance series. A small streamway can be followed 
back under these towards the surface sink up valley. To 
the northeast is a wide crawl over mud banks. The small 
streamway, having crossed Main Chamber, runs along 
the south side of the crawl to a pool. This leads by a 
duck into a large lake chamber. At the southeast there is 
a choke, to the west is an aven and to the south a series of 
ducks lead off. 

20. Marble Arch 

There is a parallel passage to the crawl on the north, 
which connects across the mud in several places. At the 
eastern end a stream can be followed back for a couple 
of metres from the pool. A tributary enters from the left 
from an aven. The main streamlet flows down a 
slippery muddy gully from a chamber. A high level 
passage enters here, and in the next chamber a climb can 
be engineered up a rift for 5m. At the top the passage 
runs north with a fierce draught past a hole in the floor 
which gives prospects of a big pitch though very tight 
and difficult of access. This crawl ends in a small choke 
pushed in 1975 by Neill and Jones of the Reyfad Group 
to the 120m long Purkin Warbeck extension of passages, 
crawls, avens, pretties and a mud canal to a final? 
chamber. 

M. Farr attempted to connect the Lake Chamber to 
Cradle in 1978. Sliding under the low roof arch the wall 
can be followed down the side of a pot. At about -12m 
and a metre or so horizontally, increased flow suggests 
that the main current of the Sruh Croppa has been met 
flowing from the south. This has been followed in poor 
(lm) visibility for about 45m at a depth of -12m to -16m. 
The connection between Cradle Hole and John Thomas' 
Hole must be very close. 

MlO POLLIGARRIAGH H116 335 
A 20m diameter depression. 

M21 POLLREAGH H117337 
A huge shakehole lOOm in diameter and 25m deep. ln 
the bottom there is a small hole into a choke. 

SHAKEHOLE H11953410 
This steep little shakehole is thought to lie over the aven 
above the lake in J olm Thomas's. 

MINI GORGE H1198 3415 
ln this little gorge there are some choked holes on the 
west side that probably connect with the choke at the 
end of the passages above the climb in J olm Thomas's. 

AGHINRAWN RIVER 
MONASTIR CLIFF CAVES 

Contrary to Ordnance Survey mapping, which confuses 
the Aghinrawn and Owenbrean Rivers, the Aghinrawn 
River sinks below the spectacular cliff of Monastir and, 
although it can't be followed very far, there is an 
extensive high-level system honey-combing the cliff 
above it. lt may be entered by four entrances - Monastir 
Cave, Bruce's Pot, Compass Pot and Pollbwee. The 
connections between the first three have long been 
known, but only in 1967 did the ULSA force the 
connection with Pollbwee. 

M 14 MONASTIR SINK H 1195 3350 
Heusy 1739, Martel1897, Baker 1932, Boon 1977. CDG 
49. Descent 40, 94. Geog. Jnl. 10.5. Irish Speleology 4.2. 
RIA 27b. SMCC 1, 3. ULSA 6. YRC 3.9, 6.22, 9.30. 
Except in very low water, the Owenbrean sinks at the 
base of Monastir cliff. The cave immediately turns left 
to run parallel to the cliff face, it then bends right to end 
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at Baker's Sump. A climb up a rift on the other side 
leads after 6m to a small chamber. Here a pool leads by 
a 14m duck to a second chamber where the river enters. 
Two avens block off but a 4.5m long sump at 2m depth 
leads to further diving possibilities, pushed by Farr in 
1978 to a debris choke at -3.6m. Close to the entrance an 
aven can be climbed for 12m to a connection with the 
cliff face via the Toothpaste Tube, and to Compass 
Passage in Bruce' s Pot. Further ascent of the aven leads 
by a tight and awkward tube to a crawl to Poilbwee. At 
the Cliff Sink there is a very tight stream passage to the 
right that has never been pushed to a conclusion. 

M13 BRUCE'S POT/COMPASS POT 
H12033347 - HllOO 3347 
ULSA 6. YRC 9.30. Irish Speleology 4.2 
Named after the late Bruce Rodgers, son of the principal 
of Portora Royal School (Enniskiiien) at the time and 
Mary Rodgers who wrote the excellent book on 
Fermanagh "Prospect of Erne". Bruce was killed 
climbing in the Alps in 1969. 

Bruce's Pot lies in a depression at the top of the eastern 
end of Monastir Cliff, convenient to the road. A fine 
tunnel slopes steeply down to a 6m pitch. The passage 
continues on to a climb down to the lake. This is 12m 
deep and can be traversed across to a rift continuation. 
This carries on at a high level over a pot with a pool in 
the floor (connecting with the lake) to a second pot with 
another pooL In low water just above the water in this 
pool there is an air space heading towards Poiibwee, and 
it is hoped that a connection can be made here. A small 
chimney can be entered from the top of the pot, but gets 
too tight although it has a draught. 

From the pitch, a passage runs back on two levels, and at 
the end there is a climb into the small and bouidery 
Mike's Chamber. Here Compass Passage runs through 
boulders to the Lower Boulder Chamber. It continues as 
a tight tube to emerge 12m up on the cliff face. At a 
boulder halfway along, on the right wall, a tight passage 
leads to rifts. Compass Passage turns back into the cliff 
to open into the avenin Monastir Cave. From the Lower 
Boulder Chamber it is possible to squeeze up through 
boulders into the Middle Boulder Chamber, which 
connects with the Lower Compass Pot entrance. Above 
this entrance the Upper Compass Pot entrance was dug 
out by the Fermanagh Caving Group, a passage leads to 
a Sm pitch into the Upper Boulder Chamber. The 
Middle Boulder Chamber is reached through the floor. 
Billy's Crack is a very tight fissure dose to the entrance 
of Bruce' sPot. It can be seen to descend and to open out 
slightly. 

M15 POLLBWEE H11983360 
Boon 1977. Descent 14, 94. Irish Speleology 4.2. YRC 

9.30. 
In a shakehoie across the road from Monastir, a 20m 
pitch drops to a descent of a steep 12m slope to a lake, 
scene of a famous 1970's bullock rescue. To the north a 
passage runs to a pool with a choked upper series. 
Across the lake a rift can be pushed in low water. The 
lake itself can be swum along Union Canal for 36m. 
Near the end on the right an ascent of a slot from an 
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alcove leads to a big passage running for 20m to a pool 
and Hope Junction. Straight on is an "inlet" 30m long to 
a chamber and the sound of the Owenbrean. To the 
right a steep tight crawl ascends to some sharp bends, 
then by a squeeze up through boulders to a small 
chamber. From here a squeeze down through boulders 
exits at the top of the Monastir aven that connects with 
Bruce' s Pot. Mike Orr and Bruce Rodgers reached the 
sharp bends from Pollbwee, and were unlucky not to 
get through. 

Amazingly this easily accessible site has only been dived 
once, by Mark Campbell in 1978. Campbell reports that 
he descended to -8m where he retreated as the wall 
disappeared, possibly the bottom of a submerged pot 
entering the top of a very large chamber or passage. 

M34 POLLAWADDY H119336 
This is a 25m shakehoie. 

M1l AGHINRAWN CAVE H12183341 
Baker 1932, Boon 1977. Descent 57, 60, 81, 94. Irish 
Speleology 3.2. SMCC 1, YRC 7.23. 
A stream sinks into a low bedding plane, which after 
12m becomes an upright stream passage at a mud slope 
and skylight. It meanders for 90m until a tight rift is 
reached where the stream falls down a 4m pot. The rift 
connects by a small tube with a surface shakehoie, only 
forced once so far. After the 4m pot, a second pot of Sm 
is quickly followed by a boulder chamber. A climb 
above the first pot leads by a steep bedding plane for 
25m to a choke. Two freeciimabie pots lead back to the 
stream where two ducks and a sump are met. Sump 1 is 
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5m long at a maximum depth of -3m and leads to 15m of 
crouching passage to a 2m deep pot with a sump pool. 

M16 TEMPLEBAWN H11933330 
Husey 1739, Baker 1932. YRC 2.8. 
The Ramblers found this deserted chamber on the west 
bank of the Owenbrean some hundred metres from 
Monastir. Access is either by a short crawl or by a high 
fissure. Both lead into a beautiful white chamber, some 
30m by 6m by 20m high. The chamber is illuminated by 
windows high in the wall, with light streaming through 
the ivy. To the south a climb leads into a small chamber 
with tree roots traversing it. The Ramblers named it 
Templebawn- the White Church. 

M17 ROD'S POT H1190 3340 
Reyfadeer 1. 
Rod's Pot is in the nearest of a series of shakeholes above 
Templebawn. It drops into a small chamber with 
prospects of a link to Templebawn. 

OWENBREAN RIVER CAVES 

MS POLLASUMERA H1l0l3319 
Martel1897, Baker 1932. Descent 14, 17, 18, 75, 114. Irish 
Caver 3. ULSA 8. YRC 3.9, 9.30. 

In wet weather the river sinks in the magnificent gothic 
east entrance, set in 20m high cliffs at the end of the blind 
gorge; in dry weather it sinks upstream in its bed. The 
wide entrance passage runs almost due north for 80m, 
until it drops over a step under an arch, and veers to the 
west to reach the low wide area where there is usually a 
lake. Just before this a climb on the right goes up to a 
formation with 60m of inlet passage. Also a small 
passage in the roof passes over the lake. 

To the west a steep scree slope passes under a low roof 
to a boulder choke. Proceeding to the southwest from 
here or directly from the lake, the low Ramblers' Rift is 
reached, which nms south for 50m past two stalagmite 
barriers to the Leeds Chamber. At the western side a 
series of small climbable pots drop down to the Plug 
Hole, where a gravel dig may go. At the southern end a 
rift leads to a small chamber where Ramblers' Rift meets 
Leeds Chamber a 2m climb leads to Niger Rift and the 
pitch to the Lower Stream way. 

Just before the first barrier in the Ramblers Rift is the 
parallel passage to the east. This was reopened in 1970 
by the Reyfad Group to give access to Scree Hall. At the 
northern end of this chamber a 3m pot in the east wall 
drops into a parallel rift, ending in two tight branches. A 
magnificent scree tunnel runs down to the left at an 
angle of 45° and continues as an ascending tight rift with 
several crawls. Scree Hall continues to the south as a 
large rift floored with unstable blocks and meets Niger 
Rift after 15m at the 6m pot. Here the Yorkshire 
Ramblers Club descended a subsequent rift for 30m to a 
Streamway. 

The western entrance slopes steeply to a sump where 
the river has just come through from the eastern 
entrance and is going through to the low streamway to 
the lake. In the west wall of the western entrance a 
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passage descends to a parallel rift. Heavily stalactited it 
descends to a static sump. 

M37 GLASS ROCK HOLLOW H1l9333 
This is a large long collapse over the end of 
Pollnagollum. There are three speleological features 
associated with it. 

GLASS ROCK RIFT H1l94lll0 
3m from the east edge on the moor is a long rift 0.5m 
wide,20m long and some 10m deep. 

GLASS ROCK BOULDER CAVE H1l89 3333 
On the west side a squeeze leads to a 10m chimney 
going down into a boulder choke; one solid wall; 
otherwise very unstable. 

GLASS ROCK CAVE H1l9lllll 
At the north end is a 5m descent down a mud chute into 
a small boulder chamber. 

M38 POLLDOWNLOG H1l9l ll4l 
This large shakehole lies above Pollnagollum. 

M8 POLLTHANACARRA H1l79l381 
Descent 93. YRC 9.30 
This is an open rift pot entered by a 10m pitch. lt slopes 
down to the north to a depth of some 13m. This is the 
same rift as Pollnagollum is formed along but the 
connection is now blocked. Before the bottom of the pot 
became blocked many animals fell down it, and their 
bones were excavated by the Ulster Museum in 1972. 

M9 POLLNAGOLLUM (of the boats) H1l79ll85 
CPC 1.3, 1.5, 1.6, 5.5. Descent 18, 54, 80, 84, 93, 114, 116. 
Irish Speleology 15. SMCC 1. ULSA 8. WSG 4.4. YRC 
7.24,9.30. 

Warning. In flood there is a strong current, the First 
Lake becomes impassable and floods to the base of the 
second boulder choke, downstream of which it sumps. 
The entrance chokes are also unstable and care should 
be exercised at this point. Wetsuit only. 

Pollnagollum is one of the Ramblers major discoveries 
and lies very convenient to the Marlbank scenic loop 
road. It is a large shakehole with two small pots at the 
top on either side of the path which winds down its 
northern side for 17m under the overhanging southern 
lip. At the bottom a squeeze drops down through 
boulders into a large rift which slopes down to a second 
boulder choke. If one passes over this, a climb leads to a 
number of crawls around the boulder talus from 
Pollthanacarra. Here in 1972 the Ulster Museum 
excavated many bones including Deer, Wild Boar, Ox, 
Sheep, etc. and five human skulls. The results were 
published by Doughty (1995) who reported that some of 
the bones are over 4,500 years old. 

If one squeezes down through the second boulder 
choke, an unstable boulder slope runs down to the 
Owenbrean river. This can be followed downstream 
either at river level or at an upper level to a massive 
boulder choke:- the upstream side of Vickers' Choke in 
Skreen Hill 3 of Marble Arch. 
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Upstream quickly leads to the first lake, a silent stretch of 
flooded passage which must be swum or boated in an 
inflatable dingy. The lake, at its deepest some 4m, runs 
for 30m to a sandy beach. Directly above the beach is a 
fine aven rising 20m or more. Main Chamber is reached 
by following the stream through a large passage over 
boulders and mud. Here, above a large sandy slope and 
the meandering stream, hang some magnificent 
stalactites. From the top of the sand slope the river can 
be seen to sweep around it and a high-level passage can 
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be reached though it is feared that the connecting bridge 
has collapsed. This leads to Windows Chamber and the 
passages off. 

The river now runs along the east wall but the passage 
can be followed on the west bank, with occasional pillars 
separating it from the river. There are a number of fine 
flowstone fonnations in this area. From here, the high
level passage opens out above a steep slope and a loop 
passes over the river. 

Once again the streamway becomes of grand 
dimensions with shallow wading until the thigh-deep 
Second Lake is reached. After 50m the river emerges 
from the Third Lake, but it can be by-passed by a climb 
up through boulders to a very high bouldery rift 
chamber. A climb at the northern end leads to a high, 
level traverse. At the southern end a high aven enters 
with a fine red-brown suspended flow, above a large 
stalagmite flow, over which one must climb with great 
care. At the bottom of this flowstone, the far end of the 
Third Lake is reached. This can be crossed by traversing 
along the right-hand wall and a long step across a gap 
above the river. 

Now the passage really opens up before ending after 
lOOm in a boulder slope. This is thought to be derived 
from the Polldownlog collapse. A climb crosses it and 
drops down to the right to an old passage. At the 
northem end is a still pool, whilst at the southern end is 
an awkward climb up. The passage continues to be 
infiltrated with boulders and there is a choice of a crawl 
over the top, or a traverse over a deep pool to reach the 
active stream again. After lOOm of deeper and deeper 
wading, the Fourth Lake is reached. 

Along the latter half of the passage a high level ledge 
runs along the east wall, and at the end is a boulder 
choke probably associated with the Glass Rock Hollow. 
60m back there are 30m of high-level passage. At the 
end of the Fourth Lake a duck leads into a narrow rift, 
which can be swum for 27m past a flake to a small 
chamber. A small stream enters from a small cherty 
tube, and boulders in the roof can be passed for about 
Sm with a strong draught until they get too tight and 
unstable. 

SWALLOW HOLE H127lll90 
Across the road from Pollnagollum is a choked sink. 
There are also many other small holes. 

M4 JELLY POT H1l69lll4 
Descent 20 
A small subsurface complex. Some 20m of crawls and 
small chambers in a through trip. 

M6 POLLNABRINDLE (Mdiovern's Boulder Cave) 
H1l75ll4l 
CPC 1.2. Descent 114. SMCC 3. 
In a large tree filled shakehole a low entrance at the foot 
of a cliff leads down a rubble slope, under several rock 
curtains, to a large boulder chamber within boulders. 
An extension can be entered across to the right, and the 
wall on the right can be followed down through loose 
boulders for 7m. At the bottom there is a suspended 
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boulder floor above a small chamber but it is not 
possible to get down to it. TI1e whole cave is very loose 
and not for beginners, as it may be necessary to dig out 
the entrance before descent. 

M7 ANVIL CAVE- CESS POT 
H1l58l344- H1l58 3346 
Irish Speleology 4.2. 
A stream sinks in a small loose hole, excavation allows 
entry to a crawl for 15m past an 'anvil' rock fonnation. 
There are several small tributaries before the stream 
reaches a smnp pool. Cess Pot is a tight 8m pitch into the 
pool. At the far side a duck leads into a small chamber 
with a voice cmmection with the next shakehole to the 
north. 

Ml 0 POLLNAGLISTERS Hll30 3376 
In a small shakehole south of the road a descending 
fissure has been excavated. It slopes for 3m to a mud 
floor. 

M 11 LEGNABROCKY POT (Pollnal(eith) AND 
ASSOCIATED SHAKEHOLES HlllO 3372 
WSG 4.8, 5.5. YRC 3.9. 
A stream falls lOm into a pot spanned by a bridge to a 
boulder floor. On one side is a blind chalk-walled pot of 
8m, and on the other is a 7m pot to a boulder pile. A 
deserted streamway decorated with stalactite meanders 
south for 40m: first as a bedding plane and then a rift to 
a choke. This could be pushed. Running S.W. from 
Legnabrocky Pot are four shakeholes with twin 
collapses to the north of them. In the first there is a 6m 
pot opened up by Westminster Speleological Group. At 
the bottom is an impenetrable rift. In the next is a short 
cave with water visible through a crack. 

CAMBRIDGE DIG H1l97 3322 
CUCC2.1 
This is a 5m diameter shakehole with steep sides. 
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Cambridge University Caving Club dug a slump at the 
bottom and thought it promising. 

M34 CARSON'S CAVE H1l95 3423 
Two streams sink in a large shakehole; entrance is a 
loose cleft descending 3m to a small chamber. The 
stream sinks in the corner- a gravel dig. 

M35 POLL ULADH H1301 3410 
In a wooded shakehole next to the road is a hole which 
drops down to a small chamber. A loose drop into a 
small space follows and in the floor an extremely tight 
squeeze was excavated (it is essential to leave one man 
here to pull the rest out). A short crawl leads to another 
drop with more boulders at the bottom- dig?. May be 
part of Prods- Cascades catchment. 

MISCELLANEOUS SITES 

CLADAGH WEST RISINGS Hill 347 
On the west side of the Cladagh Glen, just upstream 
from Cascades, there are a couple of risings. The largest, 
at this location has yielded 5m of tight rift passage. 

FLOODED ARCHES 
Northwest of the end of the West Gorge there are some 
renmants in the form of short caves with pools and a rift 
running south. 

THE GORGES 
On the opposite side of the road to Legnabrocky Pot, 
two dry gorges run towards Pollnagapple. One exhibits 
interesting residual caves in cliffs lOm high. 

THE WEST GORGE HllO 336 
On the west side a path facilitates entry to the gorge 
through the undergrowth. The first feature is a fine 
limestone arch, 4m high. 'Downstream' from it, on the 
left, a small cave can be followed intennittently as it nms 
along the side of the gorge for about 20m. 

On the east side is a recess with a low arch leading into a 
large chamber with avens. Further north on the east is a 
passage which can be followed down to a calcited 
fissure. The passage continues up a short climb into a 
twisting crawl which quickly blocks. 

THE EAST GORGE H1l1 337 
In complete contrast to the West gorge, this contains 
practically no speleological renmants. 

SCHOOLHOUSE / SPRINGWELL 
A stream sinks at Schoolhouse Cave, rises from 
Schoolhouse Rising, flows under the road, through 
Pointless Cave, along the edge of a field to a sink, rises at 
Springwell and meets the Cladagh at the Marble Arch. 

SP4 SCHOOLHOUSE CAVE 
(Killykeeghan Cave) H107l3334 
COG Review 1966-67. Irish Speleology 4.2. ULSA NL 
9. 
The stream sinks near the farmhouse, and can be 
followed through a two metre high passage, with the 
stream flowing along one side, to a series of decorated 
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chambers. It continues on, to emerge after 200m in a 
well by a farmhouse. From the well the cave runs on to 
Pool Chamber, whence an unpleasant duck, with 50cm 
mud, 50cm water and 8Cin air leads into Straw Chamber 
(vegetable not mineral). When one emerges from the 
duck the floor drops away and it is necessary to tread 
water, A short passage leads to a sump, and a 4m dive 
into an air-bell, free-dived by Bill Frakes in 1967. 

SCHOOLHOUSE RISING 
Irish Speleology 4.2. 
Inside the entrance (2m wide, lm high) the passage forks 
and both branches run for 27m to sumps. 

POINTLESS CAVE H 1120 :Jl88 - H 1118 3394 
The Schooll1ouse Cave stream having crossed under the 
road, goes through a small crag. The ea ve can be 
followed for lOm from the downstream end to daylight. 

SP2 SINK H1123 3408 
From Pointless Cave the stream sinks in boulders at the 
base of the scarp. 

SP3 N. P.C. DIG 
A dig in the shakehole above the sink, reputed to have 
been rather loose. 5m to a tight rift. 

SP1 SPRINGWELL RISING 
Opened up by C. Richardson in 1976 to yield 15m of 
tight stream passage and was further extended by the 
Mendip CG in Sept. 1997 for a further 30m of flat out 
crawling in the stream past loose boulders to a choke. 
Stream resurges at base of limestone knoll at tl1e edge of 
the field north of Aghnahoo and flows east to meet the 
Cladagh River at the Marble Arch. 

CARRICKNACOPPAN CAVES 
Irish Caver 3. Irish Speleology 4.2. SMCC 3. 
Two streams sink on the upper slopes of Cuilcagh and 
unite underground before rising. Further down the 
valley the stream sinks again and is seen in two furtl1er 
caves. 

Mla LEGG CAVE H12523l74 
Irish Caver 3. 
A stream sinks on the north side of Dennot's Rock, and 
can be followed in and out of shakeholes. The final 
section of lOOm contains fine cauliflower formations 
(soft calcite). 

M1b CARRICKNACOPPAN CAVE I H1l583280 
This stream flows underground at the drift-limestone 
junction and can be seen flowing in and out of bedding 
planes and fissures until it rises. Much of the lower part 
of the system can be followed. Just upstream of the 
rising the tributary from Legg Cave can be followed 
back on the right. 

M2 CARRICKNACOPPAN CAVE 11 
(Pollnagolan) H 1258 3302 
After 200m on the surface the stream sinks again into the 
upstream end of Carricknacoppan II. This could easily 
be dug open. Entry is normally made in a double 
shakehole, upstream leading to the choke and daylight. 
Downstream can be followed for 27m to a choke. The 
stream leaves half way along being met again in the 
choke. 

M3 CARRICKNACOPPAN CAVE Ill (Peruvian Pot) 
H1251331l 
Irish Caver 3. 
90m down valley from Carricknacoppan II in the most 
northerly of an irregular group of shakeholes is a small 
hole. Tllis leads to a series of drops and chambers giving 
access to the fine stream passage where it sinks. This can 
be followed upstream, with a small side passage, for 
25m to a choke, presumed to be tl1e downstream side of 
tl1e choke in II. 
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lE. THE PROD'S POT .. 
CASCADES RISING SYSTEM 

Introduction 
The Prod's Pot- Cascades Rising Cave system, at 94 
metres in depth and 4.1 + km. in length, is the eighth 
deepest and longest cave system in Ireland. The syst~m 
has two entrances, Prod's Pot giving access to a maJor 
part of the system upstream of a succession .o~ sump~ in 
the Main Stream Passage, and Cascades Rismg which 
gives access to the system downstream of the sumps. 

The entrance series of Cascades is of particular note, 
being the only extensive cave de.velopment "':ithin. the 
thinly bedded shaley Glencar Limestone which giVes 
these passages a unique character. 

Hydrology 
The Prod's - Cascades system is fed by a large number of 
small streams, mainly sinking in the Gortmaconnell and 
Brookfield townland areas. The major streams are those 
sinking at Gortmaconnell Pot and Smokey Mountain 
Sink 

The most unusual source for some of the water rising at 
Cascades is a number of sinks in the bed of the 
Owenbrean River upstream of Pollasumera which have 
been dye traced to Cascades. This confirms local reports 

of an ancient chaff test from the Owenbrean upstream of 
Pollasumera to Cascades Rising. 

History of Exploration 
Prod's Pot was first excavated by members of the Reyfad 
Group in June, 1970 and bottomed on the 12th of July 
1970, getting its name from this date and the unfortunate 
involuntary descent of the fourth pitch by Mike Orr 
while attempting to assist Eamon Devoy on the traverse 
to the head of the fifth pitch. Prod's was surveyed by the 
Cave Projects Group in 1971 who also undertook the 
initial dives in the many sumps within Prod's. The 
Cascade Passage (upstream) diving extensions were 
carried out from 1971 by Solari, Elliott, Farr and 
Underhill. It was surveyed by Woods and Campbell 
who also made the attempt on Sump 4. Formations 
Passage was explored beyond Sump 1 in 1971 by Solari 
and Elliott who also passed Papist Passage Sump 1 to 
Sump 4, which was dived in 1972 by Solari and Farr. 

After considerable efforts by Solari, Elliott, Morris, Farr 
and sherpas, Prod's downstream Sump 6 was finally 
passed in 1976 by M. F. and D. M. who explored 
"Prod's 7" to the start of the Cascades entrance series. 
Three weeks after the diving breakthrough, access to this 
part of the cave was engineered by the ICNC and the 
Reyfad Group through a boulder choked fossil 
resurgence above the active Cascades Rising, originally 
dug by the Craven PC in 1950. ULSA made minor 
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extensions in the Boulder Series and Witheywindle area 
of Cascades in 1988. The full through trip, entering 
Prod's and exiting Cascades after diving all eight 
downstream sumps, has only been completed by David 
Woods and Mark Cam.pbell (1979) and Colin Boothroyd 
(1986). 

Cl PROD'S POT H1363 3372 
Parr, 1980, 1984, 1991. BUSS 1972. C&C 54. CDG NL 
22, 24, 25, 26, 29, 32, 34, 36, 40, 49, 54, 80. Descent 14, 17, 
20, 22, 23, 29, 31, 33, 34, 43, 44, 76. Irish Caver 3. Irish 
Speleology 3.2, 4.2. Reyfadeer 1. WSG 7.1. 

Access 
Park on the Marlbank Scenic Loop near the Ulster Way 
stile below Gortmaconnell Rock. Follow the orange 
tipped wooden stakes and stiles m.arking the Ulster Way 
until you are immediately east of Gortmaconnell Rock. 
Prod's Pot and Dooneen Rattling Hole lie in the large 
wooded depression to the east. 

Conservation 
Prod's Pot and the Main Stream Passage both carry 
active streams and are generally well washed sections of 
cave with few form.ations or sediment deposits. There 
are, however, good formations in places, especially 
preceding and including the James Connolly Memorial 
Column and care should be taken. In the side passages 
Formations Passage is well decorated and important 
glacial sediments are present in Papist Passage. Take 
care in the former and stick to the watercourse in the 
latter. Water from the rising is used as a local water 
supply so DO NOT POLLUTE THE WATER, DUMP 
CARBIDE etc .. 

Rigging and Taclde Required 
Entrance Pitches. 18m and 47m ropes, 10 hangers and 
karabiners, 3 slings/wire tethers. 

The Pot (Entrance Pitches) 
The entrance lies in the same shakehole as Dooneen 
Rattling Hole, and is separated from it by only 3-4m of 
rock. The entrance pot is 54m deep, dropping in five 
pitches. The 12m. entrance pitch ends at a tight awkward 
rift descending to a step across a blind pot. On the left an 
9m pitch follows to a tight rift. This opens out into the 
lOm third pitch which is awkward at the top and wet. 

This is better by-passed by traversing from halfway 
down pitch 2 into a rift which widens into a comfortable 
stance. At the far end of this is a 14m pitch away from 
the stream. The fourth pitch is a descent half way down 
a blind pot, before a traverse leads to the top of the 10m 
fifth pitch. The top of this pitch is again tight, m.ainly 
due to the presence of a boulder constricting the top of 
the pitch. Renwval of this boulder has not been 
undertaken as local cavers are quite attached to the 
sporting reputation of this spot, although arrangements 
have been made should removal be required in a rescue. 

The pot is normally dry, but after rain the third pitch is 
very wet and in flood conditions the direct route 
becomes impassable. 

lE. Prod's Pot- Cascades Rising System 
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t;Jpstream 
After a short low section a tributary on the right can be 
followed back for 10m to an aven at least 30m high. 
Beside this inlet another small crawl blocks off. 
Continuing upstream., the passage alternates between 
small chambers, usually with avens (which abound in 
the upstream section of the cave); and low wide sections 
of streamway with only 50cm or so of air space. After 
80m some boulders intrude on the stream from the right 
and Formations Passage can be entered by climbing over 
them .. 

As one continues upstream there is a lot of crawling in 
the river until after 45m the Minaret is reached. This is a 
very fine column. The wet crawls continue until 
Cascade Passage can be heard entering on the left 
shortly after the worst of the low bits. The passage 
continues for another 20m to the Black Hole, apparently 
a sump, but diving has revealed nothing but gravel 
banks. 

Cascade Passage 
This inlet runs in a vadose canyon down a series of 
cascades about a metre high. A high-level oxbow 
connects the start of Cascades to the Black Hole. The 
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Roger Solari (Cave Projects Group I Cave Diving Group) 

Cascades Inlet Passage Extension Surveyed BCRA Grade? by 
David Woods and Mark Campbell (Reyfad Group I Cave Divmg Group) 

Redrawn John Kelly (Reyfad Group) 1994 
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cascade passage is about Sm high and the upper level 
traverses contain delicate formations. lOm before the 
sump a side passage on the left 3m up, leads to sandy 
chambers and a sound connection to a hole beside the 
sump. The sump is 24m long at a depth of- 4.5m with a 
low squeeze at 8m. A 15m canal follows to a 15m cross 
rift with another sump at the end. 

Sump 2 is about 6m with voice connection back to base. 
This is quickly followed by a short third sump (-2m 
deep). There are some excellent formations just beyond 
Smnp 3, and a rather tortuous rift. After 240m a junction 
is reached at a chamber partly filled with boulders. 
Following the right hand passage, 80m of tight rift can be 
negotiated before finding a sump. A small inlet passage 
here has been pushed a further 15m but was eventually 
abandoned. 

Left from the chamber a further 240m of passage leads to 
a chamber 9m long and 4.5m wide with roof and walls 
largely composed of boulder clay. Not too stable. At the 
far end of the chamber the very small Sump 4 is met. 
This is unpleasant and complex with numerous alcoves 
and nil visibility. A low silt squeeze is encountered after 
7.6m and this is at present the limit of exploration. 

Formation Passage 
When one climbs up over the boulders from the main 
stream, a side passage rises to two avens, the first has 
been climbed for 13m to a ledge and a passage 5m 
higher up was seen. Climbing back down the boulders 
the passage drops down to a good stream in a large 
passage -the stream sumps into the main stream. Along 
the passage are two passages up in the left wall. The first 
is too narrow but the second (6m maypole) leads to an 
8m traverse onto boulders with a 10m aven and a dig in 
a scree slope. Further along Formation Passage there are 
several fine high avens until the stream emerges from a 
sump on the right. The passage itself continues dry with 
many fine formations - straws, columns and small 
helictites, to a choke. So far this has been dug upwards 
for 5m to a large boulder. 

The sump is 3.4m long and followed by two nasty 
ducks. The passage (1m high ) then opens up as the 
stream cascades down boulders for Sm. Above this, 
high-level chambers and mud slopes have been 
maypoled into. All around this region are fine 
formations (common on the other side of a sump). A 
12m long tributary enters here. The passage continues 
low (1-2m) for 70m to a sump, and it is necessary to lie in 
the stream to avoid knocking the straws. A very tight 
inlet just before the sump leads for 30m to a boulder 
choke. The end is very close to Gortmacmmell Pot. 

Downstream 
Main Stream Passage 
The main stream passage is a large, typical Marlbank 
stream way and after 80m Papist Passage enters from the 
left. After a similar distance Bleeding Heart Passage 
comes in from the right. Arom1d this area too are several 
possibilities for extensions up in the walls, and a~so 
patches of good cave "coral". After another 150m of fme 
stream passage a boulder chamber is entered with many 
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formations. At the entrance is the massive James 
Connolly Memorial Column. High-level development 
has been apparent in the roof for some time and it may 
be possible to get extensions from here. 

The stream continues on the other side of the long 
boulder chamber to a set of 6m high curtains. Just 
beyond is a 6m long canal to a low passage running 
alongside a boulder fall. The left hand wall is eventually 
regained and the passage resumes its old character. 
Further along, a rift oxbow on the right contains an aven, 
climbed for 25m and still going, which might connect 
with Carson' s Pot. Soon the roof drops and eventually 
there is only 10cm of air space before the final long 
chamber is reached. This is covered in mud and it is 
obvious that the sump backs up. At the end it is possible 
to swim and wade into the sump on the left. 

Bleeding Heart Formation Passage 
This 40m long inlet is very muddy with its eponymous 
red formation. 

Papist Passage 
This is a major tributary running towards Pollasumera 
with no obvious feeders on the surface. After 50m a 
small stream enters from Atheist's Arsehole on the left 
whilst Papist continues to the right, getting lower until 
after 200m a sump is met. This is 12m long with two air 
bells, and poor visibility. The stream enters from a 
fissure and a canal on the left leads to a large chamber 
with a passage entering 8m up at the far end. 
Maypoling gained entry to this and it continues for over 
120m through two more sumps to Sump 4. 

Atheist's immediately opens up into a large chamber 
and can then be followed for 50m to a junction. To the 
left Helictite Passage twists up into an aven, whilst on 
the right a glutinous tight crawl continues to two small 
passages. 

Downstream Sumps 
There are six sumps from Prod's Pot to Cascades. 
Sumps 7&8 can be by-passed. The last record of diving 
in the Prod's sumps was in May 1986 and all lines were 
reported as being in good condition at that time. 

Sump 1 
The start of this sump consists of a number of blind rifts 
which make finding the way on difficult. Visibility is 
also a problem. The way on is located in the left wall. 
After several twists the small passage surfaces into a 
12m long airbell. From here a 45m dive leads to a 
pleasant section of streamway meandering for 21m to 
Sump 2. This section is named Solari Way. Sump 1 is 
84m long and maximum depth is -4.5m. 

Sumpl 
Sump 2 has a complete absence of belay points so line is 
laid all the way from Sump 1. The dive is short, a 
shallow 6m, and the line is tied off immediately. After 
45m Sump 3 is encom1tered. 

Sumpl 
Sump 3 descends steeply to -9m where a passage, 
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approximately 1.5m square leads off. After about 60m it 
begins to ascend and shrink in size. At 75m the passage 
is 1.2m wide and 25cm high. A further 9m of sump 
leads to dry passage. After 42m of flowing streamway 
Sump 4 is reached. There is a small inlet just upstream 
of Sump 4 but it is too tight to climb. 

Sump4 
Sump 4 is typical of Prod's and route finding is 
extremely complicated and time consuming. A 6m long 
airbell and a 9m long airbell have been encountered but 
neither have proved to be on the route. Following the 
current leads to the downstream side of the sump, over 
60m in length. From here, free flowing streamway is 
followed for 42m to Sump 5. A 15m high aven has been 
climbed but eventually closes down. 

Sumps 
This is 9m in length, a low sandy bedding plane. 
Beyond the stream flows through huge fallen slabs until 
42m later, Sump 6 is reached. 

Sumps 6-8 
Sump 6 is a 27m dive, Sump 7 is 6m long followed by 
46m of passage to Sump 8 which is a 9m dive. 

Cl CASCADES RISING CAVE H1228 3498 
CPC 1.2. Descent 34,43, 44, 55, 124. Irish Speleology 3.2, 
4.2,13. 

Warning : Much of the entrance series floods 
completely in wet weather. Beware of sharp 
underwater boulders in The Main Stream Passage. 
ICRO emergency dump at the upstream end of the 
entrance series ducks. 

Access 
Park at the car park at the bottom of the Cladagh Glen, 
beside the Cladagh Bridge. Follow the path up the 
Cladagh Glen from here to the Cascades. 

Conservation 
There are a number of areas in Cascades where care is 
required. The decorated passage on the left after the 
lCRO dump is only an oxbow and should not be entered 
in any circumstances. Fine fon11ations are everpresent in 
the Main Stream Passage and the usual care should be 
exercised. There are fine mud formations and 
scientifically important sediments on the large mud bank 
in Mud bank Chamber. There is no exploration potential 
here and these sediments should not be walked on - stay 
in the stream on the left hand side of the chamber. 

Extreme care should be taken in the Witheywindle lnlet 
Passage (Sump 7 & 8 bypass) as there are many fine 
calcite and mud fom1ations and cave pearls on the floor. 

Introduction 
Cascades Rising cave is of particular note geologically as 
it is the only cave in the area to have developed 
extensive passages in the shaley Glencar Limestone 
which underlies the Dartry Limestone. The entrance 
series is therefore a complex set of passages composed of 
predominantly low crawls with common roof collapses, 
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the shale beds controlling passage size and collapse 
frequency. Passage size increases dramatically when the 
passage passes up into the purer, more massive, Dartry 
Limestone and the going gets decidedly easier. Local 
cavers reckon that although the entrance series 
comprises only one quarter of the total cave length about 
half the time taken to complete a trip to Sump 8 and back 
is spent in the entrance series, or about one third of a trip 
toSump6. 

Entrance series 
The entrance to Cascades is some 15m above and to the 
right of the resurgences. A noticeable steep dry river 
course leads uphill to a boulder blocked fossil 
resurgence. Entrance is made via a small hole to the left. 
This is followed by a tight inclined descent of 3m to a 
small chamber where the stream is first encountered. 
The stream is also left at this point, climbing up to and 
through a gap to the right. Regaining the stream this is 
followed to a tight squeeze to the left, giving access to a 
low active passage. 

The stream is followed from here, crawling over, under 
and around fallen boulders which occasionally obstruct 
the passage. 40m from the start of the stream passage a 
waterfall is reached. After climbing up through this the 
stream is followed to an apparent dead end. Crawling 
around a flake to the right leads to low crawls in static 
water to a low sand floored chamber. A low hole to the 
right gives access to Fiveways Junction. Turn left here 
(remembering where the way back is, as this is a great 
place to get lost on the way out). The waterfall section 
can be by-passed via The Link which is hard to find on 
the way in. Follow the passage to a low slabby passage 
where crawling through water leads eventually to the 
inventively named Letterbox Squeeze. A small chamber 
is then reached where one can gain some relief by 
standing up. 

This is quickly left by a small hole in the floor giving 
access to the stream. Following the stream and climbing 
up through a boulder choke gives access, via a waterfall, 
to another small chamber. At the end of this chamber 
climbing up to the left leads to a high level crawl (careful 
with the pretties on the roof!), a boulder filled passage 
and the stream. Following the stream through low 
passages (occasionally flat out) leads to a small sand 
floored junction. To the left leads to the ducks, to the 
right is a series of squeezes through boulders, the ducks 
bypass. Turning right here leads to the upstream end of 
the ducks and the main stream. This is the end of the 
Entrance Series as the passage is now in clean Dartry 
Limestone and the infuriatingly thin bedded Glencar 
Limestone is left behind. 

ln the interests of historical accuracy, this should 
properly be termed the end of Cascades and the start of 
Prod's Pot 7, as this point is the furthest reached by M. 
Farr after passing Prod's Sump 6. However, as this 
section is more easily entered via Cascades it is now 
considered to be part of that cave. Stored in the chamber 
at the end of the ducks is the lCRO emergency rescue 
dump, useful in the case of injury or flooding while in 
the main streamway. Following the main stream from 
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here, past a well decorated oxbow and flows tones on the 
left, a boulder choke is met, the stream flowing from its 
base. Here large scale dissolution of the overlying 
Dartry Limestone has taken place at the Glencar /Dartry 
contact and considerable breakdown has taken place. 
The main stream is lost and this is the start of the 
Boulder Series. 

Boulder Series 
A 3m climb up over muddy boulders is quickly 
followed by a 2m climb down. From here progress is 
continually made over boulders until a large loose 
boulder choke is reached. Here, you are at the top of the 
choke and an exposed step over at the right wall allows 
progress. Soon an easy 2m climb is followed by a 3m 
upward chimney, a bit exposed at the top. Climbing 
over boulders along the right wall, the main stream is 
quickly reached again after a -3m and -2m climb. This is 
the start of the Main Stream Passage or Brandywine 
River. Marianne is a small (c. 50m) high level series of 
well decorated rifts, bedding and small chambers. 

Main Stream Passage (Brandywine) 
After regaining the main stream, progress is easy in 
large impressively decorated passages, well worth the 
effort to get there. The stream is followed for 
approximately 150m to Mudbank Chamber, where the 
stream follows the left wall of a large chamber. 70m 
upstream a chest deep wade cannot be avoided and is 
left by climbing over a large boulder in the stream. From 
here lOOm of walking passage is succeeded by 50m of 
low wet passage. 

At the end of this low section the passage opens up 
again and after 70m a junction is reached. The passage 
to the right gets narrower and deeper until Sump 8 is 
reached. A small stream (The Withywindle) enters from 
the passage on the left and this passage provides a 
bypass to Sumps 7 & 8. 

Sump 7 & 8 Bypass (Withywindle Inlet) 
Following the Withywindle into the Sump 7&8 Bypass, 
the way on is apparent although a number of small side 
passages lead off to the left. All are oxbows. At one 
point a large boulder partially blocks the passage, this 
can be climbed over (awkward), or crawled under (wet). 
Soon after, the stream is seen to emerge from a low, 
clear, sump on the left, the Withywindle Inlet Sump. 
From here the passage increases in size and there are 
many fine mud and calcite formations on the walls and 
especially the floors. This area at time of writing has not 
seen heavy traffic and to preserve it extreme caution 
should be taken here. 

At the end a climb up mud and boulders enters an 
extremely impressive aven, Creatures End. Named in 
the honour of an unfortunate rabbit, which may have 
made the first descent, this aven is presumed to connect 
to one of the shakeholes in the area of Westminster Dig. 

A low muddy passage, Leprechaun Crawl, leads out of 
the far side of the chamber and leads to the section of 
stream way between Sumps 6 and 7. Upstream a wide 
stream flowing over rock, boulders and gravel can be 
followed to where the gravel comes up and the roof 
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comes down. This is Sump 6, the farthest point from the 
entrance. Purgative Passage is a small and nasty 70n1 of 
passage, on the right about half way between the end of 
Leprechaun Crawl and Sump 6. Downstream from the 
end of Leprechaun Crawl the river flows through a 
rocky canyon passage to Sump 7. 

Clb DOONEEN RATILINCi HOLE H136lll72 
CPG NL 5. Descent 14, 20. Irish Caver 3. Reyfadeer 1. 
YRC 3.9, 7.24, 9.30. 
In a large tree filled shakehole, this is a big open rift, 28m 
deep with rubbish and animal carcasses. There is a 
sound connection with Prod's Pot somewhere. ln the 
same shakehole there is a small sink and several 
potential digs. 

Cl SINKHOLE H 1453 3339 
Irish Speleology 3.2. 
This is the most easterly sink dye traced to Cascades. 
Approximately 350m from Cascades Passage in Prod's, 
which it probably feeds. 

C4 - C7 SHAKEHOLES ON OS 1 :1 0,000 

C8 SINKHOLE H1421 3339 
Irish Speleology 3.2. 
Traced to Cascades Rising. Probably feeds Cascade 
Passage, 150m away. 

C9 SINKHOLE 
Small sinkhole 



HARRY JACQUES MEMORIAL CAVERN 
Reyfad Group Survey, BCRA Grade 1 

metres 

ClO SMOKEY MOUNTAIN SINK Hll96 :J:J06 
Descent 108, 120. lrish Speleology 15. 
A good stream sinks in a clean cherty rock collapse at 
the foot of a small cliff. Several holes in the collapse 
have been extensively dug by combined QUBCC I 
Reyfad Group teams. On top of the collapse two holes 
lead into the cliff with signs of badger residence. On the 
other side of the cliff another stream sinks, and to the 
south are two narrow pots which can seen to descend 
for about 6 or 7m. 

C11 HARRY JACQUES (Memorial) CAVERN 
H1423 3324 
BPC4.9. 
Named after a Dublin University caver and climber 
killed climbing in Corsica in 1965. In a small shakehole a 
hole drops through peat into a peaty chamber. A 4m 
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squeeze down through boulders (handline useful) into a 
small chamber. A letter box goes by an awkward 
squeeze to the top of a cherty 5m rift pitcl1 - sometimes 
wet. A short rift opens into the "huge" dry stream 
passage, whicl1leads upstream to a blind 4m pitch after 
10m. Downstream a crawl goes off on the left and then 
20m from the pitch a second pitch of 9m is reacl1ed. This 
can be by-passed by an oxbow with a 3m pitch. The 
Main Passage then slopes up for 25m with two possible 
continuations. At the bottom of the 9m pitch a parallel 
stream way rapidly narrows. 

C12 PELVIS POT H141 335 
BPC4.9. YRC9.30. 
One of a series of rifts in a clump of trees and bushes. It 
descends in a series of steps for some 33m, continuously 
rigged. The rift runs north, 1.2m wide, and a double 
bend at the bottom is choked. Lies towards Cascades 
Passage in Prod's Pot. A 20m handline belayed half
way down is adequate for the experienced potholer. 

C13 WESTMINSTER DIG H140 335 
WSG5.5. 
In a big depression a fissure is filled with boulders. A 
rattle gives hope. 

C14 GORTMACONNELL POT H362 3347 
CPG NL 5. Descent 33. YRC 9.30. 
Rigging and Tackle Required 
23m rope, 1 hanger /karabiner, 3 slings 
This is developed from a 15m long, 18m deep fissure, 1m 
wide. It takes two streams both sinking together. In the 
cliff are shafts from the top. 

Gortmaconnell Pots Projected Section on 175° 
Co. Fermanagh. GR H3620E 3347N 
Surveyed to CRG Grade Sb 
Cave Projects Group, 1975 
Redrawn John Kell (Re ad Grou , 1994) 
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C14a LITTLE GORTMACONNELL POT 
CPG NL 5. Descent 33. 
The smaller southwestern shaft (Sm) leads via an 
awkward wet window to two 16m pitches and tight 
bedding planes at -SOm. Presumed to feed Formation 
Passage 2 in Prod's Pot. 

C15 GORTMACONNELL SINK H1340 3325 
A large depression close to the McNultys farm, is taking 
a lot of water and is used as a rubbish dump. Not yet 
closely investigated, but good sounds coming from 
under the rubbish. 

C16 CARSON'S POT Hll253415 
Descent 21 
In the valley down from the road, a hole at the eastern 
end of the shakehole drops into the side of the pot. An 
18m handline descent in the side of the pot emerges at 
the floor. In the far corner a hole has been excavated 
down for 5 or 6m, with promising potential. It should 
connect with Prod's Pot- Cascades. 

C17 LEEFA RATTLING HOLE H1325 3467 
YRC3.9. 
Pot in a shakehole. 

LEEFA SHAKEHOLES 
Following the discovery of Prod's Pot, a search of the 
obvious shakeholes along a line to the Cascades, found 
that several had been filled in by the local farmer. 

SHAKEHOLE H365 3342 
This is another large shakehole taking two streams. One 
sinks near the top where a wet dig is two metres deep. A 
lower entrance gives a 2m drop through boulders to a 
6m crawl with no bedrock 

TEN SHAKEHOLES H141337 
Ten shakehoies in line along the edge of the moor. In the 
most easterly (Carl's Hole) is an 8m tight pitch to a 
pebble floor. In the next (Gareth's Hole) is an 8m 
squeeze down through boulders. 
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SWALLOW HOLE (DOUBLE) H14073330 
Two large sinks side by side but little prospects. The 
water from here may feed into Formations Passage in 
Prod's Pot. 

SHAKEHOLES H141 332-H143332 
A line of shakeholes stretches east from Harry Jacques. 

WARM AIR SHAKEHOLE H14333324 
This shakehole emitted warm air in cold weather. 

SINK H1433 3331 
A big dig here resulted in a massive collapse. Very loose 
and wet. Chamber Sm down with choked rift for a 
further 3m. Water sinking in chamber under about 5 
tons of surface dig fall-in. 

SWALLOW HOLES H14213339, H14413338, H1443 
3338, H1452 3339, H14583339 
These five sinks are marked on the 6" map, but no 
entrances have been found. 

SHAKEHOLES H 148 335 
A line of shakeholes, no entrances found. 

SHAKEHOLE H149338 
Small shakehole. 

DIVERTED SINK H1501 3360 
This sink is active only because of the water diverted 
from Chicken Pot. 

OWENBREAN RIVER SINKS 
Descent 124. 
A number of small caves and sinks exist in, and adjacent 
to, the Owenbrean River upstream of Pollasumera. 
Water sinking here has been traced to Prod's Pot. 



lF. TULLYHONA RISING CAVE 

Introduction 
Tullyhona is a superb sporting cave, entirely developed 
within one large limestone mudmound complex in the 
Dartry Limestone. A tight entrance squeeze and low, 
wet entrance series and ducks lead eventually to larger 
passages with well developed decorations. 

History of Exploration 
This large rising was known for some time and several 
attempts were made to enter it. Finally in 1968 the 
squeeze was passed on two occasions quite 
independently. First Wilson of Craven Pothole Club 
explored the cave for about 200m and just failed to 
discover the waterfall and sump. Later that summer an 
Irish Speleological Association party also got in and 
explored the cave to the sump. At Easter 1972, Martin 
Farr of South Wales Caving Club dived the sump to find 
the rest of the system. The sump bypass (Fenian Terror 
Bypass) was discovered the same year by Devoy 
(terrorised) and Jones and Ball (not terrorised) of the 
Reyfad Group. 

T1 TULLYHONA RISING CAVE H15l3 3373 
FArr, 1980, 1984, 1991. C&C 74. CDG 24. CPC 4.3. 
Descent 21, 28, 29, 30, 69, 131. Irish Speleology 1.3, 3.1, 
4.2. ISANL 1970. Reyfadeer 1. 

Warning. The cave to the start of Fenian Terror Bypass 
is low and wet in many places, involving crawling in 
the stream and a wetsuit is therefore essential. Low 
parts of the entrance series and the ducks sump 
RAPIDLY in wet weather conditions. 

Access 
Park on the left at the first bend on the Marlbank Scenic 
Loop road, but do not block access to the lane leading off 
here. Follow the forestry lane to the point where the 
Tullyhona stream passes underneath the lane. Follow 
the stream through the forestry until the rising is 
reached. 

Conservation 
Beyond Fenian Terror Bypass there are many fine 
speleothems and extreme care should be taken at all 
times. Crystal Crunch is a well developed phreatic tube 
with many gour and crystal pools on the floor and these 
should be avoided at all costs. It is easily possible to 
traverse along this passage with one foot on either side 
to avoid any damage. 

Tullyhona 1 
7m upstream from the rising a tight squeeze of 2m by

passes the stream and leads into Foam Hall, with a 
further 8m of stream passage to the Boulder Room. The 
stream passage then runs south to a boulder choke. On 
top of the choke is a large chamber and at the far end the 
stream emerges from a long duck of 20m. Airspace 
increases after the first 14m from 5-1 Ocm to 20-35cm 
depending on water level, and the first section can easily 
sump. The passage then assumes a meandering 
character with a calcite choke on the right shortly after 
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the canal. Deeper water follows until the Sm waterfall is 
reached with the stm1p perched at the top. The Waterfall 
~ump is -3.5m ~eep and about 9m long, at its deepest it 
1s only O.Sm wtde but soon widens out again. It is not 
free-diveable. 

Fenian Terror Bypass 
Shortly before the sump on the left it is possible to climb 
up into Fenian Terror Bypass, a tight rift developed in 
partially dolomitized limestones, the less soluble 
dolomites forming a myriad of sharp projections on the 
passage walls which give this passage a nasty reputation 
and the alternative name "Wetsuit Shredder". It was 
first followed by Devoy for 30m and J ones and Ball 
pushed it another 30m in 1974 to open up a by-pass to 
the sump and access to the magnificent Farr Country. 

At the end of the rift an awkward 3m climb down (a 
long sling is handy for getting back up again) leads 
downslope to a climb back up into Crystal Crunch, a 
high level abandoned phreatic tube which meets the 
stream 45m upstream of the Waterfall Sump. This 
passage is well decorated, floored with many gour pools 
and crystal pools where extreme caution must be taken. 
It is possible to traverse, walking on rock ledges either 
side of the passage, thus avoiding damaging the 
formations on the passage floor. 

Farr Country 
From the end of Crystal Crunch a climb down into the 
main stream passage, which continues some Sm square 
with several large chambers to a canal and duck (8cm air 
space) which is 25m long. A further 60m brings one to 
the Main Junction. To the right from The Junction, the 
Oxbow Inlet consists of rifts, oxbows and canals and 
leads to Sump 2. Just before this on the left there are two 
tributaries. Immediately before the sump a short climb 
gives access to Hywel's Horror collapse area, thought to 
lie under Whiskey Holes. 

Left from The Junction, the major tributary passage of 
Up The Junction gives some 400m of fine narrow stream 
passage with several inlets to end in a collapse area. This 
is thought to lie under Dick's Sinks. 

Tl CHICKEN POT H1495 3341 
Descent 21, 22. Reyfadeer 1. 
Shiels and Thomas dug out the entrance to this tight pot 

descended for 13m to a 13cm wide rift. 

T3 WHISKEY HOLES (Westminster Cave) 
H1503 3335 
Descent 21. WSG 5.5. YRC 7.24. 
This was a favourite site in the old days for brewing 
poteen. Also used many years ago as a hide-out for an 
Army deserter. At the end of a blind valley a stream 
sinks in boulders in various places. Some can be 
followed for a couple of metres. At the end a steep 
boulder slope leads to the cave. This is about 20m deep 
and consists of three chambers. The first is fairly large 
and leads to the second by a high crawl. This contains a 
high calcited aven and an opening into a boulder choke. 
From the first chamber a low crawl leads to the third 
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TULLYHONA 
RISING CAVE 
Co. Fermanagh, N. Ireland 
GR H 1533 3373 
Surveyed to BCRA Grade 3 
by The Reyfad Group 
G. Ll. Jones, H. Ball, M. Neill, 
D. Atkinson and G. Burns 

Tullyhona 1 surveyed by P. & 5. O'Reilly 
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chamber. l11is has several extensions in boulders; one 
dropping 3m in the floor. However the collapses do not 
seem very promising. Behind the cave are several holes 
and rifts, probably associated with some of the collapses 
and avens in the cave. Dye from the sink took 7 hours to 
get to the Tullyhona sump. 
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T4 SINKHOLE H14573338 
Most westerly sink dye traced to Tullyhona Rising. 

T5 DICK'S SINKS H15453332, H1554 3332 
These sinks feed the Eastern tributaries in the Farr 
Country section of Tullyhona, but not much chance of 
an entrance. 

SWALLET 
Descent78 
Near Dick's Sinks 

TULLYHONA ROCK POTS H152 333 
Several sites here. 

DIG H 1555 3340 
Descent78 
Near Dicks Sinks, a small hole on the east side of the 
overflow channel has been pushed for 18m. 

HILARY'S HAEMORHOID POT H 1600 3300 
Descent 70, 71. 
A 30m deep shaft system to small fissures. Much 
progress made by enhanced roast-cool teclmique using a 
blowtorch and buckets of water. 

DRAINPIPE RISING H143342 
Fennanagh' s most artificial cave consists of a 15m crawl 
up a drainpipe near a tree in a field, which comes back 
under the road to an impenetrable gravel rising. 
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lCi. EAST CUILCAGH 

Introduction 
This area stretches from the Legacurragh pots, through 
the Swanlinbar pots to Pollnagollum Aghaboy. On the 
high moor the thick bog lies on very poor limestone, 
thinly bedded with soft chert bands - notorious to 
anyone who has done these pots. Collapse is a frequent 
feature, and very few stream passages have been 
reached to date. Access to this area is very convenient by 
good tracks from Gortalughany Scenic Viewpoint Car 
Park. 

History of Exploration 
Many groups have been involved in exploring various 
caves on east Cuilcagh. The YRC and CPC were active 
here, examining a number of sites. The ICC were 
involved in early explorations in Pigeon Pots, 
Pollnatagha and others and the Reyfad Group have 
pushed a number of extensions in Pollnatagha
Pollprughlish, Black Pot, Pigeon Pot and 
Pollthanaclanawley. Tim Fogg has been especially 
active in discovering much of the known horizontal 
passage in this area, most of it tortuous, cherty crawls 
and rifts. CUCC dicovered the Pollnatagha -
Pollprughlish conection while surveying these sites. 
The LRG were the first to systematically dye trace the 
many sinks in this area. 

THE CiORTALUGHANY POTS 
From the car park a track bears away to the left and 
conveniently arrives at this row of pots. 

POLLINISKA- POLLNATAGHA- POLLPRUGHLISH 
On the border above Swanlinbar are three potholes, 
which have been known and explored for years. Only 
when Cambridge University Caving Club surveyed 
Polh1atagha in 1971, was it realised that they were 
cmmected. The passages in the West Wing are described 
under the heading of Pollprughlish and the connection 
passages under Polliniska- Pollnatagha. 

Warning: Black Arrow Inlet and Old Man's Rift sump 
completely in flood. Abundant loose rock and brittle 
cherts on all pitches. 

El POLLPRUGHLISH H16482884 
Descent 31, 33, 55, 75. Irish Caver 2. WSG 4.4. YRC 7.25. 

Rigging and Tackle Required. 
The two pitches have been equipped with eco-hangers. 
A 6m rope is needed for the 3m climb and 56m of rope 
will rig both pitch one and two continuously. 7 
karabiners and three slings will also be needed. 

A dry river bed continues on the surface down stream 
from Polliniska following the line of the fence. Some two 
hundred metres along this from Polliniska a minor 
stream sinks next to large slabs of limestone. This is the 
normal entrance to Pollprughlish. The main shaft, 
however, lies in the forest 30m to the west. A short climb 
down in the normal entrance leads to a crawl and an 
awkward 3m undercut handline climb. At the bottom of 
this the passage turns at ninety degrees and another 
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short climb leads to a balcony overlooking the daylit 
main shaft. At the southwestern end of the rift the shaft 
is spanned by a natural bridge. 

The first pitch of 24m is rigged at the first window of the 
balcony starting with a natural thread in the roof. There 
are three eco-anchors at the pitch head, one in the 
window and two above the pitch out of the window. A 
thread has been drilled for the re-director on the first 
pitch. 

Pollprughlish 
Rigging Topo 

-12 

P2 

14 

8 Bolt Anchor 

0 Natural Thread 

6 Spike or Flake 

114 Pitch Length 

24 

Deviation 

Total 
Rope Length 
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POLLNATAGHA- POLLPRUGHLISK 
A- Surveyed by CUCC to BCRA Grade 4a. Main chamber J. Lees & P. Leigh 

Other passages J. Lees, A Nichols & P. Shuttleworth Drawn by A. Nichols. 

B - Surveyed to BCRA Grade 3 and 1. Tim Fogg, Pam Fogg, Joe Walls, Connor Burns 
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A window in the northwest wall leads to a boulder 
bridge over a parallel rift and the second 14m pitch 
which drops into the peaty blackness of Frog Chamber. 

Frog Chamber is approximately 30m long with the joint 
controlled rift passage continuing to the southwest into 
the West Wing and to the northeast into the Old Man's 
Rift. Crawls to the south lead to the bottom of Prince's 
Aven, the top of which can be reached through crawls 
off the daylight shaft. 

Climbing up into the West Wing a hole in the floor is 
encountered. T11is is the Well, a 24m extremely muddy 
shaft to a tight streamway which can be followed for a 
short distance up and down stream. This is most 
probably part of the stream way below the Unapproved 
Road and the continuation of Paris Passage from 
Pollnatagha. 

Continuing along, and up the rift past a pair of right 
angle bends the passage gets tighter and flat out 
crawling leads around an awkward boulder to a very 
tight upward squeeze (the Duck's Arse). A 60m tight rift 
leads to a comfortable chamber and a hole in the floor 
leads down to the tight streamway. From the chamber, 
the Unapproved Road continues by crawling for a 
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further 150m with three very tight routes on the right 
wall to the active stream. At the end of the passage a 
right angle joint was enlarged up a short climb giving 
access to a large boulder floored chamber, the Border 
Diner. 

El POLLINISKA- El POLLNATAGHA 
H1645 2898 - H1645 2899 
CPC 1.4. CUCC 2.1. Descent 31,33. YRC 7.25, 9.30. 

Rigging and Taclde Required. 
60m rope,3 hangers/3karabiners,2 slings. 

The stream forming the border between Co.'s 
Fermanagh and Cavan sinks at Polliniska, an open pot 
6m x 3m and 10m deep. At the bottom of the pot the 
stream exits Polliniska and enters 10m down the 
adjacent shaft, Pollnatagha. T11ere is an oxbow at the 
opposite side of Polliniska. Pollnatagha is a small 
diameter pot on the opposite side of the track and is 
surrounded by an embankment and fence. From the 
surface there is a 52m pitch into a large bell-shaped 
chamber, with the water falling from Polliniska. T11e 
pitch and waterfall descend into the northern half of the 
chamber where there are several holes between wall 
and boulders. Two of these connect and the others block 
off in loose ruckles. 

In the southern half a second waterfall drops 15m to the 
floor, and runs down over peaty blocks. Half way down 
this slope on the right a crawl, Paris Passage, runs south 
for 85m. Then past two mud chokes, a rift continues to a 
rock and shingle choke. Back at the peaty blocks, the 
slope continues down for 18m and the stream runs 
through a short crawl to a strong master joint. To the left 
a dig under a chert bridge took Cambridge into a low 
crawl, with a high-level crawl on the right to a foul pool. 
The passage continues past this. 

Back at the stream, it sinks to the right in the Chert Canal 
at the start of the Black Arrow Inlet. This is 80m of 
awkward cherty crawling. lt ends in shingle sloping up 
into the Sliding Scale. A second shingle slope leads into 
a small chamber by a squeeze and a narrow rift 
continues for 8m with a short crawl to the large, high, 
Old Man's Rift at right angles. After a large blockage, 
one chimneys down on fragile chert stemples. A few 
metres along on the left, a climb over and under a 
boulder fall goes to the Premature Burial, where there is 
a 'promising' dig under an unstable boulder pile! 

At the end of the Old Man's Rift, a short crawl leads to a 
6m climb up fragile chert to a clay slope leading into the 
large Frog Chamber. At the near end of this 30m long 
chamber, Pollprughlish 2nd Pitch enters from the 15m 
highaven. 

E4 PETER BRYANT'S BULLOCK HOLE H1635 2918 
Descent 87. Reyfadeer 1. YRC 7.25. 

Rigging and Tackle Required 
50m rope, 2 hangers/karabiners, 4 slings. 

A small stream with a little bit of residual cave falls 8m 
into a wide pot. At the southern end a 40m pitch, broken 
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by a ledge drops into a huge chamber 30m by 40m. The 
floor consists of massive blocks. Using trees, a single 
bolt and a rock spike, it is possible to rig a main Y-belay 
in the roof along the entrance rift. The rope can be re
directed at the ledge. This pitch is very loose. 

E5 LONG POT H164292 
A long shakehole taking water at its southern end. Both 
ends can be descended for about 5m through grot. 

E6 TEA POT H163329l7 
Southwest of Black Pot a deep hollow takes water. It has 
been dug through a heavy shower to a tight 5m deep 
rift. 

E7 BLACK POT H16l6 2940 
COG NL 42, 44, 46. CPC 1.5, 1.6. Descent 35, 38. Irish 
Speleology 4.2. Reyfadeer 1. 

Rigging and Tackle Required 
40mrope. 

The Main Pitch is intimidating because of it's location, 
the stream which is initially unavoidable and the very 
loose chert ledges. This pitch requires imaginative 
rigging. Artificial anchors, placed in the mid 1980's, 
should not be trusted. 

A waterfall flows down the north wall of this fine 
shakehole. The stream runs back through a low crawl to 
an 8m deep rift and a pool. Straight ahead is a crawl to a 
tight awkward rift, the Oncedri. This drops 9m to Suirip 
passage and a sound connection with the stream. 

ln 1971 the Reyfad Group pushed back through the 
waterfall along a crawl to the top of Calcutta Hole. ln 
low water this can be climbed down on fragile chert 
ledges. At the bottom a squeeze back through the 
waterfall drops into Isarip passage. The stream flows 
along this metre high passage until it sinks in a pool in 
the floor. The passage soon ends in a sump pool (or 
draughting duck in dry weather). Initially, lccrip 
Passage was being dug from the top of Calcutta Hole in 
the hope that it would by-pass the sump. 

This is 2m long but tight and awkward and was pushed 
in 1976 by O'Reilly and Phillips of the ICNC and leads to 
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Pollnaclanawley 

a low chert floored passage carrying a diminutive 
stream. A flat out crawl continues to a small chamber 
where hammering the chert floor produced another low 
crawl giving a 1.2m drop into larger passage which ends 
at a 33m pitch. At the bottom about 300m of high and 
sometimes wide rift passage can be followed to the head 
of yet another pitch. This all appears to back-up in flood. 

E8 DIG SWALLET H16442946 
This active swallet seems to be in the only clean rock in 
the area. Some peat has been cleared out in the past and 
it may be worth serious attention. 

E9 SMALL POT H164l2950 
This oval shakehole can be climbed down at the 
northern end. A stream flows out of the west wall and 
sinks somewhere. At the south end Craven Pothole 
Club opened up a crawl into a small chamber under a 
shakehole. At the far end is a crawl with a pool which 
may be diggable. 

E10 POLLTHANACLANAWLEY H16472956 
CPC 1.5, 1.6. Descent 31. 

Rigging and Tackle Required 
1st Pitch 20m, 2nd Pitch lOm, 3rd Pitch 20m, Handline 
15m. 
No artificial anchors have been placed and the rock is 
very loose. 

In a small shakehole a short crawl leads to the 20m pitch 
in a rift with friable chert, a spray of water and a ledge 
half way down. From the bottom of this pitch a high rift 
descends in a series of steps with the stream and lots 
more chert. After a I4m climb the rift descends to the 
lOm second pitch into a big chamber. This continues to 
descend as a boulder slope to the dangerous 20m third 
pitch which is broken by two ledges. At the bottom 
there is a big cross rift which rapidly closes in at a depth 
of 63m. From the 14m climb a crawl back through the 
water leads to a short handline climb which opens into 
the larger white Stalagmite Passage. This trends toward 
Peter Bryant' s Hole. 

E11 a&b HOLES H16622976, H1660 2972 
Two holes about 5m deep on the right of the track 



Pigeon Pot l 
Rigging Topo 

18 21 

18 

Ell PETER BRYANT'S HOLE H1653 2965 
CPC 1.5, 1.6. Descent 21. YRC 7.25. 

Rigging and Tackle Required 
Stake, 30m rope. No artificial anchors placed. 

An unprotected hole at the side of the track, 11_11 by 2m. 
A Sm entrance pitch drops to a steep stalagm1te slope. 
At the sharp right bend a crawl goes straight on into a 
lovely formation passage with a milk white ceiling and 
straws. At the end 10-lSm away is a Rainbow Aven and 
a small chamber. From the sharp bend, the rubbish 
slopes down under an arch to a chamber, on the left is a 
Bloody Column and red mud gour~, th~re n~ay ~e a 
passage behind the column. On the nght 1s a dim~ mto 
a lOm inlet passage with two avens. The slol?e contmues 
down under another arch into the bottom nft chamber. 
ln the floor at the near end there is a hole with a warm 
air draught. At the far end the Reyfad Group began a 
mobile dig, which rapidly dropped 4m, very unstab.le. 
Right at the end is a Sm climb up to a muddy crawl w1th 
straws, which so far has gone for 6m and should connect 
with Pollnaclanawley. 

HOLES 
Between Peter Bryant's Hole and Pollnaclanawley are 
several holes in the dry stream bed. 

E 13 B.M.C. POT H 1630 3004 
Sheils and Thomas report a 6m pitch to a descending 
cherty passage followed for lOm. Hammering of the 
bedding plane doesn't seem worthwhile. 
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E 15 SYRINGOPORA POT H 164 302 
A rather unstable pot descending for ISm; rope belayed 
from surface, still going down a series of slides and a 
small pitch. Location not confirmed. 

E 16 & 17 PIGEON POTS 
CPC 1.6. Irish Caver 2, 3. YRC 7.24. 
A large elongated rift formed on a major joint/fault 
trending northeast. There are three areas where descents 
into caves can be made, these are historically referred to 
as (from southwest to northeast) Pigeon 2, Pigeon 3 and 
Pigeon 1. Don't ask why. 

E16a PIGEON POT NO. l H156 305 
C&C 35, Descent 81. 

Rigging and Tackle Required 
Entrance daylight pitch. 28m rope, 2 hangers/ 
karabiners,2 slings. 
Pitch 2. 25 m rope,3 hangers/karabiners, 3 slings. 
Pitch 3. 25m rope. 

This is the open shaft at the southwest end of the rift 
series with a stream entering via a shallow canyon at its 
southern limit. The normal entrance pitch descends the 
wall of the rift a few metres right (looking into the shaft) 
of the stream canyon. lt is possible to belay on rock 
spikes in the canyon and from trees to get down to 
artificial anchors placed just over the lip. A 12m free 
hanging pitch lands in the stream which flows northeast 
along a short passage and down a 3m drop into ~he 
bottom of a second daylight shaft.lnstead of descendmg 
the 3m drop, a traverse leads to a window from which a 
passage with steps down leads to the head of a second 
pitcl1 into a rift chamber. The stream enters from the roof 
and sinks in the floor, but in the Southern corner a crawl 
runs for 40m before blocking. 

Halfway down the second pitch a traverse along a short 
ledge was made by the Irish Caving Club in 1967 to a 
small passage. This lead to a third pitch of 21m into a 
fissure chamber directly beneath the surface shaft. The 
passage blocks. 

During a high flood in 1987 the rift continuing from the 
far side of the pitch three head was reached by 
swimming across pitch three! 60m of rift passage ends in 
two chambers. Subsequently, a traverse was rigged 
around pitch three. Pitch four, in the floor of the rift, was 
descended for 18m to a peat and boulder blockage. 

E16b PIGEON POT NO. 3 H156 305 
A steep grass slope for 6m leads to a 24n: pitch. To ~he 
South is a tight crack; to the North a fme ascendmg 
chamber. 

E17 PIGEON POT NO. 1 H1568 3050 
8m pitch to the top of a scree ridge. It runs down under 
the overhang to a depth of 25m. 
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Quarry Crowbar Cave 
BCRA _grade 1 

C. AtKinson 

quarry 

Entrance::: r-----' '>---~ /,.....__,., 

E18 BADGER HOLE H1554l067 
Irish Caver 3. 

closes 
down 

In a shakehole is a large chamber with good stalagmite 
bosses; possibly a blocked extension of Pigeon Pots. 

E19 LEGACURRAGH POT H1565l087 
CPC 1.6. 
Lies in a shallow depression 120m from the southwest 
corner of Legacurragh Gap on a bearing of 308° true. A 
3m rope descent to a grass and boulder slope leads to a 
9m pitch onto an unstable boulder slope. This descends 
to a dry sandy floor in a high wide passage which runs 
for 25m to a narrow impenetrable fissure. Just before 
this a difficult climb into the roof gives several metres of 
tight passage. 

ElO AGHATIROURKE POT H156ll090 
Descent 17. Irish Caver 3. 
A typical rift pot, 28m pitch to a rift 4m wide by 36m 
long. At one end a calcited aven, at the other a small 
chamber. It takes a little water. This is possibly the hole 
noted by Roberts in 1952. 

Ell SHEEP POT H156ll098 
Descent 17. Irish Caver 3. 
One climbs down a large oval depression over an 
unstable rock bridge to where a stream flows into a 
small loose passage. Not pushed. 

Ell GOAT POT, CAVE AND SINK H1578l1ll 
Descent 17, 81, 127. Irish Caver 3. Irish Speleology 15 
A stream sinks into a small cave. In 1995 this was dug 
by Anne Gallagher and Eoghan Lynch to reveal a tight 
squeeze leading to a 5m climb, at the bottom of which is 
another tight squeeze leading to yet another 5m pitch 
with another squeeze at the bottom. This squeeze is, at 
present, too tight to continue. 15m to the east is Goat 
Pot, a large pot with a 15m overhanging pitch and dig 
possibilities at the bottom. 

Ell POLI.NAGAPPLE (Greenan Arch) H170 191 
A blind arch in the cliffs at the edge of the moor above 
Swanlinbar. 

E24 GREENAN ROCK CAVE H168l86 
Apparently no prospects. 

E25 QUARRY CROWBAR CAVE H1770 2797 
Reyfadeer 1. 
The second hole on the right in the quarry was opened 
up in 1971 into a phreatic rift passage with boulder 
slopes on the left. 
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E26 SUMERA RISING H178ll813 
A large stream wells up through boulders and is joined 
after 15m by another stream. No prospects, but it is the 
presumed rising for Polliniska. 

El7 - E29 SMALL RISINGS 

ElO GORTALUGHANY RISING H1710 1996 
Irish Speleology 4.2. 
This is a rising close to the road going up to the pots. 
18m of stooping cherty passage leads to a sump in thinly 
bedded limestone. Dived by D. Morris for 4.5m at a 
depth of -1.5m to a dry chamber via a constricted 
squeeze with no apparent way on. 

Ell POLI.NAGOLLUM AGHABOY H1686l6l5 
Speleotawe 1. YRC 7.25. 
A stream sinks in a 12m deep pot, and on the North side 
are several openings. One is a 70m long rift, decreasing 
in height fron1 7m to 2m until it is blocked by calcite, 
mud and peat. A higher passage also leads into this rift. 
A squeeze leads into a short section of stream passage 
which might be pushed. 

Ell AGHABOY RISING H 1696 2622 
Speleotawe 1. 
150m away and 60m lower than Pollnagollum, a stream 
resurgence from beneath a small outcrop on the 150m 
contour. 

Ell POLLNADAD H16l8 
This dry cave at the head of the dry valley leading up to 
Pollprughlish, was dug into in the 1960's by an Irish 
Caving Club party. It goes for 15m and could be pushed 
by digging. Often inhabited by foxes. 

El4 SWALLOW HOLE 
Marked on 1:10,000 map 

El5 POLLMYALLA 
Sink and short through trip. 

LEGACURRAGH GAP H157l07- H159 309 
CUCC2.1. 
This is a steep dry valley running northeast. A glacial 
waterfall feature formed by a surface stream flowing 
during permafrost conditions. Fermanagh's answer to 
Malham Cove. Smaller, but no tea rooms or coaches. 

BROCKYCAVE 
The Ramblers quote a cave with no prospects on 
Benaughlin. 

RISINGS H17l7 2897, H17lll868 
There appear to be risings here, though there are no 
reports. 

POLLADRANTA H160ll785 
YRC 7.25. 
Probably only a small lake 

POLL-NA-MONA (Turf Cave) H157299 
This cave exists completely in the turf and runs for about 
150m. Occasional peat cuttings open into it, giving 
several through trips. 



3. OUTLIERS AND 
MISCELLANEOUS AREAS 

This section covers the myriad of minor cave and karst 
sites scattered through Fermanagh and Cavan, but lying 
outside the main Knockmore - Tullybrack - Belmore -
Cuilcagh upland karsts. 

LOUGH NAVAR AREA 

This is reported to be an area of poor rock, with the dip 
away from the scarp edge. It has received sporadic 
attention with unenthusiastic reports. 

BOLUSTY SITES H045 472 
CUCC2.1. 
At this point there are some collapses - one with a 6m 
rift to a choke. There is also a small stream sink. 

CAVE H0797 5433 
Marked on 1:10,000 map. Nothing found, except that a 
short distance away a stream runs just below the surface 
for a little way. 

CARRICKREAGH CAVE H17 52 
Rodgers 1971. 
Found during the construction of a house behind 
Carrickreagh Castle, but believed to be closed up now. 
This was a 30m long fissure, lm high and 4m wide. 

ROSSINUREMORE 

An inlier of limestone, there are three possible sites here. 

CAVE 
Short wet through trip. 

Co. Donegal 

Carrickreagh 

cTullybrack Lough~ 

Slieve Rushen [] 

3. Outliers and Miscellaneous Sites 

POTS 
A 9m pot and a pot in a shakehole 

TULLYBRACK LOUGHS 

On top of Tullybrack Mountain there are a number of 
areas of interest associated with small lakes. 

LOUGH FORMAL AREA H048 475 
CUCC 2.1. ULSA 8. 
In a small isolated limestone inlier: little obvious cave 
development. Leeds report a small through trip and a 
couple of diggable shakeholes. 

LOUGH NACLOYDUFF - LOUGH MULDERG -
LOUGH ALABAN H06 46 - HlO 45- H07 44 
RlA lOb. ULSA 8. 
Searched by many parties but no limestone sinks found. 
Leeds. report a few peat sinks. At Lough Nacloyduff 
there IS an archaeological site at the north side, where 
there are rock inscribings in a small artificial sandstone 
cave, which cmmects by a window with a smaller cave. 

LOUGH ACROTTAN H06 47 
ULSA8. 
Grits tone fissures up to lOm deep amongst peat hags. 

UPPER LOUGH MACNEAN AREA 

POLLAGADDY H406 051 
Near Upper Lough Macnean below 90m contour; no 
report. 

POLLAPHUNTA H444 048 
Marked on the Black River on the West side of 
Tullybrack Mountain. No reports or obvious interest to 
speleology. 

Co. Tyrone N 

t 
Slieve Beagh 

Co. Armagh 

Co.Cavan 
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Kiltierney Deerpark System Abbey 
Ederney, Co. Fermanagh in ruins 

G. Jones, Reyfad Group, 1971 
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Descent 18. McKenna 1920. Irish Speleology 2.5. 
Reyfadeer 1. 

This karst drainage system is developed in heavily 
faulted Ballyshannon Limestone at approximately lOOm 
amsl. The stream from Parkhill Lough normally sinks in 
a debris filled pool but in high water conditions the pool 
overflows and water flows southwest down what is 
normally a dry valley. There is a spring (Holy Well) 
some 30m down stream from the main sink on the north 

A 

B 
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FIDDLER'S CAVE 
Kiltierney, Co. Fermanagh 
BCRA Grade 3 
Alan Gilliland 1997 
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bank of the dry valley which resinks, presumably to join 
the main flow. The water resurges in an L shaped karst 
window approximately 300m southwest of the sink 
from two or three risings (depending on water levels). 
The stream flows across the bottom of the depression for 
lOm and sinks again into Fiddler's Cave. 

FIDDLER'S CAVE Hlll 625 
Descent 18, 39. 
The stream can be reached through a small hole between 
boulders, and can be waded downstream under a bridge 
for some lOm, until it slides into a bedding plane with a 
couple of inches of air space. To the right a side passage 
can be entered either under or over a bridge. It ends 
after some metres in a pool. There is no speleothem 
development and the floor of the chamber consists of 
mud and gravel. The final resurgence for the stream 
from an impenetrable pool is 500 metres to the south. 

THE DAUGHTER'S CAVE 
(The Daughtons) 

This site has not been located though it was well 
documented in the Post Chaise Companion by Weeks 
(1776) and Wilson (1786). Apparently a river flows out 
of an 8m high entrance and it appears to be associated 
with the Ballinamallard River at Ballycassidy. 
However, it probably refers to the Marble Arch. 

GARRISON AREA 

TULL YBELCOO GROUND BRIDGE. H970 509 
The Ground Bridge on the Roogagh River at Tullybelcoo 
is a short active river cave. The passage is 
approximately 45m long and the Roogagh River flows 
through an outcrop of the Dartry Limestone. The sink is 
very close to the contact between the Dartry Limestone 
and the Quarry Sandstone Member. The Dartry 
Limestone dips southeast at 15° and is thinly bedded 
(approximately 30-40cm) with the roof of the cave 
developed on the bedding. Entering the cave at the sink 
a sump is reached within lOm while the resurgence cave 
can be followed for a short distance over sandstone 
boulders until it gets too tight. 

COUNTY RIVER NATURAL BRIDGE H967 464 
This natural bridge is situated on the County River on 
the border between County Fermanagh and County 
Leitrim leaving only half the cave in Fermanagh and 
Cavan. It is adjacent to a scheduled archaeological site 
and the bridge must have been significant in the siting of 
the adjacent monastery. The bridge is developed in a 
small outcrop of the Knockmore Limestone, has a span 
of approximately 8m and is 4m in breadth. There are 
foot caves in both north and south banks and a short 
joint controlled rift at right angles to the river bank cuts 
the cliff lined bank next to the bridge. 

KNOCKNINNY 
RGSI 14. 
In 1875 Plunkett dug a small passage in a spur of 
Knockninny. Finds include recent human remains (nine 
people), two flints, a small cist with an urn burial, and 
pottery fragments. 



SLIEVE RUSHEN 

POLLNAGOLLUM SLIEVE RUSHEN H229l 2405 
CPC 2.2. YRC 7.25. 

Rigging and Tackle Required 
1st Pitch 30m, 2nd Pitch 6m, 3rd Pitch 4m, 4th Pitch lOm. 

This is a rift pot in initially rotten limestone. The first 
pitch is broken 21m down by a steep platform. The rift 
then slopes gently for lOm to the second 6m pitch down 
a peat bank. After the loose 4m third pitch the rift turns 
through 085° into sounder rock and a 6m climb down to 
a rocky floor. 

To the north there is a 14m drop into a chamber. 
However, alternatively 14m above the floor, three 
muddy crawls lead to a deep ledge. Only the eastern 
one goes for 8m to the fourth pitch. This is awkward 
and is probably the original rift. It ends in thick mud at 
approx. 65m depth. 

TORY CAVE H22l2l8 
YRC7.25. 
A muddy bedding plane befitting its name. 

POLLDOO H22l22l 
Marked on the 1:10,000 map on the west side of the 
mountain and probably only a gully. 

AUGHRIM Hl7 21 
CPC 2.2. 
A group of swallow holes and caves at the southeast 
corner. Holgate says the largest is a 25m crawl. 

l. Outliers and Miscellaneous Sites 

POLLABROCK H252 ll2 
Not investigated. 

MEENAGH SPRINGS H25l ll5 
Not investigated. 

MOLL V MOUNTAIN 
CPC2.2. 
This is a northern outlier of Slieve Rushen. There are 
several sites marked on the 1:10,000 map, but no reports. 

SWALLOW HOLES H240 286, H240 284, H240 280 
Not investigated. 

POLLNAGAT H2l5 27l 
Not investigated. 

SLIEVE BEAGH 

Slieve Beagh is located on the Fermanagh I Tyrone I 
Monaghan Border. 

SUMERA HOLE H4825 4198 
Site marked on OSNI 1:10,000 sheet 214 Sumera Hole is 
located within Fardrum Forest. It consists of a closed 
depression approximately lOOm in diameter. A number 
of small streams sink at this site, but no negotiable cave 
passage exists at the sink. Could be dug but potential 
appears poor. 
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DERIVATION OF CAVE NAMES 
IN IRELAND 

Cave explorers in Ireland should be aware that Irish 
caves acquire names in several different ways, here 
listed in order of preference:-

1). They are the original names given by the local 
inhabitants, e. g. Pollnacrom, Polltullybrack 

2). If they have no local name they are named after the 
townland in which they are situated, or a nearby feature, 
e. g. Polltullyard, Carrickbeg Rising Cave, Cascades 
Rising Cave. 

3). If there is already a cave named after the townland 
they are given an lrish name by the cave explorer, e. g .. 
Polh1amona. 

4). A wholly English name is given to the site, e. g. Holy 
Hour Pot, Dave's Hole, Whiskey Holes. 

Below are listed the translations or origins of many 
Fermanagh/Cavan cave and townland names. Many 
site names were translated for the first edition by 
Eamonn de hOir and additional translations for this 
editionhave been made by J. Kelly, G. Ll. Jones and V. 
Kelly. Translations of a number of sites in Killinagh 
Parish have been derived from 6 hUltachain (1996). 

Aghaboy (2) - achadh bui - Yellow field 

Aghanaglack (2) - achadh na glaice - Field of the hollow 

Aghnahoo (2)- achadh na Uaimh- Field of the cave 

Aghatirourke (2) - achadh ti Ui Ruairc- The field of 0' 
Ruairc's house 

Aughakeeran (2) - achadh an chaortainn- Field of the 
Rowan 

Aughrim (2) - eacroim - Horse's ridge 

Barran (1)- Barrain- the little heights 

Blacklion (1)- Named after the Black Lion Inn, originally 
situated near Loughan House on the Sligo Road. The 
Irish name for the location of the current village is 
Learga -A sloping expanse of pasture land. An Blaic is 
a play on "The Black", a local term. 

Boho (2)- botha- Huts (often ecclesiastical) 

Bolusty (2)- both loiste- Hut of the losaid (rich field?) 

Braad (2) -braid - A gorge 

Brocky (?3) - brocaigh- Badger 

Burren (1) - An Bhoireann - Rocky limestone area, the 
closest Irish word to Karst. 

Carn (2) -earn- a heap (pile of rock) 

Carrickbeg (2) - carraig beag - Small rock 

Carrickreagh (2) - carraig riabhach- Grey rock 

Coolarkan (2)- ctll arcain- Hill (or corner) of the little pig 
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Cornagee (2) - corr na gaoithe -Round hill of the wind 

Corratirrim (1)- Carraig thirim- The dry rock 

Derrylahan (2)- doire lea than- Broad (oak) wood 

Doagh (2) - dabhach - Well 

Dooneen (2) - d(rinin -Small fort 

Duckfield (Aughinlough) (1) - Achadh an Lachain -
Field of the ducks 

Edemnore (2) - eadan m6r -Big mountain face 

Faugher (2) - fochair- Edge of border 

Garvagh (1)- Garbhagh- Rough, uncultivated land 

Glenkeel (2) - gleann caol- Narrow valley 

Gortalughany (2)- gort na fhliuchanaigh- Field of the 
wet place 

Gortnaleg (2) - gort na lag - Field of the hollows 

Greenan (2) - grianan - A sunny place with a view 

Holy Hour Pot (4) -Discovered during Holy Hour pub 
closing time. 

Killykeeghan (2)- coill Ui Chaochain- 0' Caochain's (0' 
Keegan' s) wood 

Kiltierny (2) - cill Tighearnaigh - Tighearnaigh's 
(Tierney's) church 

Knockmore (2) - cnoc m6r - Big hill 

Knockninny (2) - cnoc Ninne- Hill of (St.) Ninne 

Lanliss (1) - Lann leasa - Dwelling of the fort, or Lmm 
Leas - Land of the slanting rays of light 

Legacapple (1) -lagan chapaill- Hollow of the horse 

Legacurragh (1) -lagan churraigh- Hollow of the Marsh 

Legalough (1) -lagan Locha- Hollow of the lake 

Leganiska (1) -lagan uisce -Hollow of the water 

Legeelan (1) - lag an chaolain - Hollow of the 
disappearing stream 

Legg (1) -lag (or log)- Hollow 

Legland (2) -leithgleann -Side of the valley 

Legglass (1) -lag glas - Green hollow 

Legnabrocky (1) -lag na brocaigh - Hollow of the badger 

Legnahorna (1) -lag na heorna- Hollow of the Barley 

Legnashinne (1) - lug na Sionna - Place of the goddess 
Sionna 

Legnaveagh (1) lag na bhfia -Hollow of the deer 



Loopagh (2) - lubach -Winding or twisted 

Lough Formal (1) -loch fhom1aoile - Lake of the bald hill 

Lough Macnean (1)- Loch mhic an ein- Lake of the son 
of the bird 

Lough Navar (1) -loch na bhfear- Lake of the men 

Lough Nacloyduff (1) -loch na cloiche duibhe- Lake of 
the black stone 

Lug Beg (1) - log beag -Small hollow 

Moneyouragan (2) - m6in Ui Odhragain - 0 
hOdhragain's h1rf bog 

Mullyard (2) - mullaigh ard High smmnit 

Noon's Hole (Traitor's End) 014) -Named after the 
unforhmate Dominic Noone 

Oggal- (1)- Eo-Choill- A yew wood, or Ocht-aoil- The 
white hillside 

Ooghboraghan (1)- Uaimh boragha- Roaring cave 

Owenbrean (1)- Abhainn brean- Foul river 

Oweyglass (1)- Uaimh glas- Green cave 

Pollabrock (1) -poll an bhroic- Badger cave 

Pollagaddy (1)- poll an ghadai- Thief's cave 

Pollanaffrin (1)- poll an Aifrhm- Cave of the Mass rock 

Pollahapplewee (1) -Poll an Chapaill an Chaoich- Cave 
of the blind (man's?) horse 

Pollahune (1) -poll an Thmmaithe - Hole of the floodh1g 
waters 

Pollaphunta (1)- poll an phunta- Hole of the pound 

Pollaphylla (4)- pollyfilla (also Phil's Cave). 

Pollaraftra (1 ?) - Raftery's Hole 

Pollasillagh (?3) -poll na saileach- Hole of the willows 

Pollasmnera (1) -poll an ts{unaire- Cave of the river sink 

Pollawaddy (1) -poll an mhadaidh- Cave of the dog 

Pollbeg (1)- poll beag- Small hole 

Pollboy and Pollbwee (1)- poll bui- Yellow hole 

Polldoo (1)- poll dubh- Black hole 

Polliska (1)- poll uisce- Water hole 

Pollkeeran (1)- poll caorthahm- Hole of the Rowan 

Pollmore (1)- poll m6r- Big hole 

Pollnabrindle (3 I 4) -poll na Brindle- Brindle's hole 

Pollnaclanawley (1) - poll na Chlann Amhlaoibh -Hole 
of the Clan Amhlaoibh 

Pollnacrom (2) - poll na Cram - Cave of the God, Crom. 
(From Seltanacrom, the bowed one). 

Appendices & Index 

Pollnagapple (1)- poll na gCapall- Cave of the horses 

Pollnagat (1) -poll na gCat- Cave of the cats 

Pollnagollum (1) -poll na gColm- Cave of the doves. 

Pollnagossan (1) -poll na gCuasan -Cave of the little 
recesses, or poll na gCosan - Cave of the paths, or 
Polladaossan (1)- poll an da dhosan- Cave with the two 
clumps of bushes 

Pollnamadraruahm (3) -poll na madra ruaidh- Cave of 
the red dogs (foxes) 

Polh1amona (3) -poll na main- Turf cave 

Pollnaowen (1) - poll na abhainn -Hole of the river 

Pollnasalac (?3)- poll salach- Dirty hole 

Pollnaskeoge (1) - poll na sceitheog - Hole of the bushes 

Pollpluda (?3) -poll pluda -Hole of the mire 

Pollprughlisk (1)- poll prochlaise- Hole of the den 

Pollreagh (1)- poll riabhach- Grey hole 

Pollhlllyard (1) -poll thulaigh ard- Cave of the speckled 
summit 

Polltullybrack (1) -poll thulaigh bhreac - Cave of the 
speckled hill 

Poll Uladh (3) -poll Uladh- Cave of the men of Ulster 

Poulnamadda (1)- poll na madra- Cave of the dogs 

Poulnamuck (1) -poll na muc- Cave of the pigs 

Prods Pot (4)- First bottomed on July 12th, 1969. 

Puckoon (3?) - Named after the old Reyfad Group 
cottage nearby, which was named after the Spike 
Milligan book of the same name. 

Reyfad Pot (2) - Reidh fead - Moor of underground 
streams 

Seltanacoole (1) - seltan na cuile - Escarpment of the 
corner 

Skeagh (1)- Sceagh- A white thorn bush 

Shannon (1)- Sionainn, The ancient Goddess 

Sumera (1)- s{unaire- Swallow hole 

Templebawn (3)- team pall ban- White church. 

Tory cave (1) - Probably named after tories or other 
outlaws who sheltered here. 

Tullyholvin (2)- hllaigh shealbhah1- Hill of the herd 

Tullyhona (1) - Tulaigh hUaimheanna- Hill of caves or 
hllaigh humma - Hill of the lambs 

Ture (2)- an t-ltlr- The yew tree 

Whiskey Holes (1 I 4) - After an illicit still at this site 
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Cladagh River 79 H Marlbank Rising 78 
Cladagh West Risings 94 HanunerPot 76 Mastodon 89 
Cleggan Td 48 Hanging Rock 74 McGovern' s Boulder Cave 93 
Co-Operation Pot 72 Harry Jacques 103 McGovem's Sink 88 
Compass Pot 90 Holy Hour Pot 74 Meander Cave 20 
Comagee 67 Holywell Rising 53 Meenagh Springs 117 
Cottage Shakehole 42 Honey Pot 71 Monastir Cliff 89 
Cradle Hole 84 I Monastir Sink 89 
Crinoid Cavern 21 Island Pot 86 Moneyouragan Cave 52 
Crottan Td 48 Ivy Hole 40 Moneyouragan Pot 52 
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Moneyouragan Sink 52 Pollnagapple 85,114 Skeagh Holes 73 
Moneyouragan T d 52 Pollnagat 117 Slieve Beagh 117 
Mr Toastie's Hole 77 Polh1aglisters 94 Smokey Mountain Sink 103 
Mucky Pot 22 Pollnagolan 95 Speleological Union Of Ireland 13 
Mull yard Rising 53 Pollnagollum (Of The Boats) 92 Springwell Rising 95 
Mull yard Sink 53 Pollnagollum Aghaboy 114 Sraniff Rising 22 
Murphy's Hole 40 Pollnagollum Coolarkan 47 Sruh Croppa Bridge Sinks 86 
N Pollnagollum Slieve Rushen 117 Sruh Croppa River 86 
N. P.C. Dig 95 Pollnagossan 64 St. Augustine's 67 
Noon's Hole 24 Pollnakeith 94 Sum era Rising 114 
0 Pollnamadraruatua 73 Super Star Pot 74 
OggalSink 67 Pollnaowen 71 Syringopora Pot 113 
Ogof Y Cerryg Rhydd 74 Pollnaranti 67 T 
Owenbrean River 92 Pollnasalac 74 Tea Pot 112 
Oweyglass Caves 42 Pollnasanta 77 Templebawn 92 
p Pollnaskeoge 67 Tents Td 53 
Peg Leg Pot 88 Pollnatagha 111 The Fosstra 78 
Pelvis Pot 103 Pollnawinch 73 Tober St. Feber 28 
Peruvian Pot 95 Pollpluda 89 Tonagrattin Cave 78 
Peter Bryant' s Bullock Hole 111 Pollprughlish 109 Toneel North Rising 40 
Peter Bryant's Hole 113 Pollreagh 89 Tory Cave 117 
Pigeon Pots 113 Polltan 84 Tullybelcoo 116 
Pointless Cave 95 Pollthanacarra 92 Tullyholvin 46 
Poll gCapall Caoiche 74 Pollthanaclanawley 112 Tullyhona Rising Cave 105 
Poll Uladh 94 Pollthanarees 88 Tullyhona Rock Pots 107 
Pollabrock 117 Poll tin 84 Tullynakeeragh 71 
Polladaossan 64 Polltullyard 72 Ture Rising 74 
Polladranta 114 Polltullybrack 38 u 
Pollagaddy 115 Poulnamadda 30 Upper Cradle 85 
Pollahune 71 Poulnamuck 21 Upper Ravine Cave 46 
Pollanaffrin 29 Prod's Pot 97 w 
Pollaphunta 115 Prod's Pot Too 86 Waterfall Sink 41 
Pollaphylla 29 Pubs 14 Watson's Sink 41 
Pollaraftra 16 Puckoon Sink 67 Weather 9 
Pollasillagh 89 R Westminster Dig 103 
Pollasod 29 Rahallan Td 53 Whiskey Holes 105 
Pollasumera 92 Rattle Hole 40 White Father's 67 
Pollawaddy 90 Revolution Pot 76 Whitehouse Cave 21 
Pollbeg 42 Reyfad Pot 33 X 
Poll boy 71 Rigging 9 X-Sink 40 
Pollbwee 90 Roadside Pot 22 y 

Polldoo 117 Rod's Pot 92 Yule Pot 77 
Polldownlog 92 s 
Pollduckfield 73 Safety 9 
Polligarriagh 89 Schoolhouse Cave 94 
Polliniska 111 Schoolhouse Rising 95 
Pollkeeran 42 Seltanacool Sink 40 
Polh11ore 42 Seltanahunny Sink 30 
Polh11yalla 114 Shancarrick 30 
Pollnabrindle 93 Shannon Cave 69 
Pollnacrom 37 Shmmon Pot 71 
Pollnadad 114 Sheep Pot 114 
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Appendices & Index 

The Authors 

The authors of The Caves of Fermanagh and Cavan have over 100 years accumulated experience of 
caving in Fermanagh and Cavan and overseas. Three live in the Florencecourt area and one lives in 
Dublin. 

Gareth Ll. Jones was originally from Wales, but has been living and caving in Ireland for over 35 years. 
He is a consultant geologist specialising in microfossils and Carboniferous limestone and he also advises 
on caves and karst. 23 years ago he wrote the first edition of this book 

An Enniskillen man, Gabriel Burns is an outdoor education instructor working in Fermanagh. He has 
been actively caving in Fermanagh and Cavan for 25 years. He is particularly noted for the enthusiastic 
production of detailed maps and surveys of the local caves and caving areas. 

Tim Fogg started caving in 1970 in Fermanagh and has caved throughout the world. He moved to 
Fermanagh fifteen years ago to teach in outdoor education and is now the director of an industrial rope 
access company. Tim holds Cave Instructor Certificate and is actively involved in training cavers and the 
Irish Cave Rescue Organisation. 

John Kelly is a consultant geologist specialising in carbonate hosted zinc-lead-silver mineralization and 
karst. He completed a Ph. D. on the geology of the limestones of Cuilcagh Mountain in 1989 and has been 
caving in Fermanagh and Cavan, other areas in Ireland, Britain and Europe since 1982. 
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Quotes 

"J'ai du me contente du tres satisfaisant resultat aquis, s'est a dire ....... en resume que /es calcaires 
carboniferes d'/rlande possedent bien, ainsi qu'on le prevoyait des cavernes et une circulation d'eau 
souterraine exadement disposees comme celle des Causses et du Karst." 

"I had to be happy with the very pleasing results we obtained, that is to say ....... to sum up that the 
Carboniferous Limestones of Ireland really had, as one had predicted, caves and underground water 
circulation organised exactly like those of the Causses (of France) and of the Karst (of 5/ovenia)." 

Martel, E. A. 1895. Sous Terre (Huitieme campagne, 1895), Marble Arch, lrlande et Gaping Ghyll, 
Angleterre. Annuaire du Club Alpine Francais, 22, 1-39. 

on Marble Arch 

"Erosion, corrosion and hydrostatic pressure have, by widening the natural fissures of the ground, 
formed a real sponge of stone, about 500 feet (7 50m) long by 200 feet (60m) wide. Under the 
continual action of the internal currene the rock has become, in some way, more and more carious, like 
a bad tooth." 

Martel, E. A. 1897. British Caves and Speleology. The Geographical Journal. ,X. 5, 500-510. 

"To conclude for Ireland, very much work of all kinds remains to be done in the "Green Isle"." 

Martel, E. A. 1897. British Caves and Speleology. The Geographical Journal. ,X. 5, 500-510. 

"(Fermanagh) ...... One of the most spe/eo/ogically interesting districts of Ireland." 

Baker, E. A., Broderick, H., Hill, C. A. & Praeger, R. Ll. 1907. Cave explorers in Co. Fermanagh, Baird Ltd., 
Belfast. 30pp. 

"Then I climbed on to the main platform to the south and viewed a shallow basin where a swallet was 
marked on the map. There was no stream into it but rocks and bushes spoke at once of a pothole. As 
I was rejoicing over my discovery one of the men busy all round cutting peat came to look at a stranger. 
He had no name for it so being just inside Reyfad town/and, Reyfad Pot it must be." 

"We chose a good lead and made the place safe......... most of the ladder lead had gone down. A pot 
37 ft. (7 7 m) deep, on its south side a great arch with a great shaft inside. Marsden kept on the rope 
and tested it thoroughly, one lucky stone sounded like two hundred feee we were well rewarded." 

Roberts, E. E. 1947. The Enniskillen Gondoliers. Yorkshire Ramblers Club Journal, VII, 24, 144-152. 




